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important message for all alumni:
Dear Fellow Alumnus:
This issue of The Maine Alumnus carries some exciting news which will have
relevance to each of us (see story on page 8).
The University of Maine at Orono is launching a $3.5 million capital funds
program for the purpose of constructing a Performing Arts Center and MultiPurpose Arena on the campus. The campaign, the largest in the University’s
history, will seek support from those currently on campus, most of Eastern Maine
and all UMO alumni.
You may wonder what effect this campaign will have on the Annual Alumni
Fund. It has been determined by the Alumni Council that the Annual Fund will
continue as it has since 1962. Because of some logistics, the Campaign timing will be
altered to some degree but the importance of the annual campaign will be in no way
diminished.
You may be wondering as well why both a $3.5 million capital campaign and the
alumni campaign with a goal of $250,000 are being conducted almost simulta
neously. This is a reasonable question and there is a reasonable answer—because
both efforts are absolutely essential to the continued excellence of UMO's educa
tional program.
The Alumni Fund provides essential continuing support for UMO's scholarship
programs and is basically “income giving”. The Capital Funds program, known as
the Second Century Fund, seeks “capital giving” for pressing, immediate needs
and will ask for pledges over an extended period.
It has been agreed by the Alumni Council and Second Century Fund officials that
there will be no dual crediting for either dollars or participation. In other
words . . . gifts to the Second Century Fund will not also be credited to the Alumni
Fund. Both efforts will involve alumni. Each will stand on its own.
The success of both programs will depend on the generous thinking and generous
action of individual alumni. Alumni support is of major importance to the Univer
sity of Maine at Orono. How we respond with the abilities we have will to a very
great extent determine the quality of University of which we are alumni.
Your support is vital to the success of both campaigns and to the continued
advancement of the Orono campus. As Pres. Neville says, “The alumni are the
University. Let us pledge ourselves to make our alma mater the very finest in the
land.”

Ralph L. Hodgkins ’59
President
General Alumni Association
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letters
To the editor:
Last month I came up with the idea to start a rowing club at the
University of Maine, Orono. I contacted the campus newspaper
via letter, explaining how my nostalgia got the better of me. I was
referring to my college days in Boston back in the early 1950s
when my Radcliffe fiancee and I would delight in watching B.U.,
Harvard, and MIT crews battling it out on the Charles River.
Well, my letter got results as did a notice in the daily bulletin
UMO Today. The results: 25 females and 37 males have signed
up for the rowing club. We are now orgainzing. We have no
shells, sculls, oars or money, but we have plenty of enthusiasm.
Now the question is: is there anyone out there in the vast
legions of UMO alumni who can come to our aid? We need
equipment—8-man, 4-man shells, singles and doubles sculls plus
accessories. The condition of the equipment doesn’t matter at
this juncture. We just want to get this crew off the ground and in
the water.
I have been in touch with more than 50 college rowing coaches
about surplus equipment. So far, no luck, but plenty of encour
agement and kind words have poured into the office.
Before we know it the ice will be out of the Penobscot and
Stillwater. If any alumni can be of assistance, I’ll be happy to
hear from them before the spring thaw.
Alan Miller, chairman
Journalism Department
University of Maine, Orono
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Neville's giant step forward
by Margaret R. Zubik ’71

On January 28, two days before President Nixon’s State of the
Union Address, UMO faculty, students, staff and community
heard a State of the University Address from its president,
Howard R. Neville, at an academic convocation in the Memorial
Gymnasium. To those who heard him, it was no less important
than the State of the Union Address and to many perhaps it was
far more important and impressive.
In the hour-and-a-half long convocation Dr. Neville, who
came to Orono in September, addressed himself to the history
and theory of land grant institutions, UMO’s outstanding areas,
its problem areas, and presented a fourteen-point, six-year plan
with the acumen and knowledge of someone who had lived with
UMO for years.
The underlying premise on which President Neville built his
speech was that the university is of and for the people of Maine
and therefore must be the center for human concerns upon which
the people who support it can rely.
In his bold plans for the future UMO he gave distinct promi
nence to six areas of the university.

Faculty members in their academic dress listened to the twelfth UMO
president. Dr. Howard R. Neville deliver his convocation address con
cerning the future of UMO on January 28 to a nearly filled gymnasium.

I. Fogler Library

By 1980 his six-year plan calls for an increase in the library
acquisitions budget to $550,000 from the current $280,000, a 12
per cent annual increase compounded over the years. After
quoting these figures he added, “I consider this an absolute
necessity and will refuse to entertain the notion that it cannot be
done,” to which the audience applauded.
In addition, from his own office budget he committed $25,000
for acquisition funds for the balance of this year. Fogler
Library’s operating budget in recent years has been a real con
cern of the university administration, faculty and students. Stu
dents made their feelings known on the subject last May when
the traditional Maine Day activities were turned into a fundraising day for the library which netted nearly $10,000. The
library now has a brighter future as a result of these recent
actions. (See Table I)
II. Two New Research Centers

Much of his convocation was directed to reforming or redirect
ing specific areas of the university, but between these points he
put forth many exciting and ambitious innovations for the cam
pus. He clearly sees that development is needed in those areas
where UMO’s expertise can be of national significance and
prominence.

Appearing on the dais with Neville from left to right were Chairman of
the Board of Trustees, Lawrence M. Cutler, chairman of the Council of
Colleges, Prof. Roy Shin, and UM Chancellor Donald R. McNeil.

The addition of two major institutions—a Center for Advanced
Study of the Forest Industries and a Center for the Study of
Marine Resources were announced.
This forest industry center will use current faculty and draw
from technical and management staffs of the forest product in
dustries to create multi-disciplinary research teams for answer
ing interrelated technological, economic, environmental and
management problems of industry. The center will be headed by
a nationally prominent director and subsidy will come, it is
hoped, from the forest product industries.
The marine resources center will coordinate all UMO marine
research including the Darling Center in Walpole. It will provide
educational programs for the state in marine fields. The scope of
the center will not only be technology and research, but will also
encompass literature, the arts and history as well. The center’s
immediate responsibility will be to implement the goals of the
federal Sea Grant Act to insure Orono’s designation as a Sea
Grant College before 1980. For both these new centers Neville
will be presenting position papers in the near future.
After the announcement of these two new centers Neville gave
special mention and support to two existing institutes. The Insti
tute for Quaternary Studies and the New England-Atlantic
Provinces-Quebec Center will actively receive Neville’s support
to whatever extent resources can be found.

III. Undergraduate Education

Among other items suggested to upgrade the undergraduate
study program, Neville talked of curriculum reform and alternate
forms of the four-year, lock-step pattern of education. One new
form of academic innovation he proposed was supervised work
in the community for academic credit. More specifically, he
instructed each college to open its curricula to enable any student
who wishes, at least twelve hours of his current college require
ments in academically supervised community service or suitable
work experiences.
The president put special emphasis on the fact that steps are
also going to be taken to enlarge and improve the honors program

Table I
1972-73 Library Statistics of
Four New England Universities
Total
Book
Volumes
Expenditures
Holdings
Added
$ 800,016
471,487
20,694
Maine
1,204,847
614,269
" 24,977
New Hampshire
1,091,207
508,043
Rhode Island
32,468
1,412,247
498,453
Vermont
35,666

Massachusetts
Connecticut
Rhode Island
New Hampshire
Vermont
Maine

to make the university a more attractive campus for National
Merit Scholars and other talented undergraduate students from
the state.
Neville spoke of continued student involvement in decision
making, such as on search committees for academic officers of
the dean’s level and above.
IV. A Reevaluation of the Relationships Between the University
and the System Office

The president spoke at length twice in his paper about the
developing and changing relationships between the campus and
the University System Office. He pointed out that he saw Orono
“as a university within a system not as a campus within a univer
sity” and called for a large measure of local control in campus
management.
The fiscal state of the university both as a single campus and
as part of the larger system were also of concern to the president.
He put forward a proposal for more effective statewide coordina
tion of fiscal operations by recommending the establishment of a
standing committee on fiscal policy to be advisory to the Chan
cellor.
V. Athletics

Point eleven of the six-year plan cannot be overlooked. A
winning football team, a nationally competitive basketball team
and a regionally competitive ice hockey team are to be realities
before the end of the decade, he proposed. With a slight smile,
Neville added that he would not elaborate any further except to
say that no resources would come from the academic budgets to
achieve this.
VI. Faculty Salaries

Faculty salary increases was the sixth item under those areas
of the university that Neville believes need redirection and im
provement. He presented figures about faculty salaries which
showed UMO in the lowest twenty per cent when compared to
similar institutions. (See Table II)
“This condition has an insidious effect upon the self esteem of
some, and causes others to be constantly on the lookout for
professional opportunity elsewhere,” he said concerning the
issue. He believes that this is one reason both faculty and ad
ministrators tend to hold UMO in low esteem.
Neville has proposed an average compensation increase for
faculty to be from nine to ten per cent each year until 1980 to
achieve the projected median for the other five New England
land-grant universities. He conceded that in order for this to
happen, continued and increased support on the state level
would be necessary. If state appropriations were not available he
said he will ask the Board of Trustees to raise tuition to the
projected medians for similar New England universities.
His announcement of faculty salary increases was accom
panied by some major reform policies for the faculty.

Table II
1973-74 Average Salaries for Six New England Universities
Assistant Prof.
Associate Prof.
Professor
15,040
19,310
25,940
13,390
17,340
24,520
13,450
16,610
21,900
12,680
15,510
20,310
12,350
15,110
19,270
12,020
14,330
18,540

Instructor
12,130
11,170
10,740
10,840
9,840
9,560

Average
19,430
17,870
16,140
15,620
14,350
14,306
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The impact of Neville’s industrious six-year plan for the future of
Orono is seen on the faces ofhis attentive audience. From left to right are
Dr. Frederick E. Hutchinson, dean of the College of Life Sciences and

Agriculture; Dr. Franklin P. Eggert, dean of the graduate school; Dr.
Kenneth A. Allen, acting dean of the College ofArts & Sciences; and Dr.
Bruce R. Poulton, vice president for research and public service.

Convinced that there are inequities in the distribution of work
in not only teaching, but research, public service and administra
tion, he will be undertaking a careful analysis of the workload in
light of UMO’s present and future program commitments. He
also charged the vice president for academic affairs to undertake
a program of faculty position reallocation and emphasized that
no faculty position “belongs” to a particular department or
college. The discontinuance of tenured positions may be made if
these positions are recommended as no longer serving a valid
program need.
Committee work, Neville cited, is a common “disease”
among college faculties and is of marginal value. He believes it is
taking up far too much of UMO’s faculty time and is advising all
departments, colleges and councils to revamp their committee
structure with a goal of reducing committee work by one-third.
Neville also gave the faculty a promise that all doubling of office
space by colleagues would be remedied by September 1976.
The research efforts of faculty could be dramatically improved
upon according to the UMO president. Under his points of
“immediate actions taken” came the establishment of an annual
$1,500 Presidential Research Achievement Award to go to a
faculty member for distinguished research achievement which
will begin this year. .
University research and creative activity directly affect
graduate education, he said. Though the president did not pre

sent a graduate education plan, he did announce that he will soon
be presenting a position paper on it.
“lam askfrig the Alumni Association to undertake an appro
priate study that will produce a rather detailed biographical
dictionary of the alumni of the University pf Maine at Orono,”
Neville said, addressing himself to alumni affairs.
The Alumni Council is currently studying the consideration of
transferring alumni records from the addressograph system to
electronic data processing. The new system would provide the
capabilities for keeping close contact with alumni and their ac
complishments and for producing a detailed directory of UMO
alumni. The Alumni Council also has officially pledged to sup
port Neville’s six-year plan at their Mid-Winter Council Meeting
in Durham, New Hampshire on February 9.
Neville also made known his intentions for establishing a
facility for education and research in the basic sciences related to
health care. He believes that the majority of the scientists in
health-related areas in the state are located at Orono. Orono is
simply the logical choice for a basic research center.
The University of Maine campus in Bangor received special
attention in the address in the form of a reorganization proposal.
Neville is proposing to the Board of Trustees that the campus be
renamed the Bangor Community College of the University of
Maine at Orono and its administrative relationship be changed to
that of one of an academic college of UMO. The position of

director will be eliminated and the current dean will continue as
the chief academic officer.
As part of this proposal he is also recommending a liberal arts
transfer program where credits earned at the Bangor campus will
be fully transferable to a baccalaureate degree at UMO. “No
Maine resident seeking entry to this fully transferable program
will be turned away from the door at our Bangor Community
College,’’ he said. Neville later that day elaborated on this point
to say he means the “door’’ was open to anyone regardless of
previous educational accomplishment.
Increases in the next six years will not only be in salaries and
programs but also in enrollment at UMO. Student enrollment
was projected in the report to increase by at least 1,200 in
undergraduate programs and about 150 on the graduate level.
UMB is expected to grow to 1,000, a 100 per cent increase.
Neville commented that in view of these figures he will stress to
trustees and the state legislature the importance of providing
resources for capital construction as well as educational and
general budget needs.
On a more local level he asked that $100,000 be uncovered
from the university’s base budget by the vice president for
finance and administration to “add impetus to some of the ele
ments of this six-year plan.’’ None of these monies would come
from college instructional budgets he hastened to add.
For the necessary funding of his future plans for UMO he will
be depending on an increase in outside funding sources from the
federal government and foundations. This he coupled with his
call for an increase in free endowment of UMO by between five
and ten million dollars before 1980.
Private fund raising, he noted, will be of great importance with
the coming of the $3.5 million capital fund drive for a future
performing arts center and a multiple purpose arena. Details of
this drive, The Second Century Fund, appear on page 9.
“Nothing in this plan is cast in concrete, but unless I find very
vigorous and widespread objection to it in the community, I will

proceed to implement it,’’ he informed the audience at the end of
his ambitious 14-point plan for the next six years. He then paused
and after the silence, he good-naturedly allowed that since there
were no objections, he would go ahead with his plans.
Chancellor Donald R. McNeil, who appeared on the dais with
the president, was queried about his reactions to the speech
when he later appeared at an informal discussion with students.
McNeil called his address “a superb speech, a leadership
speech, the kind of speech I would expect from Howard and one
which Orono should applaud.’’
Classes were suspended during the address and many students
filled the gymnasium to hear what their new president was plan
ning. The Maine Campus, the student- newspaper, praised
Neville for his action in raising the library budget and the new
proposal to allow students supervised community service work
for credit. They did appear skeptical about the finances involved
in carrying out his plans and about the possibility of a tuition
hike, though overall they applauded him for his ambitious pro- •
prosals and called his six-year plan his “giant step into the world
of renown.’’
“I feel confident that we can be the most exciting state univer
sity in New England in 1980 when this six-year plan, with ap
propriate amendments over the years, is fully implemented.’’
This is Neville’s ambitious goal that should make the next six
years at Orono certainly one of the most exciting times in UMO’s
history and make Howard R. Neville one of the most exciting
leaders in UMO’s history.
Professor Roy Shin, Chairman of the Council of Colleges, •
perhaps put it most appropriately when he introduced Neville at
the convocation with: “As Confucious says, ‘He who sits on
pine needles shall rise to great heights.’ ’’
■
Editor's Note: The Spring issue of The Maine Alumnus will go
into more depth on some of President Neville's future proposals
of two new resource centers and academic credit for work in the
community.
President Neville, Prof. Roy
Shin and Chancellor McNeil en
joying a lighter moment during the
academic convocation address at
which Neville spoke of the de
veloping and changing relation
ships between the campus and the
university system office and called .
for a large measure of local con
trol in campus management.
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Meet lour
Rhodes Scholar
and nature freak
Mac tfronter
■
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by Sherry Bowden ’75
One of the 32 Rhodes Scholarships for the United States went
this year to Malcolm L. Hunter, Jr., of Damariscotta. A senior in
wildlife science at UMO, Mac is the third Rhodes Scholar from
the university and the first one in 40 years.
Mac has been interested in wildlife for as long as he can
remember. “Foremost I’m a nature freak. Former President
Libby was the first person to call me a nature freak and I’ve sort
of kept the name.’’
The University of Maine at Orono was the only school that
Mac applied for. He lived in Oxford Hall for two years and
Somerset Hall for one year. At one time his dorm room was also
inhabited by one Jefferson salamander, eight spotted salaman
ders, two frogs, one toad, one painted turtle, one two-foot-long
iguana, a few polywogs, an aquarium full of fish and one red
winged blackbird with a broken wing.
Now he lives off campus and shares an apartment with two
other students . . . and no pets.
Everyone who enters the apartment must sample Mac’s
granola, view the wood stove and admire his bookcase. The
granola is Mac’s own mixture. The wood stove was a project of
Mac s and his two roommates. With the help of friends they have
managed to keep themselves in firewood this winter.
What might be called “ecological carpentry” stretches from
the floor to the ceiling in Mac’s room. Mac constructed the
bookcase by using birch trees for the poles and planks for the
shelves. On the book case, besides a large number of books,
stands a moose tooth and several hand-carved animals.
Mac has many other interests depending on the time of year.
In the summer I like white water inner tubing, rock climbing
and white water canoeing. In the winter I like to do a lot of

<.

•’

>, W>

’•« *

camping and backpacking. I don’t do much camping in the sum
mer because there are so many people. I also like to snowshoe
and cross country ski. My indoor interests are photography and
woodcarving. My primary interest is nature. I like to be able to go
into the woods or on the coast and be able to identify almost
everything I see.”
Mac, who currently holds a 3.76 accumulative average, was
just recently the recipient of the P. F. English Award, a scholar
ship given by the Wildlife Society to the outstanding wildlife
student in the Northeast unit of the society.
The 21-year-old student has also had an active four years on
campus outside the classroom. He organized the first Public
Interest Research Group (PIRG) meeting on the Orono campus.
The first meeting took place in his dorm room and has been going
strong ever since. The concept of the nation-wide PIRG was first
developed by Ralph Nader. The group, seeks out areas of con
sumer concern within the community and attempts to alleviate
the problems.
Mac has been president of the Effluent Society for a year and a
half. The Effluent Society is a group of student environmen
talists. Two of their major acomplishments have been a
campus-wide recycling project and banning snowmobiles from
the trails in the university forest. About the snowmobile project,
former President Libby said, “Hunter feels deeply about the
natural environment and the delicate balance which exists in our
particular ecosystem. This feeling is not mere romanticism but a
conviction based on his knowledge and formal study. He felt that
indiscriminate use of snowmobiles by area residents was
threatening some of the natural attractions of the Orono
location—its forests, marshes, waters and man’s peace of mind.
Quietly and insistently he, through the Effluent Society as the
formal mechanism, worked for the exclusion of snowmobiles
from the campus.”

As a representative of the Effluent Society, he is a member of
the state board of directors of the Natural Resources Council of
Maine. Mac has also been a teacher of local fauna and Maine
coastal ecosystems for the abenaki experimental college at
UMO.
Mac was first encouraged to apply for the scholarship by the
faculty of the college of Forest Resources, but he didn’t know
whether he really wanted it or could receive it. Dr. Earling
Skorpen, professor of philosophy and also a Rhodes Scholar
from Yale University, was the one to convince him to apply.
To apply for a Rhodes Scholarship Mac had to have eight
letters of recommendation, an endorsement from the president
of the university and write a 1,000 word personal statement.
Since Mac was the only student applying from UMO, he went
from there to be interviewed by the state selection committee at
Bowdbin. After succeeding at Bowdoin he went on to Boston for
more interviews. At Boston he became one of the four people to
receive Rhodes Scholarships from the New England states. Now
he will receive funds to go to Oxford University, England for two
years and have the option of applying for a third.
At St. Catherine’s College at Oxford he plans to do research in
what he likes to call behavioral ecology. “Behavioral ecology is
concerned with how animals adapt to the physical environment
through behavioral mechanisms. I am interested in researching
anything to do with vertebrate animals in relation to the way they
live and the way they function in their environment. I find that
the problem is not going to be finding something to research, but
in choosing between several research topics that I’m interested
in.’’
Mac was accepted by three different research programs at
Oxford, though he hasn’t decided what his choice is. They are in
animal ecology, animal behavior and field ornithology.
Looking to the future, Mac is a young man who clearly knows
what he wants for the future. After finishing at Oxford, he wants
to work for the International Union for Conservation of Nature
and Natural Resources (IUCN) in Switzerland.
The IUCN is an international group working with rare and
| endangered wildlife. He would like to combine general research
on rare and endangered species with the adaptation of wildlife to
microclimates. He is interested in working with IUCN until he is
around forty years old.
After forty he would like to come back to Maine and, perhaps,
teach at UMO. (We’d like to hold him to that!) “I like Maine and
if it remains natural I can’t imagine a place I’d rather live.’’
Although these plans are far off in the future, he feels they are
within reach. He is supposed to go to Oxford next October, but

has asked for a deferment until at least January 1975 or prefera
bly October 1975. Mac is asking for the deferment to give him
time to finish his book, Ecosystems of Maine. The book breaks
Maine down into a number of ecosystems.
In general terms, Mac describes an ecosystem as “a group of
characteristic plant and animal populations that live in a given
physical environment. For example: an ecosystem is like a lake,
a salt marsh or a forest.’’
The book is well on its way to completion and there are already
people anticipating its publication. His research on the book is
being supported by the Smithsonian Institution of Washington,
D.C. and the Massachusetts Audubon Society. He started work
on the book when he was employed by Reed and D’Andrea, a
South Gardiner Research group.
Mac is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Malcolm Hunter, Sr., of
Damariscotta and has one younger sister.
In high school he was a foreign exchange student to Germany.
In Germany he spent the summer in the home of a forest ranger in
the Black Forest where he had an opportunity to observe the
animal life. He was also an eagle scout.
As former President Libby has said, “Hunter’s convictions,
his innate common sense and his trained intelligence combine to
make him a most attractive and effective young man. He will go
far with or without Oxford University. I wish him well.’’
■

PHOTOS BY RICHARD FORTIN 74

Mac’s predecessors
There have been two other Rhodes Scholars in UMO’s
histroy, Ballard F. Keith ’08 and Arthur A. Brown ’33.
Keith, a native of Bangor, attended Jesus College, Oxford,
England and then returned to Old Town where he practiced
law until World War I. After the service he began a practice in
Bangor and became a prominent lawyer and civic leader. He
remained in Bangor until his death in 1969.
Arthur Brown studied mathematics at Brasenose College at
Oxford and returned to Princeton University to earn his doc
torate. The Maine native worked for ten years with the
civilian Naval Research Operations. He currently resides in
Washington, D.C. where he has been employed since 1952 as
a senior staff member of Arthur D. Little Inc., an industrial
research and management consulting firm.

Mac outside his apartment in Stillwater chopping wood for the new
woodstove. The wood was collectedfrom a diseased elm tree by Mac, his
two roommates and some friends.
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Announcing the $3-5 million . .

President Howard R. Neville has announced plans for a $3.5
million capital funds campaign to finance construction of a Per
forming Arts Center and a Multi-Purpose Arena on the Orono
campus.
In making the announcement Neville said, “In my recent
Convocation Address I stressed the importance of new capital
facilities if the University of Maine at Orono is to maintain and
enhance its position of leadership in higher education in the state
and the New England region. Of all the buildings we need, two
are of primary importance. The Performing Arts Center will
enable us to improve and expand our already existing programs
in the Arts. Improvement will come in areas of music, theatre
and art because modern facilities, specially designed, will
heighten the creative and productive processes. We will grow in
dance, opera and the drama by the provision of facilities which
do not now exist.
“The Multi-Purpose Arena has been needed for many years to
provide a large building for our campus and the surrounding
communities to use for sports activities, especially in Winter. To
build such a facility for limited use would be impractical, so the
Arena will have a convertible floor, enabling us to provide recre
ational skating and ice hockey as well as other events. Such a
flexible facility will allow us to expand our professional training
program in physical education as well as our competitive sports
calendar. The design of the building will permit a variety of
activities and events, thus providing economy, function and
versatility.”
Initial plans for both facilities were developed under former
President Winthrop C. Libby ’32, with the support of the Univer
sity of Maine Development Council and in conjunction with
students, faculty and alumni.
Based on discussions with architects, it is estimated the
Multi-Purpose Arena will cost $1.5 million. The estimate for the
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Fine Arts Complex, which will include an all-Maine museum and
an art gallery, is approximately $3.25 million. Some of the funds
for the Fine Arts Complex are already in hand. A Maine family
has made a commitment for $750,000 toward the art gallery, and
a bequest of $500,000 from J. Russell Hudson in memory of his
wife has been directed toward the museum wing, leaving a bal
ance of $2,000,000 required for construction of the Performing
Arts Center. Altogether the remaining need is $3.5 million, which
is the campaign goal.
President Libby had investigated the possibility of legislative
money being used for construction but concluded that the state is
primarily committed to the provision of classrooms, laboratories
and other services, and that there would be little likelihood it
would fund either the Performing Arts Center or the MultiPurpose Arena in the immediate future. Because he believed in
the necessity of these two buildings, he investigated the only
remaining source of such funds, a fund-raising appeal. Prior to
the start of the appeal, President Libby announced his re ’
ment. The Development Council of the University decide^
await the decision of the new president before taking further
action.
The Greater Bangor Area will benefit from the addition of
these two facilities, especially in the development of its cultural
and sports programs. Since both facilities will be open to the
public, they will offer greatly expanded cultural and recreational
opportunities not now available in the area.
“Alumni will benefit because the University of Maine at
Orono will be able to take its place in the ranks of modem
institutions which offer students and alumni more than simply
the basics of an education, which offer a broad base upon which
to build excellence in teaching and learning. The end result will
be that the University of Maine at Orono will grow in esteem and
recognition,” Neville said.

Raymond
Fogler ’15
General
Chairman
Raymond H. Fogler, class of 1915 and former General Alumni
Association president, of Hastings-on-Hudson, N. Y. will serve
as General Chairman of the Second Century Fund. Fogler Lib
rary was named after him.
In making the announcement Neville said, “Mr. Fogler is one
of this University’s most renowned and respected alumni. He
has served the University well in the years since he graduated
and has been involved in every one of her forward steps since
1928. His acceptance of the chairmanship of this most important
undertaking is a symbol of the faith he has in his fellow alumni,
Eastern Maine and the campus community in fulfilling these vital
needs.’’
Fogler said in accepting the chairmanship, “As an alumnus, I
am honored to be able to serve the University of Maine at Orono
as she progresses toward increased standards of excellence. It
has been my good fortune to participate in former fund-raising
activities but none have had the scope nor the impact that these
two facilities will have on the future of the University.
“The Performing Arts Center and Multi-Purpose Arena will
move the University of Maine at Orono into a closer relationship
between the campus and the people it serves. These facilities will
make education on the campus more exciting as well as add to the
academic and athletic stature of the University. For these
reasons and many more, I am enthusiastic about the initiation of
this campaign and look forward to success with the help of all
who are associated with the University.’’
Fogler indicated there would be three phases to the campaign.
Phase One will be conducted during the early Spring on the
Orono campus and will involve faculty, students, staff and
friends of the University.
The second phase of the campaign is scheduled to begin at the
conclusion of the campus program and will involve the Greater
Bangor Area and Eastern Maine.
The third phase of the campaign will involve alumni through
out the state and nation and is scheduled to conclude before the
end of 1974.
Campus activities are being coordinated under the chairman
ship of Dr. Frederick E. Hutchinson ’53, dean of the College of
Life Sciences and Agriculture.
There will be six divisions in the campus appeal. They include:
Trustees and Friends, under the chairmanship of Charles E.
Crossland ’17, director of communications of the University of
Maine Pulp and Paper Foundation; Advance Gifts, which will be
composed of a small group of faculty and administration person
nel, under the direction of Dr. Otis J. Sproul ’52, professor of

Civil Engineering; Faculty, under the chairmanship of Dr.
Richard C. Hill, professor of Mechanical Engineering; Administ
ration, under Edward W. Hackett, Jr. '52, director of Continuing
Education and Summer Session; Classified Employees, under
Mrs. Ann L. Delaware, secretary in Agricultural and Resource
Economics, and Frank W. St. Louis, Head Janitor; and Students
Activities being coordinated by Terry A. Dorr ’74.
The campaign is being called the Second Century Fund to
symbolize the Second Century of the University of Maine at
Orono. The theme of the campaign is to be “a New Beginning,’’
which comes from the title of the address President Neville
recently made to the academic community when he outlined a
14-point plan for the future development of the University. ■

Honorary Co-chairmen
After long years of association with the University of
Maine, we have come to two general conclusions that condi
tion our thinking about the Capital Fund Drive, of which we
enthusiastically serve as Honorary Co-Chairmen. The first
conclusion is that Maine people love and respect their Uni
versity in Orono—they have consistently demonstrated this
through public financial support of the University’s operating
budgets and its essential capital construction needs. The sec
ond is that the University of Maine will attain the margin of
excellence Maine people so richly deserve only when private
citizens, businesses, and foundations contribute directly to
the provision of facilities and programs not considered abso
lutely essential by the University’s public sources of revenue.
The Fine Arts Center and the Sports Arena, the principal
objectives of this fund drive, are just such facilities. While
experience and realism lead us to think they would never be
constructed by tax dollars, we are convinced they will make a
fundamental contribution to the liveliness of the institution,
its people, and its programs. The Fine Arts Center will be a
critical humanizing influence, not only for our students, but
for members of surrounding communities and visitors from
other parts of the State and Nation as well. The Sports Arena
will enable us to engage in a sport, ice hockey, which is
indigenous to our region—a vigorous and exciting expression
of the kind of place we live in and the kind of people we are. A
key ingredient in any institution, from a bank to a church to a
university, is its spirit. These new facilities will help continue
and strengthen the fine spirit at Orono.
Generosity with both time and money will determine the
success of our Capital Fund Drive. Please join us and others
engaged in this effort with enthusiasm and with confidence in
the future.

Arthur A. Hauck

Winthrop C. Libby
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A campus
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Like every other school, business and home in the United
States, the energy pinch has hit UMO.
By the end of November, after both President Nixon’s energy, •
speech and Governor Kenneth M. Curtis’ sobering statewide
energy plea, it was apparent that Maine would be hit hard and
UMO would have to curtail its use of energy in many ways.
Thermostats dropped to 68° in dormitories and 55° in unused
buildings on weekends; hallway lighting was reduced by half in
many places; university motor pool cars were limited to a
50-mile-an-hour speed limit and excess travel was cutback.
The Board of Trustees on November 27 resolved to reduce fuel
consumption by 20 per cent, observe the 50-mile-an-hour limit
and most drastically, to adjust campus calendars by adding one
additional vacation week.
The UMO semester break was extended one week, bringing
students back on January 21 after nearly a one-month recess.
Also as many buildings as possible were completely or partially
shut down to conserve on a possibly dwindling supply of fuel oil.
oil.
A savings of 3,669 barrels of No. 6 heating oil or 22 per cent
was realized during January over last January’s consumption
and 744,518 kilowatt hours of electricity or 40.6 per cent were
also saved over last Janury. Conservation measures, an ex
tended break and a milder winter than was predicted were the
major factors in the high savings figures.
To help enforce the campus wide energy conservation prog
ram sixty-five “energy advisers” were appointed to monitor
building temperature controls, recommend light-level reduction
and keep all doors and windows secured.
The other University of Maine campuses received the same
proposal from the Board of Trustees, though not every campus
extended their vacations. The Augusta campus made a major
revision in their schedule when they changed to a four-day week
as of the first of the year. The Portland-Gorham campus took an
extra week off later in the second semester.
To cope with the ever increasing energy problem and to cen
tralize all aspects, President Howard R. Neville named an
Energy Task Force in .December headed by Dr. Thomas
Duchesneau, associate professor of economics. The eight
member committee has expertise in mechanical engineering,
computer science, agricultural engineering, chemical engineer
ing, labor and social sciences.
The major objectives of the task force have been to bring
UMO’s resources together and set priorities for the types of
research necessary, seek funds for such research, determine
economic implications of the energy crisis on the state and pro
vide some input to the state’s policymakers as to what direction
the economy might take in regard to the long-range energy prob
lems and solutions.
Prof. Duchesneau comes well prepared to head up an energy
task force. He came to UMO in 1967 and after three years of
teaching he went on leave for two years to the Federal Trade
Commission where he formulated their energy research activity.
He has also worked with the Ford Foundation studying the

economics of energy production in the United States. Currently
he serves as a member of the government’s Citizens Energy
Advisory Committee.
One of the primary tasks of the committee will be to seek
research funding on energy related matters. According to
Duchesneau, “Maine may be in somewhat of an advantageous
position in the competition for funds . . . because of the state's
geographical setting with its resulting cold climate and subse
quent heavy reliance on petroleum products as energy sources.”
Maine’s natural resource of wood, which has become so impor
tant as an alternate heating source, also provides UMO with an
“edge” for development and research funding.
In February a detailed proposal for a grant was submitted to
the National Science Foundation (NSF) by the task force to
study consumer behavior of Maine’s citizens during the energy
crisis, on which would provide invaluable data for public au
thorities to base policymaking decisions. The report puts forth
that the energy crisis places a substantially greater burden on
Maine’s policymakers than elsewhere because of Maine’s hard
winters and special dependence on recreation and tourist indus
tries.
They are also preparing an additional NSF proposal for the
science-related problems of the energy crisis. They are seeking a
grant to research alternate forms of energy through science and
technology.
The task force has also coordinated the establishment of a
country-wide computer car pooling system through the Eastern
Maine Development District and the Social Science Research
Institute which has received strong public support in getting
started.
One member of the task force, Prof. Richard Hill in mechani
cal engineering, has been setting an energy conservation exam
ple for twenty-five years! Prof. Hill has been running a coal-fired,
hot-water boiler in his house since 1948. Contrary to popular
belief, the furnace is not dirty and inefficient, and does not even
have to be stoked. His coal price has not been skyrocketing and
he has not had a cutback as has his oil burning neighbors.
The committee will not be dissolved with the blooming of the
first Spring flowers, however, suspects Prof. Duchesneau. He
believes the task force will have to have some very long term
applications.

Prof. Thomas Duchesneau is chairman of President Neville s eight
man Energy Task Force appointed in December to centralize UMO s
efforts in research and public service during the energy crisis. A profes
sor of economics, he has had extensive background in energy studies.

The student population has also formed an energy committee
within the General Student Senate to concentrate solely on
energy conservation on campus by students. A major publicity
program is being scheduled to inform students about ways of
conserving in their dorms.

“The committee will not go into any of the political questions
involved in the energy crisis. If someone wants to investigate
whether the oil companies have “created” the oil shortage
they 11 have to go elsewhere. We are going to be involved in our
own practical energy needs of conservation on person-to-person
basis,” says committee chairman and president of the General
Student Senate, Tim Keating.
The University of Maine at Orono was not alone in its bout
against the winter as other New England universities took meas
ures to conserve. Most drastic among the moves was the Univer
sity of Vermont's decision to go on a four-day week. The Univer
sity of Massachusetts also shut down for an extra week of vaca
tion while the University of Rhode Island decided against an
extended break and has kept with very stringent conservation
actions to such a point where cooling units in water coolers were
being deactivated.
Calendar changes for next winter are already being considered
in anticipation of a similar energy crunch. A proposed six-week
semester break has been proposed to the faculty Council of
Colleges but has been taken back to committee. It has been
attacked by many students because it may cause veterans to lose
their benefits. A veteran going to school must attend school for at
least one day each month. Also complaints have been voiced that
the six-week break would be too long a time to provide continuity
between semesters and student academic morale is greatly de
creased when the fall semester only includes three days of vaca
tion.
Public service and education have also been a part of UMO’s
energy strategy. Maine’s fishing, pulp and paper, wood, textile,
shoe and recreation industries met to discuss their energy prob
lems. A direct outgrowth of this conference was a public televi
sion call-in show on Decembr 27 which featured a panel of
engineers and state fuel experts to respond to the public’s ques
tions.
The Maine State Technical Services office ran a seminar on the
technology of industrial wood burning for engineers. Burning
wood waste without smoke or fly ash pollution is becoming a
very important engineering concern in Maine.
Educating the state in energy conservation came also from the
Extension Service. How to build a fire and keep it going in your
home is the subject of a publication being put out by the School of
Forest Resources. In simple but effective terms it explains the art
of fireplace and woodstove burning besides giving safety tips for
those many citizens that have reactivated their stoves and
fireplaces.
A by-product in the state because of the energy crisis has been
inflation and as many as 1,245 laid-off employees. The UMO
Bureau of Labor Education held a special one-day conference
for labor leaders and staff personnel to look at these particular
problems for Maine's workers.
Energy Studies Seen Becoming Glamour Field' read the head
line of an article on Nixon's proposed $750 million energy re
search and development program in the December 24, 1973 issue
of the Chronicle of Higher Education. Competition for these
energy funds is becoming quite a priority at the nation's univer
sities and UMO is one of them that has been trying to receive her
share.
Energy research on this campus has been receiving much
attention. Probably receiving the most publicity has been the
wood chip burning furnace designed and built by Assoc. Prof.
Edward Huff, an agricultural engineer. The fully automatic fur
nace transports wood chips from a storage bin to a firebox where
they are gas ignited. A fan in the stack pulls air through the
firebox to keep up the combustion. It is a conventional hot air
furnace with a heat exchanger and blower, and presently is used
to heat an agricultural engineering building.
The furnace was started as a student project for a beginning
class in agricultural engineering last year, even before the energy
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Prof. Edward Huff of agricultural en
gineering poses with a woodchip burning
furnace that he designed and built. The
conventional hot air furnace with a heat
exchanger and blower was redesigned to
burn wood chips which are automatically
fed to the firebox from a storage bin. It
currently is used to heal an agricultural
engineering building on campus. Federal
funding is being sought to do more ex
perimentation and development with it.

crisis was so urgent. “This is not just a research exercise, but an
effort to find another source of residential heat in Maine,” says
Prof. Huff. “If it weren’t, I wouldn’t be spending my time on it.”
Federal funds are being sought to do further development and
experimentation on it.
Research on optimizing the production of solar cell materials is
currently being done by Assistant Professors Lawrence Kazmerski and John Vetelino in electrical engineering. The solar cell
materials, silicone and cadium sulphite were used in NASA’s
space program and now are having applications on earth. Before
coming to UMO, Prof. Kazmerski worked at NASA with these
materials. An NSF grant is also pending for further work in this
field.
Also under study is the possibility of gasifying wood, princi
pally bark, to produce low quality gas that can be burned in
existing oil burners on primarily an industrial basis.
The rationale as explained by Prof. Richard Hale of Wood
Technology, is that many wood working companies can run part
of their heating day using wood fuel in their existing oil burning
equipment. The dual-fuel heating plan has a very applicable
future in Maine.
Along the same lines of research Prof. William Ceckler of
chemical engineering has two groups working in a senior chemi
cal engineering laboratory designing and constructing a gas pro
ducer from wood bark to run a small gasoline engine. The stu
dents hope to have something in operation by graduation and
their goal is to run go-carts around the mall on the new fuel.
Prof. Ceckler is also interested in waste heat recovery by using
wood waste as a fuel in what he calls a “regenerative heat
exchanger” which can be as simple as a pile of rocks that can
store heat energy.
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Also in wood research the forestry department has been work
ing with industry to provide a new product line using wood
residue. A mixture of the wood sludge and plastic is opening up a
whole new product material that could be added to Maine’s
economy.
The agricultural engineering department has done work on the
feasibility of methane gas production from poultry waste. An
estimated half million tons of chicken waste (dried) is produced
in the state in a year that could be used to produce a heating fuel
for use by the poultry industry itself. The process is presently
yielding unpredictable amounts of varying quality gas but is
seriously being considered an alternative fuel source with more
time and research.
The department is also looking into the development of a
harvester for wood residue such as puckerbrush, tree tops and
blown down trees. Norman Smith, head of agricultural engineer
ing believes that what is left on the ground after pulping opera
tions is worth the heating needs of the state.
Experimental solar collectors have even been put into opera
tion to see just how feasible it would be in Maine. An adaptation
of the solar collector coupled with the wasted heat that is lost
going up every chimney is also being tested by the engineers. It
has been estimated that coupling the collected heat from a chim
ney flue with solar heat could save almost 25 per cent on fuel.
Still in the formative stages are numerous other energy related
research projects such as the conversion of waste noise to elec
trical energy.
The research and experimentation in many fields will go on at
UMO as already described. Wood, however, from Maine’s vast
forest resources is still destined to stand out in front as Maine’s
potentially most valuable alternate form of energy.
■

Susan R. Kominsky, the recently appointed UM trustee, in her law
office of the Bangor firm Vafiades, Brountas and Kominsky. The thirty
year-old trustee has already started her work on three board committees
and has found her new job an enjoyable one.

Young, female,
a lawyer... and
a UM trustee
What’s a young lawyer, wife and mother doing on the Univer
sity of Maine Board of Trustees? The answer is: Quite a bit!
Susan R. Kominsky, a Bangor attorney and Bronx, N. Y.
native was appointed trustee for a seven-year term in September
1973 and has already found herself up to her skirts in board work.
The thirty-year-old trustee came aboard just after UMO’s
twelfth president, Dr. Howard R. Neville was appointed and just
as the controversial Maine Management Cost Survey with its
rigorous University reforms was presented to the board.
Since her appointment this fall she has been named to three
board committees. On the Student Affairs Committee which she
serves, there have been recent decisions regarding dormitory
lifestyles and serving liquor on campus both which she sup
ported. Mrs. Kominsky feels quite close to the student side of
things, having not been out of school very long. On the Educa
tional Policy Committee the current issue is the transferring of
credits between university campuses which has posed some
serious problems for students when they assumed certain
courses were transferable and they were not. It is a complicated
issue that the committee hopes to clarify to avoid hurting the
student who tranfers within the system.

She is also chairman of the ad hoc committee on Appeals and
Grievances Procedures which is studying the grievance proce
dures of the different campuses to see if they can be unified.
Also, standardization of personnel practices is under their study
along with the question of whether trustees should hear appeals.
It is a busy start for the new trustee.
” You don't necessarily have to be academically oriented to be
a trustee. Many decisions are purely business decisions,” she
commented on the role of a university trustee.
She says she has really enjoyed her first months in the
academic environment as a trustee, though she adds the job can
take a great deal of time between the meetings and your
‘'homework”. It has been estimated by some of the trustees that
to do an effective job as trustee, one year out of the seven-year
appointment is devoted to trustee work.
“I don't feel I’m a rubber stamp. Out of necessity a trustee is
basically a policysetter and can’t be involved in just administra
tive detail.
“A trustee can’t be expected to be an expert on every issue
that comes up. I’m still just learning and any trustee can feel
uncomfortable about voting on certain issues.”
When the Longley cost-cutting survey issue came up before
the trustees for their action, she abstained for just that reason.
Since then she has become more familiar and knowledgeable
about the report and believes that the board acted well and did
not act too quickly. She doesn’t believe that Longley had ade
quately researched the proposals for closing some of the cam
puses, though she does feel it is valuable to have this kind of
examination of the university, especially in finances.
“I feel he is very competent and intelligent. A lot of the
negativism people hold against him is unjustified,” the young
lawyer says of the system’s head, Dr. Donald R. McNeil. She
does favor, though, the Chancellor moving to Bangor. ‘‘It would
make administrative sense, especially as the rest of the offices
are in Bangor.”
Mrs. Kominsky is a graduate of Boston University where she
followed their “three and three plan” under which a student has
three undergraduate years to receive the bachelor degree and
then three years to receive the law degree. She was a practicing
lawyer at age 23 and has been in Bangor for eight years. She and
her husband Norman, a Boston University and Harvard Busi
ness School graduate, have two preschool children who keep
them busy. Despite her full schedule she enjoys sparetime ac
tivities of tennis, downhill skiing and bridge.
Her legal practice in the firm of Vafiades, Brountas and
Kominsky is in real estate, domestic cases and appellate work.
She does both research and litigation but favors writing (re
search) which she enjoyed in college working for the "Law
Review", a student publication.
Her legal background she believes is helpful in her role as a
trustee because it enables her to recognize issues, look at a
particular problem and know where to look for answers. In her
legal work she has sometimes found that being female has been
helpful. She has many clients come to her because she is a
woman.
On the board she is one of three women. Mrs. Jean Sampson
and Miss Lucia M. Cormier also serve. And she is also one of
three attorneys on the board. Recently named alumni, Francis A.
Brown ’43 of Calais and Robert L. Jalbert ’50 of Fort Kent are on
the board now. And as with Mrs. Kominsky, both men are
Boston University Law School graduates.
She does think about a possible future in teaching law. At the
Orono qampus this year she lectured at seminars on wills and
estates and executive management. But whatever her future
career plans are, Susan Kominsky has started off an active
seven-year stint as a policy making trustee of the University of
Maine.
®
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Women athletes receive funding and equality
In the past year, the women’s athletic department has seen an
increase in funds which has been long in coming and greatly
needed. But another change for UMO’s women athletes has
come with a policy approved by President Howard R. Neville
that makes coeds eligible to play on what have previously been
all-male varsity intercollgiate teams.
More money is a clearcut gain for the women. No one can
doubt that. The new policy that now enables a woman an equal
opportunity to participate on any men’s sport not currently rep
resented by a women’s team such as golf, cross country, riflery,
sailing and track teams seems at first glance to be a real breakthough for the women. However, with more understanding and a
longer look at what this policy really means, it can be seen as a
“double-edged sword”.
This new ruling was in keeping with the Title 9 clause of the
Higher Education Act of 1972 against sexual discrimination. The
double edge of the policy is that it will work both ways and the
women’s sports are not exactly ready to compete for varsity
spots against the men. Many might scoff at the idea of a male
student actually trying out for an organized women’s team until
they are told there exists no men’s volleyball team and that many
men, who have long been trying to start one, could try out on the
already established women’s team and would most likely wipe all
females out of the competition.
That is an example of men going over to a women’s sport. In
the other direction there are few women athletes at UMO, as
there would be at other colleges it’s size, who could compete for
playing berths on cross country, track and other field events.
“It is not so much that we oppose women competing against
men on men’s teams. We do oppose not having available the
teams for women on these sports,” says Prof. Mary Jo Walkup,
head of women’s physical education. “Physiologically it’s an
impossibility to put women and men on the same playing fields
where body size, weight and density are integral parts of the
game, such as in track, field hockey, basketball and others.”
Currently attending UMO is the women’s world record holder
in the 80 meter hurdles at 9.9 seconds, set in 1972 by freshman
LaVonne Neal, of Philadelphia, Pa. She is a nationally competi
tive woman athlete who happened to choose UMO because there
were more trees pictured in the Maine catalog than she had ever
seen before! Now she is very pleased with her choice, she says.
Miss Neal’s chances would be quite good to make the men’s
indoor track team though even she is not sure if she will try out.
One reason is because for seven years she has been running as a
hurdler with two feet, nine-inch high hurdles, the official height
for women’s competition. To run on the men’s higher hurdle
level would be a definite hindrance for her style and training as
she still plans to compete nationally on women’s teams.
“In three years the team will no longer be coed—it will be
made up entirely of girls,” predicts M/Sgt. William Shrewsbury,
coach of the heretofore all-male rifle team. Two senior coeds,
Margaret Thurston of Machias and Jo Anne West of Oxford, have
made the team and have placed in the top ten shooters at meets.
“Girls devote more time to the sport and will be better shooters
than the men. San Diego State had the same thing happen to
them. They are now seven girls and one male on their team,” the
coach explained.
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Head of women’s physical education, Dr. Mary Jo Walkup, (right)
talks with the basketball and gymnastics instructor, Miss Rose Milligan,
during a gymnastics class. Dr. Walkup, though she does not oppose the
new ruling, does believe that it can be a “double-edge sword”.

But unlike the track and field sports the physiological factor is
not involved in riflery and as yet this is the only varsity men’s
sport that women have competed for. There has been however, a
general understanding between the male and females sports de-"
partments that the men would not “invade” the women’s sports
and dominate or takeover and also that it is an unwritten rule that
the women could not participate on the men’s contact sports
such as basketball, soccer, football and wrestling.
It was not really the women’s movement that brought this new
policy about. Nationally, the trend has been that many schools
have developed, in their own terms, a policy similar to UMO’s.
Locally, the policy was pushed by a male member of the rifle
team!
Women’s varsity competition has been having a rebirth of
interest at Maine as well as other schools across the country. But
to establish a varsity team you also need other schools to pro
duce a schedule and funds to run the sport and support the travel.

finally to “tournament days” when different schools informally
decided to play each other.
Their athletic program has been growing rapidly as have the
number of majors which is now over 100. The girls want to
compete intercollegiately on women's teams but that does take
increased funding. This past year's increase in funds was greatly
needed and went toward buying uniforms where before there
were none, doubling the traveling budget and for the expense of
officials. Girls have been providing their footwear and most of
their uniforms and in some cases their equipment. When travel
ing they have also had to foot much of the bill.
Commenting on the fund increase and the new athletic policy,
Harold S. Westerman, director of athletics at UMO said. “I
think it's a step forward. We always had been wondering
whether they would regain interest. Better pre-college training
has been a large factor. We are funding girl’s teams as fast as
possible—we want them to have their own teams.”
Prof. Walkup is pleased with this added support and also feels
that women's athletics could receive more recognition. They
have received more, at least on campus, through the student
newspaper which has carried regular items on the progress of
various women's teams. The New England Women's Intercol
legiate Swimming and Diving Championships were hosted at
Maine’s Stanley Wallace pool on February 16 which was an
honor for UMO. Maine's swimmers came in fourth, a strong
showing for the young team.
When alumni return to campus for visits in the future they may
have a chance to see varsity games with coeds competing or even
better, see new women’s teams for those sports. No one knows
for sure right now.
■
Senior sharpshooters on the UMO rifle team JoAnne West (left) of
Oxford and Margaret Thurston (right) of Machias are currently the only
coeds competing on a men's varsity team since the new policy was
approved making coeds eligible to try out for any men's sport that is not
being offered to the women.

V

“Up until 1971-72 we played a club status schedule where
schools would informally agree to play each other. In the past
three years we have grown and changed so much—our level of
performance across the board has increased with us and with the
schools we compete with,” explains Dr. Walkup.
The country's increased interest of women in such sports as
track and field, basketball, field hockey, swimming and other
sports has been just in the past five to ten years. There was a
national “scare” from the 1940’s to as late as the 1960's that
women should not compete in any sports outside of the country
club sports of swimming, archery, golf and tennis because it was
physically and mentally harmful. This carried with it a social
stigma for women athletes that has taken a long time to get rid of.

Responsible for this trend were the national leaders of women
athletics who have now left and the effect of the “scare cam
paign” is slowly leaving. Other reasons for the comeback of
women’s athletic competition is that it has been proved that there
are no physical or mental ill effects per se from competition and
the increased prominence of women olympians around the
world. Women’s competition had been strong before this histori
cal trend and some areas of the country were not affected as was
the case with Dr. Walkup’s native southwest where they never
did curtail their strong sports program. According to Dr. Walk
up, the northeast has been slower than most regions in re
establishing an active women’s varsity program.
Eileen Cassidy, the former director of women’s physical edu
cation and a member of the department for forty years, remem
bers when there was varsity competition all over New England
for the girls. She also remembers a period when they played only
intramurally. After the intramurals the women held 'play days'
with the other schools which progressed to “sports days” and

Lr/Vo/i/ie Neal ofPhiladelphia. Pa., the women's record holder in the
80 meter hurdles, is a freshman at UMO. Though nationally competitive
on the track she is not sure she will try out for the men s track team
though with the new riding she is now elegible.
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A new baccalaureate degree program in recreation and parks is
being jointly offered by the College of Life Scienes and Agricul
ture and the College of Education. Students in the new program
may concentrate in either management or education. The prog
ram is designed to prepare students for careers in management
and administration of recreation and park resources and also for
careers in education and administration in recreation programs.

Campus
Capsules
The Department of Police and Safety at the Orono campus is
starting a Student Safety Officer Program. According to Alan G.
Reynolds, acting director of the department, ten students will be
selected from those eligible for work study funds. The program is
being installed to free the regular department members from
some of the routine jobs. The students will be responsible for
enforcing parking violations, controlling crowds at special
events and dispatching the department cars. The students will
have all of the power and authority of regular department mem
bers with the exception of the power of arrest.
Students must pass a test following a 75 hour training orienta
tion. The training period will consist of classroom work and
on-the-job training. The student safety officers will have un
iforms consisting of blazers with shoulder patches and name
cards.
The Maine Campus, the student newspaper, broke 77 years of
tradition with the decision to publish two issues a week. The
paper is the first biweekly newspaper in UMO history. The
Campus is now being distributed on Tuesdays and Fridays and
hopes to serve its readers more fully. The paper was able to go
biweekly due largely to an increased advertising effort which
resulted in more sales.

The UMO woodsmen’s team won the 14th Annual Intercol
legiate Woodsmen's Competition held at MacDonald College,
Quebec on Feb. 2 and 3 by defeating 29 teams from the Northeast
and Canada. Two girls in the competition won their events in axe
throwing and chain throwing. Richard Hale, associate professor
of wood technology, is the advisor for both UMO teams. There
were twenty universities and colleges competing.

A collection of about 50 birds has been donated to the wildlife
program in the School of Forest Resources. The birds all

gathered in the Garland area were presented to the school by
Harold M. Hill ’16 of Garland. Hill's brother, Herman W. Hill,
who died in 1973 was a self-taught taxidermist and prepared the
birds himself. The collection will be known as the Hill Collection
and will be housed in the specimen room in 214 Nutting Hall. The
collection also includes a few mammals.

The Office of Career Planning and Placement has initiated an
advice column to help women about to graduate find jobs. The
advice column consists of information received from recent
women graduates who are employed. The replies from the recent
graduates will be shared with the women students by mailings
sent throughout the campus and posted in various places. Ac
cording to Philip Brockway, director of the Office of Career
Planning and Placement, the “advice column'' for women has
been initiated because, “often the women students don’t know
what kinds of jobs are available to them or what they are capable
of doing’’.
,

Chancellor Donald R. McNeil has approved a proposal made
by the athletic department to charge students an admission fee for
home athletic events. This decision makes UMO the last Yankee
Conference school to authorize charges for athletic events. For
the remainder of the college year an all events season ticket can
be purchased for athletic events. The price for students will be
$10. Faculty, staff and the general public may purchase the all
events season ticket for $15.

The UMO music department is now fully accredited by the
National Association of Schools of Music. The accreditation,

which is reviewed every ten years, makes the university the
fourth state university in New England to be accredited and the
only one in Maine. The accreditation covers the departments
three undergraduate degree programs.
Dr. Robert Godwin, music department chairman, said that
accreditation depends on the quality of the faculty, library, cur
ricula and facilities offered by the department. The accreditation
means that students will find it easier to transfer between accre
dited institutions. The department had previously been granted
associate membership and was given five years to prepare itself
for permanent accreditation. Dr. Godwin accomplished the feat
in four years.
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Former Attorney General Elliot Richardson

Former Attorney General Elliot Richardson visited UMO on
January 29 as a guest of the Distinguished Lecture Series.
Richardson delivered a 45-minute lecture to nearly 2,500 people
at the Memorial Gymnasium. The lecture was on equality and
freedom in the United States. Following the lecture Richardson
answered general questions from the audience.

Alumni News
Art sale for alumni is still on!
You say you can't afford original prints by some of the world's
greatest print-makers? Not so!
The UMO Art Department and the General Alumni Associa
tion have developed a plan whereby you can acquire original art
works for your home while at the same time assist in developing
our university art collection.
A free, illustrated catalog of the Ferdinand Roten Galleries will
be sent on request for your selection. Fifteen per cent of each
purchase goes toward the development of the UMO art collec
tion.'
Over 150 alumni have already written for the catalog and many
have purchased art fortheir homes. Write today for your catalog:
Ferdinand Roten Galleries, 123 Mulberry Street. Baltimore, Md.
21201 or Vincent A. Hargen, Chairman, Department of Art,
University of Maine, Orono, Me. 04473.

mid-1600 musket creations of James Phips near Pemaquid, in his
209 page book.
Demeritt is the son of Dwight B. Demeritt Sr., class of 1919
and former head of the Forestry Department. Dwight, Jr. went
on to receive his LL.B, degree from Columbia University School
of Law. Currently he is with a Wall Street law firm specializing in
maritime law.
In conjunction with the book's publication, the Maine State
Museum is running an exhibit through March of Maine made
guns.

Two alumni appointed trustees
Francis A. Brown '43 and Robert L. Jalbert ’50 have been
appointed to serve on the Board of Trustees.
Francis A. Brown is the senior partner of Brown, Tibbetts, and
Fletcher Attorneys at Law in Calais. He has been the city attor
ney of Calais since 1954.
He received his LL.B, from Boston University School of Law
in 1950. He is a member of the Maine State Bar Association,
Washington County Bar Association, and a past president and
secretary of the American Bar Associations. He is also a member
of the Maine Supreme Judicial Court and since 1970 he has been a
member of the University of Maine Foundation and the State
Board of Bar Examiners.
He is activities director of the Calais Regional Hospital. He is
also a member of Tau Beta Pi, an honorary engineering society.
Robert L. Jalbert of Fort Kent is also an attorney at law. He
attended UMO for two years and also received his LL.B, degree
from Boston University School of Law in 1951.
He is a member of the Aroostook County Bar Association, the
Maine Bar Association, and is on the Fort Kent Chamber of
Commerce.
He is very active in the community and belongs to the Fort
Kent Lions Club and Veterans of Foreign Wars.
Both men will be initially serving one, seven-year term on the
15-member board, which meets monthly on the Bangor campus.

Republican State Senator and gubernatorial candidate Harrison L.
Richardson '53 (left) discussed capital improvements proposed for the
campus with President Howard R. Neville during a recent visit bv the
legislator to the Oiono campus.

Dwight Demeritt authors gun book
Dwight B. Demeritt Jr., class of 1951, is the author of Maine
Made Guns and their Makers, recently published as part of the
Maine State Museum’s Maine Heritage Series II.
The fully illustrated and documented volume is an authorative
biographical study of Maine gunsmiths and their creations. De
scribed by the author as a “summary of the seldom credited and
artistic skills of the Maine gunsmith during the years prior to
mass production”, the book’s beginnings date back to 1950. As a
student in a Maine history course at Maine, Demeritt wrote a
paper on Maine gunsmith history which was the result of three
years of gathering material.
Maine, though hardly the hotbed of gunsmithing, was the
birthplace of many extremely utilitarian and well-designed
pieces. Demeritt traces their origins, some as early as the

Danny Buzzell '20 of Old Town recently spoke to a class in Oral history
and Folklore about how the Argyle Boom on the Penobscot River was set
up at the turn of the century as he remembered it from his days as a voting
man.
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Summer Session dates changed
The Continuing Education Division has announced calendar
changes for the 1974 Summer Session. The calendar for the
Summer Session has traditionally been determined by the clos
ing date for the public school systems throughout the state. Due
to the uncertainty of school calendars, CED has decided to delay
the starting date for the Summer Session by one week. During
the Summer Session of 1973, approximately 23% of the enroll
ment consisted of public school teachers.
The new Summer Session dates are as follows:
I.
First three-week session, June 24 - July 12
II.
First six-week session, June 24 - August 2
III.
Second three-week session, July 15 - August 2
IV.
Second six-week session, July 15 - August 23
V.
Third three-week session, August 5-23
VI.
Evening eight-week session, June 24 - August 15
For information regarding the Summer Session contact:
Summer Session
14 Merrill Hall
Orono, Maine 04473

A call for nominations
Ralph L. “Woody” Hodgkins ’59, president of the General
Alumni Association is calling upon alumni to nominate candi
dates for the Black Bear and “Block M”awards.
Those alumni who are noted for their spirited devotion and
loyalty in serving Maine are annually recognized with the Black
Bear Award.
Alumni service through local associations, classes and the
GAA is the basis on which the “Block M” award is presented.
All nominations should be accompanied by a supportive
statement and should be sent by the first of March to Lester J.
Nadeau, Executive Director, North Hall, Alumni Center, uni
versity of Maine, Orono, Me. 04473.

Jan. 9

President, Mrs. Brenda Stilphen ’70. “Patchwork
Potporri”, Scholarship Dessert Bridge.
Jan. 16

Jan. 25

Androscoggin Valley Alumni Association.President,

Mrs. Janet Sweetser ’68. December Musical Even
ing at the home of Mrs. Merrill S. F. Greene, Lewis
ton.

Jan. 5 St. Petersburg Alumni Association. President, Ar
nold Buschena, Jr., ’50. January Luncheon Meeting
at the International Club in Sarasota.
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Valley

Alumnae

Association.

Black Bear Club of Rhode Island. President, Robert

N. Nelson ’45. January Dinner Meeting at the TK
Club, Pawtucket. UMO guests: Professor Emeritus
Samuel Sezak and Dr. Henry Woodbrey, president
of the Graduate “M” Club. Honorary membership,
in Graduate “M” Club awarded to six. (See p. 19)
Feb. 2

St. Petersburg Alumni Association. President, Ar

nold Buschena, Jr., ’50. February Luncheon Meet
ing at the International Club in Sarasota.
Feb. 3

Montreal, Quebec, Alumni Club. Co-Chairmen,

Pierre J. Jutras ’57 and Ralph H. Estey ’54. New
club organizational meeting at the Airport Hilton
Hotel, Dorval, P. Q. UMO guests: Wayne Cote ’71,
assistant director for alumni affairs; Dr. Harold L.
Chute, director of development; and Thomas D.
Harper, assistant director of development. More
news to follow.

Mar. 1

Sarasota Florida Alumni Association.President,
Ervin Stuart ’23. St. Petersburg Alumni Association.

President, Arnold Buschena, Jr., ’50. Annual Lun
cheon of the Maine Alumni at Martine’s Restaurant,
Sarasota. Special UMO guests: President and Mrs.
Howard R. Neville. Special Block “M” Activities
Awards to Verne C. Beverly ’20 and Freeman G.
Webb ’33. News on these awards in the next issue of
THE MAINE ALUMNUS.
i

Mar. 9

Long Island New York Alumni Association.

President, Dennis Hurlbert ’64. Annual Dinner
Meeting at C. W. Post College, Greenvale, New
York. Special UMO guests: President and Mrs.
Howard R. Neville.

Mar. 23

St. Petersburg Alumni Association. President, Ar

nold Buschena, Jr., ’50. March Luncheon Meeting
at the International Club in Sarasota.
i

Apr. 15

Southern California Alumni Association. President, *

George R. Ladner ’26. Location in Pasadena to be
announced. Special UMO guests: Dr. and Mrs.
Howard R. Neville.

Alumni club happenings
Dec. 19

Androscoggin

President, Mrs. Janet Sweetser ’68. January Meet
ing at the home of Mrs. Richard Powers, Auburn.
Speaker, Mrs. Jan Smith of Operation Contact, Au
burn.

352 insurance policies in force
The first enrollment period for the newly offered low term life
insurance program for UMO alumni has ended with 353 life
insurance policies in force, for a total insurance of $7,445,000.
Fifty-seven per cent of the insureds added the accidental death
and dismemberment while 30 per cent added dependent’s life.
The annualized premium for all policies was $33,882.60. Only
4.5 per cent of the received applications were declined, which an
insurance spokesman said was a very low figure. Fifteen applica
tions are still pending.
The next enrollment period for the low cost life insurance is
tentatively set for next fall.

Portland Club, University of Maine Women.

Mar. 19

Southern Penobscot Alumnae Association. President,

Mrs. Barbara Byrnes ’37. Spring meeting at UMO
Alumni Center. Speaker, Mrs. Sylvia McInnis,
newspaper columnist.

Apr. 16

Phoenix Arizona Alumni Association. President,

Mrs. Evelyn E. Black ’37. Meeting being planned in
Phoenix. Special UMO guests: Dr. and Mrs. How
ard R. Neville.

Apr. 30

May 21

Merrymeeting Bay Alumni Association. President,
George Dow ’27. Annual Spring Dinner Meeting at
the Holiday Inn, Cook’s Corner, Brunswick. Spe
cial UMO guests: President and Mrs. Howard R.
Neville and newly-named UMO Rhodes Scholar
Malcolm Hunter, a senior from Damariscotta.

Southern Penobscot Alumnae Association. President,

Mrs. Barbara Byrnes ’37. Dinner Meeting, Penob
scot Valley Country Club..

The record for the Maine Bears stands at 13 wins and nine
losses with two games yet to play. This year’s captain is Tony
Hamlin, a senior from Milo.

UMO takes Maine
Indoor Track Championships

The UMO basketball team has won five of the six games in the
Maine State Series. They have won two games against Bowdoin,
two games against Bates and one game against Colby with one
game yet to play.
In the Yankee Conference the Bears have not been as fortu
nate. Out of the 12 games in the Yankee Conference nine are
losses, two are wins and there is one game yet to be played. One
victory came from a contest against the University of Vermont
and the other from a contest against Boston University.

The UMO track team won the Maine Intercollegiate Athletic
Association Indoor Track and Field Championships at Bates
College. The Bears collected 59 points in defeating defending
champion Bates. The Bates Bobcats placed second with 46/2
points.
The Bears displayed tremendous team effort. They began with
an early lead and kept it throughout the meet, never trailing or
being shut out of any events.
The lead began when John Wiebe of Summit, N. J. and
Larry Morris of Hampden, Conn, placed first and second in the
long jump. Gerry LaFlamme of Haverhill, Mass, increased the
lead for the Bears by finishing first in both the mile and the
two-mile. Blaine Horne of Belfast won the 45-yard dash and
Doug Keeling of Fredericton, N. B. tied in the 1,000 with Chris
Taylor of Bates.
The win was Maine’s second in the six-year history of the
Indoor Championships. The Bears previously won the title two
years ago.
In the Yankee Conference Championship held at the Univer
sity of Vermont the Bears placed fourth out of a field of seven
schools.

Ten men received honorary membership in the university's Graduate
"M" Club during halftime ceremonies of a Maine-Colby basketball
game on Feb. 14. From left to right are George E. Wildey of Old Town,
Ronald H. Knight '58 of Bangor, Leonard A. Pierce of Carmel, Donald
M. Stewart '35 of Stillwater, Prof. Carleton M. Brown 49 of Orono,
Bernard A. MacKenzie '52 of Old Town, Donald F. Cota oj Orono, Lee
Allen of Waterville, Earl Eastwood of Orono and M/Sgt. William

Shrewsbury of Bangor.
.
Not pictured here hut also presented with honorary membership were
six alumni. They are Verne Snow '31 of Warwick, R. I., Wallace Hum
phrey ’32 of Barrington, R. I., Peter Gammons '61 of East Greenwich,
R I' James Goff'63 ofPeace Dale, R.I., Gordon Chase '4! of Warwick,
R I ’ and Robert Nelson '45 ofAttleboro, Mass. They were honored at a
meeting of the Black Bear Club of Rhode Island meeting in January.

SPORTS
i
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Basketball team at 8-9

In Memoriam
Beatrice Johnson Little
Beatrice Johnson Little (Mrs. Clarence C.), class of
1924, died on December 24, 1973 in Concord, Mass, at
the age of 74. Mrs. Little, a resident of Trenton, Maine,
was born in Milton, Mass. She attended Barnard Col
lege before transferring to UMO where she earned her
bachelor of arts in Biology, a master’s degree in 1925
and an honorary doctor of humane letters degree in
1966. She served as an adviser to women students at the
University of Michigan at Ann Arbor and was active in
the birth control movement lead by Margaret Sanger in
the 1920’s. As one ofthe first two women to serve on the
University of Maine Board of Trustees, she held that
office for 14 years.
She is the widow of Clarence Cook Little, the sixth
president of UMO who served from 1922-1925. The
foreign languages and psychology building was dedi
cated in his name in 1966. Dr. Little was the founder of
the Roscoe B. Jackson Memorial Laboratory in Bar
Harbor in 1929. Mrs. Little served as the director of
public relations for the lab for a number of years.
During her undergraduate years at UMO she was
active in women’s athletics, Delta Delta Delta sorority
and the Maine Christian Association. She was a
member of Phi Sigma, ZPhi Beta Kappa, and Phi Kappa
Phi honor societies. She was one of the founders ofthe
All Maine Women, a senior non-scholastic honor soci
ety that is still very much a tradition at Maine. In her
post-graduate years as an alumna she held the position
of class secretary for 1924 for 31 years.
She leaves a son, Richard W. Little '61 of Sudbury,
Mass., one daughter, Mrs. Christopher (Laura) Moen
’55 of So. Portland, two brothers, a sister and several
grandchildren, nieces and nephews.

Foster Batcheler Blake
Foster Batcheler Blake, class of 1922, died on
January 14, 1974 in Blue Hill at the age of 73. Foster, a
resident of Sedgwick, was retired from the Technical
Staff of the Bell Telephone Laboratories of New York
where he had worked for 40 years. He was always very
active as an alumnus and was a past president of the
New York Alumni Association and his 1922 class. He
was active in organizing a Hancock County Alumni
Association and received the Block “M" award for his
alumni work in 1968.
During World War II he was with the Army Signal
Corps and returned to inactive duty as a Lieutenant
Colonel. He was a member of the Telephone Pioneers
of America, Eggomoggin Masonic Lodge and the Salam
Shrine Lodge Temple of East Orange, N.J.
He was a loyal member of Tau Kappa Epsilon frater
nity, then called Sigma Phi Sigma. Survivors are his
wife, Dorothea Dyer Blake, Sedgwick, two sons, a
daughter, seven grandchildren, a sister and a half
brother.

1904 ROY S. AVERILL, 90, of Pittsburgh, Pa. on
November 14,1973 in Pittsburgh. A native of Baring, he
was an engineer whose life’s work was devoted to the
design and fabrication of steel or concrete structures.
For 23 years he had resided at the Methodist Home in
Pittsburgh, Pa. He was an active member of the Ma
sons. Survivors: one son, a daughter-in-law, and three
grandchildren. He was a member of Delta Tau Delta
fraternity.
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1907 TERSCHAK FRANZOI BYE, 88, of Portland,
on January 3, 1973 in Portland. A native of Krageros,
Norway, he also attended Maine Law School. He was
the owner of a manufacturing company. He and his
family formed the Bye Family Ensemble, a five-piece
musical group that gained wide recognition for their
talents. At the June commencement exercises of 1934
the group performed. He was a Mason and was active in
the Portland community. Survivors: wife, two daugh
ters and two sons, one of whom is Karl T. ’51 of Dover,
N. H. He was a member of the Phi Gamma Delta
fraternity.
1909 SENECA ARTHUR PAUL, 85, of Portland on
December 8, 1973 in Portland. A native of Garland, he
received his LL.B, from Northeastern University. He
was a prominent Portland attorney. He was a past pres
ident of the Portland Shrine Club and was very active in
community affairs. Survivors: one son, Arthur N. ’51 of
Yarmouth, three daughters, 12 grandchildren, four
great-grandchildren and several nieces and nephews.
1911 ALFRED SANFORD ADAMS, 82, of Veazie on
November 18,1973 in Bangor. A native of Newport, he
received his master’s degree from UMO in 1921. At the
time of his retirement he was head of the mathematics
and science department of Watertown Senior High
School, Watertown, Mass. Survivors: wife, son,
Donald S. '38 of Hamilton, Ohio, six grandchildren and
one great-granddaughter. He was a member of Lambda
Chi Alpha fraternity.
1911 SAMUEL WARREN BRADEEN, 87, of Milo on
December 11,1973 in Millinocket. A native of Milo, he
also attended the University of Indiana. He was a civil
engineer in Canada and the United States for American
and Canadian Railroad. He was also a mail carrier in
Milo for 43 years. He was a member of the Piscataquis
Lodge of Masons. Survivors: wife, three sons, one of
whom is Frederick C. ’45 of Medford, three daughters,
15 grandchildren and eight great-grandchildren.

1911 MRS. PHILIP H. LITTLEFIELD (LOUISE
HALL), 84, of Belfast on October 5, 1973 in Belfast. A
native of Lewiston, she was a retired newspaperwo
man. She was very active in community affairs. Sur
vivors: two daughters, a brother, six grandchildren,
three great-grandchildren, nephews, a niece and
cousins. She was a member of Phi Kappa Phi honor
society.
1913 ELWOOD WHITNEY JENNISON, 83, of Ban
gor on November 18, 1973 in Bangor. A native of Ban
gor, he served during WWI in an engineering capacity
at the Portsmouth Naval Yard. He was employed by
Bangor Hydro Electric Company as a hydraulic en
gineer until his retirement. He was also a Mason. Sur
vivors: wife, two sons, one of whom is Edward R. '50 of
Smoky Rise, N. J., and nine grandchildren. He was a
member of Kappa Sigma fraternity.

1914 EVERETT OSGOOD BOOTHBY, 81, of An
dover, Mass, on October 29,1973 in Lawrence, Mass. A
native of Westbrook, he was associated with the Port
land Water District for 44 years. He served in WWI. He
was a former Westbrook city councilor. He also was a
member of the Kora Temple Shrine in Lewiston. Sur
vivors: wife, a son, two grandsons and one niece. He
was a member of Kappa Sigma fraternity.
1914 MARY LONGFELLOW COUSINS, 81, of
Southwest Harbor on December 31, 1973 in Bangor. A
native of Cumberland Mills, she was employed for 32
years by the Brewer Savings Bank. Survivors: two
brothers, eight nieces and nephews, and several grand
nieces and grandnephews. She was a member of Alpha
Omicron Pi sorority.

1914 AXEL HENRY GREN, 81, of Bangor on Decembr 30, 1973 in Bangor. A native of Somerville,
Mass., he worked on various railroads. On retirement
he began specializing in oil painting and displayed his
art in several art shows. Survivors: wife, a daughter,
three grandchildren and two great-grandchildren. He
was a member of Delta Kappa fraternity.

1915 EARLE MAURICE BROCKWAY, 82, of Wor
cester, Mass, on November 8, 1973 in Worcester,
Mass. A native of Dexter, he was a pathologist with the
U.S. Department of Agriculture for 35 years. He served
during WWI. Survivors: one son and three grandchil
dren. He was a member of Sigma Alpha Epsilon frater
nity.

1916 HERBERT KENDALL ADAMS, 80, of Bow
doinham on December 8,1973 in Bowdoin. A native of
Bowdoin, he had been a dairy farmer all of his life.
Survivors: wife, two sons, one of whom is Frank M. ’57
of Buckfield, two daughters, seven grandchildren and
several nieces and nephews. He was a member of Phi
Kappa Sigma fraternity.

1916 JOHN THOMAS LEECOCK, SR., 78, of
Holyoke, Mass, on September 19, 1973 in Ware, Mass.
A native of North Andover, Mass., he was a chemical
engineer and had worked for the American Writing
Paper Co. and the Strathmore Paper Co. of Holyoke,
Mass. He was a veteran of WWI. Survivors: wife, a
son, John Thomas, Jr. ’55 of Palmer, Mass., a daughter,
two sisters and 14 grandchildren. He was a member of
Delta Tau Delta farternity.
1916 RICHARD LESLIE SILVA, 77, of Cranston, R.
1., on July 29, 1973 in Cranston, R. I. A native of
Provincetown, Mass., he was a fire protection consul
tant in Cranston. He served in the Navy during WWI.
Survivors: wife, son, two brothers, two sisters and four
grandchildren. He was a member of Sigma Nu frater
nity.
1917 FRANCIS THOMAS McCABE, 79, of Cam
bridge, Mass, on November 18, 1973 in Cambridge,
Mass. A native of Worcester, Mass., he taught for a
while at UMO, Tufts University and was headmaster at
Rindge Technical School until his retirement. He re
ceived a master’s in education from Harvard. He was a
member of Scabbard and Blade. Survivors: wife, three
sons, one brother, two sisters and six grandchildren.
He was a member of Delta Tau Delta fraternity.

1917 RANDALL ASA SAWYER, 78, of Naples,
Florida on September 3, 1973 in Naples. A native of No.
Yarmouth, Maine, he attended for one year. He was a
poultry farmer for many years and also was employed
at the Portsmouth Naval Shipyard. Survivors: wife and
one daughter. He was a member of Lambda Chi Alpha
fraternity.
1919 GARDNER MARBLE FRENCH, 77, of Dune
din, Fla. on September 9, 1973 in Clearwater, Fla. A
native of Millbury, Mass., he once worked for the
Bureau of Public Roads in Washington, D.C. Sur
vivors: wife, one daughter, two sisters and four grand
children.

1920 DOROTHEA MABLE BUZZELL, t75, of Old
Town on January 8, 1974 in Old Town. A native of Old
Town, she received her master’s degree from UMO in
1921. She taught for 30 years at West Haven, Conn.
Survivors: a brother, Stephen R. ’20 of Old Town, a
sister; Marion S. ’14 of Old Town, a niece, a great
nephew and a cousin. She was a member of Phi Mu
sorority and Phi Kappa Phi honor society.
%

1920 DR. FLA VIA LUCILLE RICHARDSON, 75, of
Bar Harbor on October 24, 1973 in Bar Harbor. A
native of Atkinson, she received her master’s from
UMO and her ScD from John Hopkins University. She
was an instructor of zoology at the University of Ver
mont, Colby Junior College and UMO. She also worked
at the Jackson Memorial Laboratory, Bar Harbor as a
research fellow. Survivors: three cousins, several
nieces and nephews. She was a member of Pi Beta Phi
sorority.
1921 GEORGE LAWRENCE BLODGET, 76, of
Bucksport on August 25, 1973 in Bucksport. A native of
Bucksport, he was the president of the former Blodget
Tanning Co. in Bucksport. He wasa member of Felicity
Lodge of Masons in Bucksport. He served during
WWI. Survivors: two sons.

1921 EARLE HAMMOND CURTIS, 73, of Saco on
November 5, 1973 in Saco. A native of Kennebunk, he
attended UMO for two years and received a degree in
agriculture Survivors: wife, three children, two
brothers, a sister and 12 grandchildren.
1921 MRS. HAROLD P. COOKSON (VIOLA
LOUISE MORRIS), 74, of Orono on October 9, 1973 in
Brockton, Mass. A native of Orono, she was a secre
tary for the U.S. Department of Labor for 20 years until
her retirement. Survivors: one son, two sisters, two
granddaughters and four great-grandchildren.

1922 DONALD ALOYSIUS MOLONEY, 74, of Orono
on December 15, 1973 in Stuart, Florida A native of
Orono he attended for one year He was a postal carrier
in Orono and was a veteran of WWI. Survivors: wife, a
son, a daughter, Mrs. Carlton Wilson '57 of No Kings
town R. I. and three granddaughters.

1922 MRS. FRANK TODD (HELEN HATHORNE),
72, of Bangoron November20, 1973inVeazie A native
of Veazie, she taught history for 40 years in the Old
Town, Orono and Brewer High Schools. She was a
member of the DAR and a past president of the Thurs
day Club at UMO. She was very active in community
affairs. Survivors: husband and several cousins She
was a member of Chi Omega sorority
1922 HENRY PAGE TURNER, 72, of Casco on
November 11,1973 in Casco. A native of Casco, he was
employed by the Westinghouse Electric Corp, for 36
years. Later he became manager of the Electric Utility
Department of New England with headquarters in Bos
ton. Survivors: several nieces and nephews He was a
member of Phi Kappa Sigma fraternity.

1924 CHARLES VERNON CATELL, 76, of Camden
on December 18, 1973 in Camden. A native of Bangor,
he attended UMO for one year He was in the retail
business in Bangor for many years and was associated
with the Bangor Daily News. He later established his
own real estate and insurance business in Bangor and
Camden. He served in WWI and was very active in
civic affairs. Survivors: wife, two sons, Robert L. '45 of
Yarmouth and Stanley D. '51 of Camden, five grand
children and a sister He was a member of Phi Gamma
Delta fraternity.
1924 MANSELL ROWE GARLAND, 78, of West
Boothbay Harbor on October 30, 1973 in Boothbay
Harbor. A native of Otis, he attended UMO for two
years. He was employed as a landscape gardener. He
served during WWI. Survivors: three daughters, a son,
Whitmore B. ’63 of Yarmouth, two brothers, two sis
ters and five grandchildren.

1924 WALLACE WINFIELD PERKINS, 72, of West
Hartford, Conn, on November 29, 1973 in Hartford,
Conn. A native of Brooksville, he also attended the
University of Michigan. Until his retirement he was
manager of electronics and instrumentation at New
Departure-Hyatt Berings Division in Bristol Sur
vivors: wife, Virginia Chase Perkins '23, a daughter, a
sister and two granddaughters He was a member of
Sigma Phi Sigma (Tau Kappa Epsilon) fraternity.
1925 RICHARD CRAWFORD DAWSON, 70, of
Claremont, N. H. on November 4, 1973 in Claremont,
N. H. A native of Bellows Falls, Vt., he owned a
specialty advertising company until his retirement.
Survivors: wife, a daughter and a grandson. He was a
member of Sigma Nu fraternity.

1925 EDWARD ISRAEL PIERCE, 74, of Ithaca, N.
Y. on November 4, 1973 in Ithaca, N. Y. A native of
Augusta, he coached football, baseball, and basketball
at various schools. Survivors: wife, a daughter, two
sisters, a brother and three grandchildren. He was a
member of Theta Chi fraternity and Kappa Phi Kappa
honor society.

1926 EVERARD EUGENE HALL, 70, of Portland on
January 7, 1974 in Portland A native of Gray, he also
attended Boston University and Columbia University.
He was a retired insurance agent. He was a member of
the Masons and the Kora Temple Shrine. Survivors:
wife, a son, Reginald E. '51 ofCape Elizabeth, a daugh
ter, a sister, seven grandchildren, three nephews and a
niece. He was a member of Phi Eta Kappa fraternity.

1937 EDWIN HORACE GOUDY, 54, of Danvers,
Mass, on April 5, 1971 in Danvers, Mass. A native of
York Village, he also attended the Boston Conservat
ory of Music. He was a sales engineer for most of his
life. Survivors: wife, daughter, a granddaughter and a
grandson. He was a member of Delta Tau Delta frater
nity.

1927 BERTRAND CHARLES BUCK, 69, of Buckfield
on July 15, 1973 in Lewiston. A native of Buckfield, he
was a farmer and served for some time as a first select
man of Buckfield. He was very active in community
affairs Survivors: wife and four children.

1937 DANA THOMPSON, 59, of Fryeburg on Oc
tober 4, 1973 in Portland. A native of Presque Isle, he
was a former member of the Presque Isle city council.
For the past six years he had served as president and
general manager of Green Thumb Farms. Survivors:
wife, two daughters, two brothers, a sister and five
grandchildren. He was a member of Phi Eta Kappa
fraternity.

1927 KENNETH EBEN KANE, 69, of Warwick, R. I.
on June 10, 1973 in Warwick, R. I A native of Brooklin,
he attended UMO for two years He was in the field of
education in Rhode Island. He was a veteran of WWII.
He was a member of the Masons. Survivors, wife and
four children.
1928 ROBERT LEWIS SIMONS, 68, of Andrews
Bay, San Juan, Puerto Rico on October 4, 1973 in
Andrews Bay, San Juan, P.R. A native of Gardiner, he
attended UMO for two years He was associated with
the Civil Aeronautics Authority and had been flying
since the age of 16. He retired from the Boeing Co in
1968. He was a veteran of WWII Survivors: wife, a
daughter and two step-brothers. He was a member of
Phi Gamma Delta fraternity

1930 DR. CYRIL IRVING HUTNER, 63, of Edison,
N. J. on September 13, 1973 in Edison, N. J. A native of
New York City, he received his M.D. from Boston
University. He also attended Harvard Medical School,
University of Minnesota and Cook County Hospital in
Chicago. He was the former president of the medical
staff of Perth Amboy General Hospital. He served in
WWII. Survivors: wife, a daughter and a sister.

1930 EDWARD RICH VOSE, 69, of Lake Placid, Fla.
on July 23, 1973 in Litchfield A native of Bangor, he
was an educator. He was a member of the Lake Placid
Lions Club. Survivors: wife, brother, sister, two nieces
and a nephew.
1933 FREDERICK CARLTON BURK, 66, of
Swampscott, Mass, on January I, 1974 in Swampscott,
Mass. A native of Lynn, Mass., he was a retired park
superintendent. He was also a member of the Masons.
Survivors: wife, a son, a daughter, two sisters and four
grandchildren. He was a member of Sigma Chi frater
nity.

1933 MADISON BOWLER HASKELL, 62, of Lee on
December 18, 1972. A native of Lee, he was very active
in community affairs He was a member of Anah Tem
ple Shrine and the Masons. Survivors: wife, a son,
three daughters and a sister, Dorothy Bowker Haskell
McGaw '31 of Lee. He was a member of Phi Eta Kappa
fraternity.
1934 MRS. MARY MARBLE WETTERGREEN, 60,
of Tampa, Fla. on April 14, 1973 in Tampa, Fla. A
native of Boston, Mass , she also attended Simmons
College. She was a social worker and a psychiatric
caseworker. Survivors: two daughters, two sons and a
brother, Charles B. Marble '36.

1935 DR. DONALD LOUVELL KYER, 59, of Dubu
que, Iowa on February 24, 1973 in Dubuque, Iowa A
native of Brewer, he received his M.S. from the Uni
versity of New Hampshire and his M.D. from Boston
University. For a while he taught summer school at
UMO. He was superintendent of the Iowa Mental
Health Institute. Survivor: mother.
1936 MRS. BERNARD P. WELCH (NATALIE HAR
VEY), 59, of Bangor on November 11, 1973 in Bangor.
A native of Bangor, she was very active in community
affairs. Survivors: husband, a daughter, three sons, a
brother, three grandchildren, several nieces and
nephews.

1938 ELMER NATHAN LIPPA, 57, of Long Beach
Township. N. J. on November 24, 1973 in Long Beach
Township. A native of Peabody, Mass., he also at
tended Harvard Law School. He was president of the
Lippa Transportation Co. of Peabody, Mass. Sur
vivors: wife, a son, a daughter and two grandchildren.
He was a member of Tau Epsilon Phi fraternity.

1938 HON. MRS. ARTHUR A. HAUCK (GLADYS
REID), 83, of Camden on January 9, 1974 in Camden.
She was an honorary member of the class of 1938 and
received an honorary master of arts degree in 1958.
Wife of past president Arthur A Hauck, she was a
graduate of Colorado State Teachers College and
taught in public schools in Idaho. Surviving are her
husband. Dr. Arthur Hauck '38 Hon., a son, a daugh
ter, Margaret E. (Mrs. Edward Ladd ’40) of Rockland,
three grandsons, two of whom are Bruce A. '66 of
Natick, Mass, and Thomas A. '65 of Needham, Mass.,
three granddaughters, two of whom are Gail Ladd
(Mrs. John Griswold ’63) of Walpole, Mass., Allison
Ladd (Mrs. William L. Woodward ’70) of Farmington,
and 12 great-grandchildren.
In lieu of flowers friends who wish may contribute in
her memory to the University of Maine Foundation for
scholarship aid or to the Penobscot Bay Medical
Center.
1939 NORMAN CHARLES HALL, 66, of Dalton,
Mass, on November 2, 1973. A native of Wallingford,
Conn., he received his masters from New York Univer
sity. He was an educator and income tax accountant.
Survivors: brother.

1944 HORACE JOHN MORSE, 71, of Hanover on
November 22, 1972 in Hanover. He was a school
teacher for over 40 years. Survivors: two sisters, sev
eral nieces and nephews.
1948 GALEN BRYANT SHELDON, 46, of Augusta on
February 14, 1971 in Portland. A native of Augusta, he
was a chemist for water districts in several cities. Sur
vivors: mother and sister, D. Ursula Sheldon '45 of
Augusta. He was a member of Delta Tau Delta.

1950 HERSCHEL OSCAR KNIGHT, 51, of Frank
fort, Ky. on July 22, 1973 in Frankfort, Ky. A native of
Rumford Point, he also attended the University of Ken
tucky. He was an engineer and taught for a time at the
University of Kentucky. He served in WWII. Sur
vivors: three brothers and a sister.
1951 VAUGHN DALE CAREY, 49, of Basking Ridge,
N. J. on September 21, 1973 in Denmark while travel
ing. A native of Passadumkeag, he was a mechanical
engineer for Merck and Co. in New Jersey for 22 years.
Survivors: wife, mother, two sons, a daughter and a
sister

1952 RICHARD ANDERSON WEBBER, of Kittery
on September 15, 1973 in Portsmouth, N. H. He was
employed at the Portsmouth Naval Shipyard as a chem
ical engineer. He served in WWII. Survivors: son and a
sister. He was a member of Lambda Chi Alpha frater
nity.
1954 HAZEL IRENE BURR, of Durham. Conn, on
August 27, 1973 She received her B.S. from New
Haven Teachers College. Survivors: brother.
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1956 STANLEY JOHN HULL, 36, of Easton on Sep
tember 4, 1971 in Presque Isle. A native of Masardis, he
was a farmer all of his life. Survivors: mother and
father, two sisters and two brothers.

Walter Harvey is the only one who gets back for
spring and fall events. His tape recorder is always along
so vocal messages from old friends and vice versa ap
pear in summer or fall which is immensely pleasant.

1958 MRS. GERTRUDE ADELE LEIGHTON, 62, of
Dover-Foxcroft on November 1, 1973 in DoverFoxcroft. A native of Monson, she also attended Far
mington Normal School. She had been a teacher for 37
years. She was very active in community affairs. Sur
vivors: son, a sister and a brother.

Sorrow has filled the hearts of all who knew Gladys
Hauck ’38 (Hon.) who entertained so graciously at her
home. We join in sorrow for Dr. Hauck’s great loss.
Mary Ellen Chase died on July 28, 1973, which takes
another great person from our ranks. Death has also
taken from our class two other highly esteemed mem
bers, Helen Bradstreet of Laguna Hills, Calif., and
Clinton Plumly of Portland.

1961 MRS. CHARLES A. BABB (ROBERTA AN;
DERSON), 34, of Camden on December 28, 1973 in
Camden. A native of Island Falls, she was a teacher.
Survivors: husband, Charles Babb '60, parents, two
daughters, a brother, Robert H. Anderson ’63 of Ban
gor, and a sister. She was a member of Alpha Omicron
Pi sorority.

1973 BRUCE DANIEL COLLIER, 21, of Ellsworth on
November 16,1973 in Ellsworth. He was a native of Bar
Harbor. Survivors: parents, a brother and two sisters.

Class Notes
1908
MR. JAMES A. GANNETT
166 Main Street
Orono, Me. 04473
Burton Flanders added a note with his Christmas
card, “We left Rockland November 27 in the morning
and arrived in Tampa by plane at noon, then by
limousine to Bradenton arriving at our mobile home
about 2 p.m. the same day. We enjoyed making the trip
by plane very much.” Burton and Grace have usually
driven down to their winter home. He reports the
weather is wonderful and the sky cloudless almost
every day.
In Mid-December the BANGOR DAILY NEWS
carried a picture of the Bangor High School swim team
with its coach Philip Emery. He is the son of Lawrence
W. ’42 and Virginia (Moulton ’41) Emery and the grand
son of our Philip and Rebecca Emery. Mrs. Philip
Emery, the former Elaine Cutter, received her M.S. in
Special Education from Maine in 1971. the NEWS says
the team, under Coach Emery, will be headed this
season for its fourth consecutive state swim team title.
Leslie “Pete” Lord wrote on his Christmas card * ‘The
ranks of the 1908 Class are getting pretty thin.” Sad but
true, Pete. We number 14 members whose addresses
are known. The addresses of a few others are unknown.
Among my Christmas cards was one from Col. Hartwell
'41 and Mary (Parkhurst ’43) Lancaster of Amherst,
Mass. Col. Lancaster is the son of our classmate
Howard A. Lancaster.
In an interesting letter from Jim Farnsworth, he re
calls members of the class with whom he has had con
tacts since his graduation. He recalls Clif Draper, his
roommate in college who called on him at the General
Electric plant in Lynn, Mass.; Jim Morrison who rode
down to Ray Fellows’ farm for his 45th with himself and
Mrs. Farnsworth; Raymond Knight with whom he
roomed while they were at the G. E. plant in Lynn and
Pete Lord at the 45th. He writes that he enjoyed Prof.
Ganong very much. At the close of his letter Jim says
that he and Alice Farnsworth Phillips compared notes
one time and they concluded that they were relatives.

1909
MR. FRED D. KNIGHT
Noble Building
705 New Britain Avenue
Hartford, Conn. 06106
News for the notes of older classes is hard to come
by, but I will give it a try.
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Had a good letter from Frankie Richardson of Vir
ginia Beach, Va. He has cut down on many of his
favorite activities but still is quite well and vigorous.
Good to hear from you, Frank, and will try to answer as
soon as tax returns dry up.
Margaret stops in to see us on her visits to her brother
in Cheshire, Conn. She is as vigorous as ever and took a
trip with one of her grandsons last summer after he
graduated from Dartmouth. She also tripped to the
Azores and Portugal last year.
The Knights like their new home and are very com
fortable and content.
Classmates, please rally around and help with a note
to me—I’ll try to make a lot of what you may say.

1910
ALBERT K. GARDNER
9595 Kirtland - Chardon Road
Willoughby, Ohio 44094
The Herm Sweetsers are living in Cumberland Center.
He sends greetings to all his old friends, says he is
greatly slowed down but still treasures his old friend
ships. You will recall he was formerly a professor of
horticulture at UMO and was highly regarded for his
many contributions to fruit growing know-how.
The Bill Baggs are staying in Utica this winter. The
Phil Simontons after a summer stay at their cottage on
Lake Michigan returned to Illinois and their new quar
ters at 315 No. LaGrange Road, LaGrange Park.

All our family were on hand for our 60th anniversary;
included in the group were daughter Elizabeth Norweb
’37, son Charles ’41 and granddaughter Marty Strauch
Drier ’68. We had a grand time.

1911
MR. GEORGE D. BEARCE
138 Franklin Street
Bucksport, Me. 04416

Received a letter from our friend “Cy” Walden in
Greenville, who has lived there since he graduated ex
cept for 12 years (*32-’44) when he was with the Federal
government trying to help the farmers in their prob
lems. I have not been to Moosehead Lake for years but
if I do I’ll call on Cy for a good talk.
Last October from the other end of the U.S. I re
ceived a fine letter from Walter Johnson of Mill Valley,
Calif. His wife died after over 50 years of married life
but Walter has two sons and six grandchildren whose
families live in California so he sees them often. Walter
retired in 1955 and has had a quiet life since he stopped
work.
H. Elmer Harris of Swampscott, Mass, is quite well
but has slowed up the same as the rest of us in the
mid-80’s class. Elmer worked for General Electric in
Lynn for 34 years and retired in 1953. They have six
grandchildren and one great and are very comfortable
in their home that they bought many years ago.
Ray Buck of Monmouth was at the Homecoming
Luncheon last fall and the “M” Club I think but left
before I was able to see him.

Word from Parker Cooper is that he and Ruby are
spending the winter at the same apartment in St. Pete
that they have had for years.

Dr. Arthur Hauck, at the Luncheon, introduced me
to the new UMO president, Dr. Howard R. Neville, asa *
former trustee of UM. We both agreed that the new
Board of Trustees should include more alumni as they
know the problems of the colleges better than anyone
else.

1912
MR. WILLIAM E. SCHRUMPF
84 College Ave.
Orono, Me. 04473
No news! Please help your class secretary by sending
some bit of information about yourself. Your class
mates will be interested in your “doings”.

1913
GEORGE C. CLARKE
do Howland
27 Franklin Road
Cromwell, Conn. 06416

J. N. Platt, not listed in our history, should be added
as a new name of a lost alumnus. He lives in the town of
Abington, Connecticut and is a gladiolus grower as a
voluntary service. He has served as a state senator and
served on the Board of Education in the town of Prom
fret. He is a past master of the Patrons of Husbandry
(Grange). He is a veteran of the World War I in which he
was injured and hospitalized off and on for seven years.
He has three children and is a widower.
Floyd E. Parker now lives at 45 Kenilworth St., Port
land. He has one son in Florida. He is a member of the
60 Plus Club of Portland. He is retired. He was a regis
tered druggist as an occupation. His present hobby is
gardening for pleasure. He is 84 years of age.

Everett T. Chapman of Deer Hill Rd., Harrison, Me.
makes things out of wood and will be sending me
shortly a cane which he made. He announces the loss of
his wife, Gladys, dying of cancer on May 23, 1973.
Antonette (Webb) Wheaton resides at 115 Meadow
La., Columbia, Mo. 65201. She has one daughter. She
is a member of the Daughters of the American Revolu
tion also the Episcopal Church. She is a retired high
school teacher. She was hospitalized in 1967-1971 and
is partially blind. She reads braille efficiently.
William H. Newell is the last survivor of the Class of
1913 from SAE. The others included J. L. Oher, R.
Huntington, J. W. Hart and P. Bolton. Mr. Newell is in
his 84th year. Ralph C. Hodges, of East Orange, New
Jersey is a case of undeliverable mail. We’ll have to list
him as among the missing. John D. Wilkinson lives at
867 Main St., South Portland. Both he and his wife are
enjoying good health and have one son, John Jr. A life
member of the V.F.W., American Legion, Knights of
Columbus and a member of the Exchange Club. He is
self employed and has done volunteer work with the
Boy Scouts for over thirty years and enjoys baseball
and basketball.
Mrs. E. A. Maines (Muriel Young) now resides at 135
Fern St., Bangor, and spends her summers in
Millbridge. She has a son John ’40 and a daughter Mrs.
J. M. Cairns of Springville, New York. She lived in
Hartford, Connecticut from 1914-1970. She has three
grandchildren and a daughter-in-law who also have
graduated from the U of M. H. A. Richards of 1020
Blakewell Dr., St. Louis, Mo. 63137, sent in a running
account of his doings. He is retired after serving as a
design, development and electrical engineer. In 1971 he
and his wife celebrated their 50th anniversary. They’ve
had three sons and now have eight grandchildren and
one great-grandchild. He is a member of the American
Institute of Electrical Engineers and the Engineers
Club of St. Louis. He is interested in all types of sports,
enjoys reading and keeps up to date on current events.

Mrs. E. A. Lindquist (Mae E. Croseman) of 12 Lea
St., Claremont, N. H., 03743 has two sons and one
daughter. She is a Past Noble Grand in the Rebekahs.
For five years she was a teacher and for five years
worked as a social worker for the city of Claremont.

Then 19 years as a state social worker. For 15 years
prior to retirement she was district supervisor of the
Keene District Office. She was city chairman for the
Salvation Army and city chairman for the Heart and
Cancer Societies. She has had a gall bladder operation
and now has cataracts on both eyes. Florence Murray
Withee of 40 Main St., Newport, Me. has worked as a
teacher and housemother at the University of Connect
icut and Farmington. Her hobbies are reading, travel,
golf and cards. As a voluntry service she has worked as
a hospital aide. Relatives who have attended the UMO
are George Leslie Murray and Linda Murray Murphy.
Florence has been hospitalized twice for pneumonia.

Science degree. His chemistry teacher lured him to
Buffalo for 19 months. Then he went to the Illinois
Water Survey. He taught a class of 20 girls, including
his future wife. He received his M.S. degree at the
University of Illinois. He taught science in high school.
For five years he did research at Dow Chemical. In 1929
he went to DuPont in New Jersey, then to Wilmington,
Del., for 32 years and finally retired in 1960 at age 62. He
is also now in Ft. Lauderdale in a high-rise where he can
watch the ships. He has two daughters and two grand
sons. He was a Blue Lodge Mason for 50 years. He is
also president of the DuPont Retirees Club. In Wilming
ton he was a neighbor of Ernest Turner and they write
often. George and I met at the field house at the 1940
reunion.

1914

Mark R. Lawler of Weaverville, N. C. says that ev
erything has been running smoothly without any excit
ing events. He likes to receive the MAINE ALUMNUS
regularly. As for the energy crisis he says that it hasn’t
bothered him too much as he has had an energy crisis
MR. STACY L. BRAGDON
for 76 years! “When I was about nine years old my
47 Parker Road
brother told me, ’You needn’t think I am going to sup
Wellesley, Mass. 02181
port you when you grow up because I ain’t going to do
A letter from Chester Adams from Sea Cliff, N. Y.
any such damned thing’ ”. Mark has just sent another
indicates that he is healthy and going strong. Last Au- story off to the SATURDA Y EVENING POST. He gets
gust he made his first trip back to the campus in many
a lot of rejections to every acceptance, so he hasn’t
years. He enjoyed seeing all the changes and improve
begun to spend the money. He hopes they will pay him
ments. In November he and his wife drove to Florida
for it. This story is about a Maine sea captain’s adven
and made a visit to Disney World. During Christmas
ture with a mermaid. We’ll be looking for it, Mark!
Season they had a small gathering with Russ ’44 and
Sam and Minnie (Norell ’22) Collins are in Venice,
Barbara Ann ’45, Bodwell and Roy Higgins ’17 and his
Fla. He says that the energy crisis is being felt there as
wife along with the younger Bodwells. It was quite a
elsewhere in the country. People are using their cars
talkfest about Maine, past and present.
less than usual and the number of visitors from the
Today a letter came from Kenneth T. Wooster of
North will probably be fewer than in previous years. In
Bangor. He and his wife are enjoying their 25th winter
regard to the proposed reunion in 1974, he has come to
in Delray Beach, Florida where they spend six months
the conclusion that the class should forget it. Since the
each year. He says that he does not get bored as he
numbers are decreasing year by year, he doubts that
plays 18 holes of golf a week, spends a lot of time on the
many would attend. With few exceptions classes previ
beach, and does a lot of reading and writing. His letter
ous to those graduated before 1920 seldom get enough
to me was being written at the beach as the mercury
to make a reunion feasable. Instead he believes that
stood at 80 degrees. His wife, Freda Armstrong Woos
there is an opportunity for anyone who wants to go back
ter was from Fort Fairfield and a cousin of Ralph M.
to Orono in June to join the Senior Alumni Association.
Whitehouse ’20 who lived with him in the Sigma Chi
The Senior group takes in anyone who wishes to join
House when they were in the house across from the old
(no fee) and has enough members so that they have a
ATO house. Ken has one daughter in Honolulu and one
program each year. Anyone who has passed their 50th
grandchild in Oahu and three in California. He has been
anniversary is eligible. As stated in the last issue of the
in the investment business for 53 years and still looks
ALUMNUS Sam was elected president of the Senior
after a few old customers. When in Bangor he sees Jim
Alumni Association last June for a term of one year.
Freeland occasionally and they talk about “the old
Florence (Bates ’28) and I will attend a NRTA-AARP
days.” Ken says that there are few Downeasters in his
Leadership Conference in Washington Feb. 20-23. As
area. Most of the people from the midwest do not know
State Director for the National Retired Teachers As
where New England is located.
sociation and Legislative Chairman for the Mas
Christine Northrup is leading a rather quiet life. She
sachusetts Retired Teachers Association I do not find
does enjoy traveling. Last June she took a Swiss Holi
time hanging heavily on my hands.
day tour lasting 28 days. She and a friend also visited
West Germany and the lake district in northern Italy.
The trip was delightful, the scenery beautiful, and one
that she’ll never forget.

ROY W. PEASLEE
60 Bow Bog Road
Concord, N. H. 03301
No news is good news, sometimes.

In 1913 when “Pep” Towner served as Editor-inChiefofthe PRISM, 116 pictures of “would-be” 1914
graduates clothed for the occasion adorned the pages.
Today, Jan. 14,1974, forty-one are above sod. Of these,
29 have sent news of themselves for the rest of us to
enjoy. Not bad. When the roll is called on the banks of
the Stillwater in June 1974, let’s all be there for our 60th
Reunion.

A scholarship fund for Professor Warren
Stanhope Lucas ’14 has recently been established.
The Warren Stanhope Lucas Memorial Mathema
tics Fund will provide annual scholarship funds for
a student majoring in mathematics.
Prof. Lucas, who died on Sept. 20, 1973, was a
faculty member for more than 36 years until his
retirement in 1958. After retirement he tutored
mathematics in his home.
Contributions to the fund may be sent to the
Development Office, North Hall, Alumni Center,
Orono, Maine 04473.

1917
MRS. HAROLD W. COFFIN
(Grace Bristol)
66 Eighteenth Street
Bangor, Me. 04401
Christmas greetings came from Ed and Myrtle Demp
sey, Harlan and Ruth Doloff, Carl Johnson and Bill
Nash, which I hereby pass on to all of you.
John Locke sends us a new address: Lake Village
Park, 296 First St., Nokomis, Fla. 33555. Gasoline
permitting, he expects to be with us in June.
Carl Johnson suffered a brief stay in the hospital
during the fall because of a mistake in medicine dosage,
but was out again when he wrote us. Worse than that,
however, was the fact that he lost his only son in Oc
tober. We all extend sympathy in his loss. Ed Dempsey
has accepted the appointment as Class Agent for the
Annual Alumni Fund. He is certainly an excellent
choice and he will be hoping for cooperation from all of
us.

1918
MR. FRANCIS HEAD
73 Westchester Avenue
Pittsfield, Mass. 01201
Letter from Philip Dolloff in Ft. Lauderdale, where
he spends five months. He summers in Wayndsville, N.
C., where 40 acres of fruit trees keep him busy. He had
a motel there. In Florida he is in real estate. Had a trip to
Russia and didn’t like the silence of the evasive guides.

John Casey is now in a veterans home in Holyoke.
Tom Borjesson had a long operation for varicose veins
in July and has to use a cane.
George Cheney sent a long letter, also from Ft.
Lauderdale. He was released from the Navy in 1919 in
time for the spring semester and a June Bachelor of

Herbert '20 and Edith Scott Tinker observed their
usual joyous Christmas with 25 of their family gathered
around the tree. Because of uncertainties of travel and
because Herb’s favorite golf course has been made into
a parking lot, they are not going to Fort Lauderdale as
usual. He will miss his chance to make a hole-in-one
which he has done the last three years. The Tinkers are
still living in Wolfeboro, N.H.
Ralph V. Sinnett of Clemson, S. C. wrote that he was
sorry to let me down regarding news, but they had done
absolutely nothing newsworthy for two years. With his
wife’s return to good health that situation might change,
although who knows what the gasoline shortage may
bring? In past years they have spent their summers in dr
near Enfield, Me.
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A village in the wilderness. Nearest service
to Baxter State Park on the west. Greenville
43 miles, Millinocket 32 miles, Patten 65
miles.

•

Boats and motors for rent

•

Gas and oil • Non-resident licenses

•

Modern ranch houses

•

Two-room apartments • Campsites

•

Open for Snowmobiles after January 1

Evelyn Pray z37 - Charles Pray '73
Ripogenus Dam, Greenville, Maine
Radio - Tel. 207-989-3636 04441

1920

MRS. BETTY MILLS TOWNER
560 Orange Street
New Haven, Conn. 06511
Congratulations on Wedding Anniversaries!
Lawrence Hodgkins and Ardis were married 50 years
on September 4th. They took a trip to Niagara Falls.
Their third great grandson arrived November 21st and
one granddaughter has moved back to Maine. Leslie
Bannister and Mabel were married 50 years this past
summer. They did not come north last year—what are
your chances this year?!
W. Linwood Chase and Hazel celebrated 55 years of
married life in 1973. They are both healthy and happy
and busy. A travel binge took them on a two month trip
to the South Seas. Each of them was in a craft class on
this cruise, Hazel in collage and Linwood in wood
sculpting. He is working on the third edition of a book,
A Guide for the Elementary Social Studies Teacher.
Hazel also is working on a third book on weaving. In
addition, they seem to find time to enjoy their children
and grandchildren. This news was all in a fine Christmas
letter—a joy to read. They sounded so busy and con
tented with life.
Greetings came from your president, Verne Beverley.
Bev and Amy are all settled in at Sarasota. Bev had seen
Stan Currier who would be in Florida again on Lido
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Beach. How about a note, Stan, giving us your Lido
Beach address and any news? This goes too for the rest
of the 1920 gang and a Happy New Year to you all. I’m
hoping for lots of letters in 1974.

Stephen “Danny” Buzzell of Old Town recently came
to campus to lend his expertise on lumbering by relating
how logging was done at the turn of the century at the
Argyle boom on the Penobscot River. Professor of folk
lore, Sandy Ives, invited Danny to come and look over
their classroom model of the boom and make any cor
rections or additions. Danny had worked the Argyle
boom when he was a teenager and not only showed the
students how the boom was set up but also entertained
them with colorful tales of local lumbering. Prof. Ives
has had other old-time loggers in on “consultation” for
his folklore courses.

1921
MRS. STORMONT JOSSELYN
(Emilie Kritter)
229 Kenoza Avenue
Haverhill, Mass. 01830
Hollis Jones: “Had a wonderful boat trip through
South Pacific to Australia and New Zealand. Our house
and garden in Honolulu got too much for us so we’ve
gone hi-rise! New address is Ala Wai Plaza 1436, 500
University Avenue, Honolulu, Hawaii 96814.”
Dot Hart Cook: "I retired from school work (high
school in Woodstock, Vermont) last June, traveled
through Europe last summer and am now working half a
day, five days a week in the Woodstock Town Li
brary.”

primary for the District 28 Senate seat. He is not a
stranger to the Maine Legislature as he has served four
consecutive terms in the House. Doris (Twitchell) Allen
held two workshops in psychodrama last autumn, one
at Denison Univ., Granville, Ohio and the other at the
Augusta Mental Health Institute. Herbert Sullivan
writes “My wife and I were very happy to be present at
the class reunion of 1923”. He was impressed with the
growth and beauty of the campus since his college days.
From Sarasota, Florida, Ervin Stuart sends an invita
tion to the annual luncheon of the UMO Alumni As
sociations of St. Petersburg and Sarasota which will be
held at Martines Restaurant in Sarasota on March 1st.
Pres, and Mrs. Neville will be guests and Dr. Neville
will speak on UMO as it is today, together with his
projections for the immediate years ahead. Ervin is
president of the Sarasota Association and says they are
expecting a large turnout for this event. Sorry we can’t
join you, it should be an interesting meeting. Elizabeth
Ring is planning a trip to Naples, Fla. this winter and
“Bea” Cleaves also plans to visit the state soon.
To correct a misprint in the last issue, Pearl Snow, not
Pearl Shaw, has been living in Sarasota since 1955. She
formerly taught school in Connecticut. George Blan
chard and his wife spend six months of the year in their
condominium at North Palm Beach, Fla. George is
partially retired from his Presque Isle law
practice.Arthur “Pete” Wilson and Mabel (Peabody)
are visiting their daughter and her family in India for a
month or more and then will visit friends in Australia for
a month.
Our very deepest sympathy goes out to Virginia
(Chase) Perkins whose husband, Wallace ’24, died just
recently after a brief illness. (See In Memoriam)

1922

1924

LESLIE W. HUTCHINS
30 Alban Road
Waban, Mass. 02168

MRS. FRANK W. HOWARD
(Ethelyn P. Howard)
Canton, Maine 04221

Classmate Foster B. Blake passed away just as our
class notes were due on January 14. Foster was a past
president of our class and a very active alumnus. He
was a great leader and we shall miss him. (See In
Memoriam)

While Bea Little was ill I was asked to substitute as
personals editor for the Alumnus. Now, please send me
some news for the next issue, new addresses, hobbies
that you are riding since retirement, new grandchildren,
etc.

Henry P. “Hank” Turner lost his long battle to live in
November at his home in Casco. Henry won his letter
“M” in basketball, was former amateur golf champion
of Maine and before his retirement was New England
Turbine sales manager for Westinghouse Electric. His
many remaining friends in industry will regret his leav
ing us and I am sure our classmates will always re
member him. He had no family and the people who
were supposed to notify me failed to do so. A returned
Christmas card marked “deceased” was my only
notification. (See In Memoriam)

I know that many of you were shocked to learn of our
secretary’s death on Dec. 24. (See In Memoriam) She
had been ill since March. “Johnny” was on the
women’s field hockey team when it was just starting at
Maine and was president of the Women’s Athletic As
sociation. She traveled a lot with Prexy and was a real
help with his scientific projects. She was our class sec
retary for many years. The class had some wonderful
reunions and lobster feeds at their beautiful home in
Trenton. In October Bea sent thanks to the class for the
lovely flowers and for the cards she had received. We
are very sorry that she can’t be with us for our 50th
reunion in June. We extend our sympathy to the whole
family.

I received a long two-page letter from a “former
bottle washer” in Aubert Hall, Walter L. Perro. Walter
has been working again for Scott Paper as a consultant
in the Argentine and has also been on another job in
Helsinki, Finland. His latest venture was in Nova
Scotia. Walter and his wife Helen have traveled the
slow way, he related, all over the Middle East. While at
Helsinki he visited Moscow. Any place in Europe you
could mention, they have been there, and his experi
ences in South America while starting the first kraft mill
there for Scott near the Bolivian border was something
to remember. So classmates, here is one of ours from
Old Town whois past 60 years of age, is still going every
place imaginable, is resting now on some beach in a far
distant land or perhaps at his home in Mobile, Alabama.
Good luck, Walter, let us know when you are coming to
New England and when you go to Helsinki again look
for a friend of mine there with Exxon—Gus Zilliacus.

1923
MRS. WILLIAM W. RICH
(Ruth Spear)
Prides Crossing, Mass. 01965
Rep. Cecil H. McNally of Ellsworth has announced
that he will seek the Republican nomination in the June
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We extend sympathy to the family of Charles V.
Catell who died Dec. 18. Also, to the family of Orion
Stanley who died Sept. 5. (See In Memoriam)
Mrs. Joseph Michael (Mary Harris) of Canton, N. C.
lost two sisters in one week last May. We extend our
sympathies. Mary retired from active medical practice
to a new house on their ranch. She hopes that her health
will permit her and Joe to come to our 50th in June.
%

Ted Currier was honored at the Council meeting of
the United Chapters of Phi Beta Kappa in August at
Vanderbilt University as the major professor of Dr.
John Hope Franklin who is now president of Phi Beta
Kappa. Ted has retired as head of the History Depart
ment at Fiske University and is now assistant to the
president of Fiske. He does quite a bit of lecturing all
over the United States. His summer address is Canton,
Me. 04221.
Mrs. Willard Strong (Ruth Waterhouse) was honored
at at a reception at Riverside School, (Augusta), when
she retired after serving as head of the Hot Lunch
Program for 27 years at the school.

H. Bernice Wentworth has moved to 1020 W. Pease
St., Apt. M-2, Raleigh, N. C. 27605 where the air is

much more invigorating than in Florida. She hopes that
we have a good attendance at our reunion.
Our 50th Reunion is now only four months away and
plans for the big event are already well along. A com
mittee has been formed, one mailing has been sent, and
another will come shortly. The Class Dinner and special
50th Reunion activities will occupy the first two days.
Phil Sargent has invited the class for its outing on Sun
day at his home on Spruce Head. In spite of the present
difficulties the response has been enthusiastic. The
dates are tentatively June 7, 8 and 9. Please mark them
on your calendar and do plan to come.

Ellen V. Pierson of 288 Pontiac Ave., Cranston, R. I.
02910, writes that she retired from teaching in 1951 and
operated an Inn in R. I. for ten summers, using the
winters for substitute teaching and other work. Though
fully retired now, she keeps busy and active. She would
like to attend the Reunion in June, especially since she
has never been back since graduation.
Wedding bells are ringing for classmate Theron
“Spike” Sparrow who was married January 19 to Eve
lyn Taylor, a long time friend of UMO and the recipient
of a Black Bear award in 1971. She is retired from the
registrar’s office.

1925
MRS. WILLIAM E. SCHRUMPF
(Mildred G. Brown)
84 College Ave.
Orono, Me. 04473

Christmas and the New Year were especially happy
when your secretary received a call from Mary (Wal
lace) LaFountain of Springfield, Vt. Mary is owner of
The Paddock, a well known eating place in that area.
Mary, a college roommate, was ill the past year, but
reported she was on the mend.
Velma Oliver keeps busy. She is active with Meals for
Me Project, a government sponsored nutritional pro
gram in four Maine counties, at present. This is a con
gregate meal program for the elderly who can eat at a
central place or have the meals delivered if unable to get
to the place of serving. Velma is vice president of the
board for this program.

Verner Robinson keeps busy renovating a home in
Lubec where he has retired from school superintending
in Massachusetts.
It’s not too late to make a New Year’s resolution to
send some news of your activities to your class secre
tary. It’s not too early to make a note of our 50th in
1975.

MRS. TRYGVE HEISTAD
I
(Shirley Roberts)
Sylvan Way
Manchester, Me. 04351
Walter P. Morse has retired from the University of
Florida, Emeritus, in 1971. Since then he has moved to
Louisiana to be near his son and grandchildren. John
M. Hamilton is now retired and living in Florida. He
may be reached at: 68 Pearl Street, Englewood Beach,
Box 788, Englewood, Fla., 33533.
Austin Wilkins, as retired Forest Commissioner for
the State of Maine, is now compiling the first draft copy
for Landowners, an outline history of the Maine fores
try district. This covers the period from 1909 - 1972,
centered wholly around the early days of the organiza
tion and program of Forest Fire Control in the unor
ganized territory.
During my conversation with Austin he came up with
the following episode. He was given as a retirement gift,
two, round trip tickets to Europe by air. One day at the
end of a field trip they found themselves at a party in a
beer garden in Grinzig, Austria—just outside of Vien
na. At the party there was a Joseph Schiesse who with
his accordian was entertaining the crowd with his songs
and when possible was singing the songs of the various

states, there being about 40 of them. Of course Austin
asked for the Maine Stein song but alas Mr. Schiesse
didn’t know it. So Austin and his daughter sang it for
him and he was able to pick it up and play it thereafter.
Myles Standish is retired from Hudson Pulp and
Paper. Just now he says he is busy nursing a cold and
getting in some reading. However next month he is
planning on joining his sister in Florida where he also
hopes to see something of Jerry Wheeler.

his wife Doris made the memorial award possible each
year to the person who had made an outstanding con
tribution to the society that year. It is a ceramic tile. Ed,
while State Horticulturist, was also past president and
very interested member of the Society. Bob Thaxter
has been Show Clerk for more than fifteen years and
Edith, Corresponding Secretary, for as many years,
and as we know an active flower arranger at the
show.The Kelsos are in St. Pete and Elmer is doing his
usual '27 contacts in hopes that by '77 the hardy sun
lovers will all head for UMO and our 50th. I knowCy
Winch is working with him and I hope some others. At
last count there were 26 of our class in Florida.

1927
MRS. EARLE R. WEBSTER
(Peg Preble)
93 Norway Road
Bangor, Maine 04401
It was only when Red Culbertson wrote at Christmas
time that I learned of Ruth’s death last June. Our sin
cere sympathy to Red. Florence Gushee Taylor hoped to
spend Christmas in Wilmington, Del. but everything
depended on the gas situation. Hope you made it
Gushee! Betty Muzzy Hastings has become a yearrounder (except for a month or two in Florida) in Maine.
Her son has bought a business and home in Tenants
Harbor and since Betty has a winterized cottage there
she has deserted New Jersey and will make this her
home. Classes of ’23 in Bangor and Brewer held 50th
Reunions this summer. Keeping me company at
Brewer were V.P. Wyman Gerry, Lucy Farrington
Shelve and Marion Farrington Gero. At Bangor:
Kenneth and Mae Kirk Field (Ken was the M.C ),
Kennard (Red) Crimmin, Edward H. Baker, George A.
Noddin, Dr. William A. Purington, Alden J. Rand,
Eugene Winch and Edith O’Connor Thaxter. Henry
Trask wrote that two years ago, after 40 years of ser
vice, he retired from the U S. Forest Service. Says he
manages to keep busy with the local activities in Red
ding, Calif.

1928
LYNWOOD K. BETTS
64 Fairview Ave.
Port Washington, N. Y. 11050
Hope Craig Wixson writes that her oldest grand
daughter Cheryl Wixson is a freshman in Agricultural
Engineering at Orono, following Hope in Aggie, of
course. Cheryl has three grandparents, her parents and
some uncles who also are alumni. Hope is about the
same and is able to get around with a walker.
I made my usual pre-Christmas telephone call to
Hallowell R. Rogers and his wife Betty told me he had
died last May. A good friend and roommate of mine at
Lambda Chi. He had been retired from the Travelers
Insurance Co. in Hartford.
John H. Pierce raises vegetables down around
Waterville-Oakland. Drop in next summer and try them
on R.F.D. 1 out of Waterville.

Our sympathy goes to Mary (Burns) Gay whose hus
band is gradually recovering from a bad automobile
accident and also to Fran (Fuller) Giddings who is in ill
health. Kenneth Lovejoy “Casey” is executive director
of the Pine Tree State 4-H Foundation and very active
in that work around the state. His wife Mabel has re
cently retired.

The dedication of the East Commons Dining
facility in the name of the late Dean John E. Stewart,
class of 1927, was held at the Homecoming fes
tivities last October. There has been a Dean John E.
Stewart Memorial Scholarship Fund established to
provide assistance annually to a student who ma
jors in mathematics.
Over the many years as “Dean John”, John
Stewart was a friend to hundreds of students. First
Vice President of the GAA Gordon I. Erikson ’43
led the dedication ceremonies las fall and fondly
remembered the days of Dean John and was able to
relate some college anecdotes for the attending fam
ily and friends
Those alumni and friends wishing to contribute to
the Dean John E. Stewart Memorial Scholarship
Fund may send their contributions through the An
nual Alumni Fund, North Hall, Alumni Center,
University of Maine, Orono, Maine 04473.
a

Ruth Leman Grady is enjoying Senior Citizen ac
tivities but finding them less attractive at 65 degrees.
Her son, his wife and their oldest son all tagged deer.
Just the year for a full freezer! And to go along with the
food news: An interesting article, and a good picture of
George Dow, in the Oct. 4 Costal Journal. “Using Wild
Cranberries”...Retired Professor Tells How. When
Everett Waltz wrote in October he and Lillian were
planning a December trip to Oklahoma City for two
celebrations, Christmas and the birth of their first
grandchild. February was to find them in Florida.
Everett enclosed a note he had from Buss Coggswell.
Buss missed the 45th due to the arrival of a new grand
son but did spend a week in Maine at Green Lake
visiting his son Larry, Jr. He got together with “Beta”
Dan Webster who has a cottage there and they called on
Cuddy Bockus, in Bangor. I'm sure Cuddy would enjoy
hearing from ’27ers at 92 Grant St. Our Maine winters
are long when ill health confines one to home. Buss also
wrote that his brother Cy was selling his home on Staten
Island and moving to Pinebluff, N. C. where he has a
winter home. Congratulations to Robert ’28 and Edith
O’Connor Thaxter! They were joint recipients of the
Edward D. Johnson Award frdm the Maine Gladiolus
Society at the annual meeting in Nov. After Ed’s death

David H. Stevens has retired as head of Maine’s Dept,
of Transportation which he had headed for nearly 20
years. Dave taught at UMO after graduation and served
as town manager in Ashland, Guilford and Milo before
entering state service. The American Public Works
Assn, named him as one of the top ten public works
officials in 1973 and UMO presented him with its distin
guished achievement award in 1968. One of his projects
was the new bridge at Kittery which some of you will
notice bypasses the New Hampshire liquor store in
Portsmouth. The State of Maine got him out of that by
building a new store and selling at cut rate prices and
that hassle is still going on I think. As any of you Baxter
State Park pot smokers know. Matt Williams still “rules
the land with an iron hand” as District Judge in DoverFoxcroft. I spend my summers there and am a model of
propriety.
Now that I have this job give me something to fill the
space or I’ll have to tell about running the still and
playing the piano for the Charleston dancer in Old
Town.

1929
REGINALD H. MERRILL, SR.
89 Center St.
Brewer, Me. 04412
Roger C. “Shag” Wilkins,
retired on December 31 as
chairman of the board of
The Travelers Corporation
after 44 years of service
with this corporation. Shag
joined The Travelers in
1929, following his gradua
tion, starting in the real
estate investment depart
ment. After serving in vari
ous capacities in the field
and home office, he was
elected secretary of the de
partment in 1953, vice pres
ident later that year and
Roger C. Wilkins
senior vice president in the

executive department in 1965. In 1968 our classmate
became a director and chairman of the finance commit
tee. In 1969 he was elected as chief executive officer
and in 1971 he was elected chairman of the board.
Carleton D. Staples, who has been an inspector for the
U. S. Treasury Department, Bureau of Alcohol, To
bacco and Firearms since 1935, retired July 1,1973, and
is taking life easy at his home in Elliot. Our class trea
surer, Rod O’Connor and his wife Helen spent a month
to six weeks during November and December at the
Pompano Beach, Florida, home of our class president
Dick Fitzmorris. The Fitzmorrises will spend some time
at Pompano Beach after January 15. Win Niles is in a
hospital now, Friendship Manor, New Ipswich, N. H.
and would appreciate a card or two.
In our class column of the winter issue of the Alum
nus, we reported that we were “starting the ball rolling
for our 45th reunion” coming up sometime this summer
and we listed the names of 28 “lost” classmates and
asked if any reader of the column knew of their present
whereabouts, to please notify the writer. To date we
have not received the current address of any of these
“lost” 29er’s. However, regarding our reunion plans,
Dick Fitzmorris, Rod O’Connor and Mary Robinson
McClure have all contacted Wayne Cote, Reunion
Coordinator at the Alumni Office and the Alumni Office
has agreed to print our reunion stationery and send out
a series of three letters. The first letter was sent out the
latter part of December and as of January 5, 1974, your
secretary has received replies from the following mem
bers of 1929 stating that they would plan to attend our
45th reunion this summer: Myrtle Walker Dow, Beatrice
Bryenton Heal, Jim Buzzell, Elston “Joe” Cooper, Ken
Downing, Dick Fitzmorris, Worth L. Noyes, Bob Parks,
Jerry Strout and Donald E. Tracy, Gabe Wheeler, Alice
Webster Sinclair, Shirley Berger, Harold Bessey, Kay
Marvin McNaughton, Vic McNaughton and Don Small.
By the time you read this the writer expects to have
many more favorable responses in his file. Also, very
shortly, Mary McClure, yours truly and possibly other
members of our class, expect to have another meeting
at Orono with Wayne Cote.

1930
MRS. ERNEST J. PERO
(Jeanette Roney)
11 West End Avenue
Westboro, Mass. 01581
A happy New Year to you all and a big thank you to
many who answered my appeal for news. Dot Mayo
Morris has a second home on Kentucky Lake in Gil
bertsville, Ky., where she and Delyte spend a great deal
of time. Their other home is in Washington, D.C. Lib
Mason Carter keeps busy with the A.A.R.P. chapter of
which she is legislative chairman, the Kimball Family
Association and the Maine Old Cemetary Association.
On one of her jaunts she met Kay Trickey who has
retired from years of teaching in Swampscott, Mass.
Who says retirement isn’t busy?
We look forward to seeing Horace and Isabelle
(Robinson ’32) Croxford while we are in Florida and
also Alice Webster Sinclair '29 and others who are there
to escape the Maine winter. It will be great to get
together in the “Sunny South”.

John and Helena Stanley claim they have been spend
ing a quiet year at their home in Alameda, Calif., but we
hope he’ll be able to get back to Maine for our next
reunion. Syl and Peg (Merrill ’32) Pratt plan to be in
Florida in March. They are goingdown with Giv (Smith)
’28 and Norty Lamb '31. Syl and Peg claim to be as busy
as the rest of us retirees. Marion Davis Cooper '32 wrote
that she took a trip to the Rockies last summer and
visited with Carrie Williams Fowler who still lives in
Denver. Ted and Dutchie (Mathewson ’32) Palmer hadfi
grand trip last May visiting the Grand Canyon, Los
Angeles, and the coast up to Seattle and toward the
Northwest.
Rufus Jasper retired as safety officer at Portsmouth
Naval Shipyard and is currently Disaster Chairman of
Portsmouth Chapter, American Red Cross. Johnson
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Lowell retired in June 1971 after 41 years of teaching
school in Maine and New Jersey. He is at home in
Wood Ridge, N. J., but didn't tell us what he is doing.
Cliff McIntire retired from the staff of the American
Farm Bureau Federation on Nov. 30. In recognition ot
eight years and ten months service to the Farm Bureau
he was presented an engraved watch and other gifts
from his associates. Clifford became director of the
natural resources department in February 1965 after
being a member of the U.S. House of Representatives
for many years. Well known throughout the nation for
his leadership in natural resources, he co-authored the
Cooperative Forestry Research Act, was a member of
the Advisory Council to the Public Land Law Review
Commission (1968-70) and a member of the President’s
Task Force on Rural Development (1969-70). McIntire
has received honorary degrees from Bowdoin and
Maine Maritime Academy, as well as UMO. He and
Wilda have a daughter in Rhode Island and a son in
Dallas, Texas. This past summer they took a white
water raft trip down the Colorado River through the
Grand Canyon. They plan to spend the winter at their
apartment in Arlington, Va., and move back to Perham
sometime in the spring. We all wish Clifford the best of
everything for the future and thank him for his long
years of service to our class, the University and our
country.

1931
MR. FRANCIS McGUIRE
59 College Avenue
Orono, Me. 04473
A long and interesting letter from Marion (Avery)
Gilmore, R.F.D. I, Box 21, Waterville, Maine, should
make you other non-communicative ’31ers ashamed.
Marion and her husband completed their fifth European
tour (Greece) this year of 1973 plus a side trip to Turkey
and Italy. Strange, we didn’t meet up with you on
Prince Edward Island, Marion, it’s such a tiny island.
The Gilmores sure stay active, what with doing interior
decorating as a new profession plus adult education
teaching. Sounds like the good life, Marion.

And a short but cheery note from Louise (Durgin)
Hammons from sunny California. Lou plans to be on
deck for our 1976 Reunion. Take note shipmates. Be
sure to pick up Ted Bickmore at Twenty-nine Palms on
your way by, Lou.
Hazel (Hammond) Rawnsley and her husband Ewart,
have retired and are living at 26 Russ Sim Hgts., Gro
ton, Conn. 06340.
Another Mainiac has returned to
the fold in retirement. Bea (Spiller) Nadeau is living in
Eastport after many years of teaching in Baltimore and
Arlington, Mass. Bea says she enjoys visiting with her
grandchildren in Florida, Georgia and Massachusetts.
Hope you enjoy oil refineries, too, Bea.
Alfred Perkins of Port
land was appointed execu
tive vice president of all
Unionmutual companies.
He had been in charge of
individual insurance opera
tions of Union Mutual Life.
There’s a lot more of you
out there some place. What
are you afraid of. COME
ON DOWN!
Alfred Perkins

Augusta, last September. Everyone is retiring now;
Hen Favor is spending long summers at E. Stoneham
playing golf and such; Laura (Merrill) Burdt quit the
Pennsylvania Central in September after 29 years. They
gave her a retirement gift of a trip through South
America; Kay Trickey is back in Bangor after long years
with Swampscott, Ma. School System. From an exStaff
Sergeant with Inf. Replc.Ctr., Camp Wheeler, Ga., this
was a long jump! Presume she is still interested in
geneology? Homecoming last Fall saw Biv Holmes, Bud
Humphrey and Edith (Talbert) Ness. Alonzo Jones has
long been retired but keeps mum on what he is doing.
Ray Smith served on Okinawa in WWII, and later
worked for Northwestern Paper, Minn. He married
Marion Rachan of Mass., had 3 children, and is now
retired beats inflation by buying and selling timberland.
John Russell, Lewiston, retired as superintendent of
schools after 28 years. He married Hazel Sparrow ’31
and has two girls. Marion (Jaques) Smith, Bath, is a
gifted author of child’s history books on Maine, which
she wrote in conjunction with her teaching. She married
Harold Smith and had one daughter. Lucy who
graduated from Maine in 1962. Marion is an authority
on William King, shipbuilder and first Governor of
Maine (subject of her latest book). Doris (Baker) Moody
started career on $ 1100 job teaching, married a dentist,
Jay, had four children who are now all in the Services
with Rank. Bud Humphrey in 1932 worked for Maine
Development Commission as fieldman. He now owns
two companies in the publishing field. He also
specializes in the hobby of sailing and has owned eight
sailing craft. He married Virginia Berry ’33 and they
have one daughter and three grandchildren. Harry Paul
suggests we send Paul Butler UM memorabilia to add to
his 1932 scrap book. Al Smith and wife Dee spend time
traveling to Florida, West Indies, then visit children,
then Italy. Now both have jury duty! Most replies on
second questionnaires say they fight inflation by paying
cash for purchases and buying necessities only. Most
want yearly reunions if they live in State. If you want
news of old friends you must send me news. Fill out the
second questionnaire and mail to me or write me a
letter. I can’t dream up this stuff! Most returns are from
out-of-state. Come on, you characters, let us get
going!(Recent flash! Kay (Mead) Herrick is thinking of
returning to New Hampshire to be nearer two sons and
their families. Will have an interesting story on her and
her 92-year-old Mother in next issue!

1933
MISS BLANCHE HENRY
Head Resident
Androscoggin Hall
University of Maine
Orono, Me. 04473

It is interesting to learn that the Class of ’33 and ’74
have something in common. Both classes have the
honor of a Rhodes Scholar—Arthur Brown, executive
of Arthur D. Little, Inc., Cambridge, Mass., and in
1974, Malcolm Hunter, graduate of Lincoln Academy
and a senior in the School of Forest Resources. He has
been active in ecology programs.

LESLIE S. RAY
INSURANCE AGENCY, INC.
Les Ray ’50
927-2600

1932
LINWOOD S. ELLIOTT
85 Leighton Rd.
Falmouth
Portland (PO) Me. 04105
Beatrice (Farwell) Robbins helped her husband cele
brate 30 years as Pastor of the Universalist Church,
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CARROLL & RAY, INC.
REALTORS
Stu Carroll '51
922-2527

129 Dodge Street (Route 1A)
Beverly, Mass.

In reading about the Distinguished Service Award
program in Rockland, it was interesting to learn that Dr.
Wesley Wasgatt had been a recipient as have other
Maine graduates of the 1930’s.

Miriam Hanaburgh, Travis Lane, Montrose, N. Y.,
is planning on retirement this year. She has been a
school nurse in the area for a number of years. Mrs.
Evelyn (Gleason) Rawson and her husband Bart keep
very busy with travels and family. Last year they spent
time in France and Switzerland and much of the sum
mer at Grove Beach, Conn. They live at 1311 Flat Rock
Road, Narberth, Pa.

Our condolences to Amy Burke on the death of Fred
Burke of Swampscott, Mass. (See In Memoriam)
Betty (Barrows) Pendleton missed Homecoming ac
tivities as she was serving as a director for the annual
meeting of the United Church of Christ Conference in
Bangor.
William Pierce has retired as president of Wright,
Pierce, Barnes and Wyman, Consulting Engineers. He
was honored at a testimonial dinner at the New
Meadows Inn in West Bath. His firm was responsible
for some of the first sewage and solid waste incinerator
plants throughout Maine and New England.
Linda Ripple, daughter of Helen (Osgood) Ripple of
West Hartford was recently married to Martin E.
Morin. They will reside at Lisbon Falls, Maine.
A most Happy New Year to all—please make mine
happier by sending on some news—postage does not go
up until March.

1934
MRS. JOHN J. TURBYNE
(Fern Allen)
70 Boston Ave.
Winslow, Me. 04902
Once again Lillian Wall’s name has been in the news.
This time because of the fact that she was honored by
Nasson College with a Golden Anniversary Citation as
a member of the class of 1923. Lillian organized the first
class for the physically handicapped in Bangor at the
Mary Snow School in 1935. Since 1962, she has been a
teacher of speech for the children of Bangor. She at
tended the Bangor Theological Seminary and Gilman
Commercial School. Her B.A. degree was received at
UMO and her M.A. was from the University of
Michigan. In 1974 she will complete 40 years of service
to handicapped children.
Congratulations to you, Lillian, you are a pioneer in
education.
i

Claire Sanders was recently honored by the Alpha
Chapter of Delta Zeta when a scholarship was estab
lished in honor of two alumnae, the other being Velma
Oliver ’25.
Kenneth Foster retired on December 31 from his posi
tion as president and chief operating officer of Pruden
tial Insurance Co. of America. Ken has had a distin
guished career in which his company has made great
strides and significant changes under his direction. Our
class can also note that he received the Alumni Career
Award two years ago.
Robert Russ, vice-president of governmental rela
tions of Unionmutual has retired after 27 years of ser
vice. He plans to continue activity in this field as a
consultant for Unionmutual, and as legislative agent in
future sessions of the Maine Legislature. Bob received
his master’s degree from Columbia University, and has
worked for several insurance companies prior to joining
Unionmutual. In World War II he was a naval officer in
the Pacific. Bob has been active in community affairs
including the Higher Education Assistance Founda
tion, the Pine Tree Society for Crippled Children, the
Cystic Fibrosis Foundation, and was a member of the
University Foundation.

Bob's wife Madelene Bunker Russ has also retired as
school nurse in Cape Elizabeth
One more retiree this month is yours truly. I retired a
year ago, and I recommend the more leisurely life,
although I seem to be just as busy as before I miss the
children but not the 6 a.m. alarm clock!

In Newport, N. H. Alice (Dyer) and Ed DeCourcy had
a family reunion last summer when their daughter and
her husband. Mr. and Mrs. Stephen Wong of Berkeley,
Calif, and their son and his wife, Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
DeCourcy of Kaunakakai, Molokai, Hawaii, and their
daughter. Lulani. spent two weeks
Start now to make plans for June and our 40th (can
you believe it9) reunion.

1935
MRS. R. DONALD STONE
(Virginia Trundy)
9 Hilltop Rd.
Dover, Mass. 02030

Col. F. Rodwell Blaisdell who was formerly with the
Environmental Protection Agency as Regional Direc
tor, Middle Atlantic Region and EPA Coordinator,
Washington Metropolitan Area, retired in September
1972 and is living in Charlottesville, N. C.
As reported in the Bangor Daily News on Sept. 26,
1973, Henry Fates, Vice President of St Regis Paper
Co., in addressing the Bangor Rotary Club, rebutted
the Ralph Nader report which was highly critical of the
Maine pulp and paper industry. We expect that Henry
Fales during his successful thirty-five plus years in the
paper manufacturing industry knows what he is talking
about. Congratulations, Henry.
Stan Henderson is retired and “living at the old
homestead in Bath” He says the welcome mat is out
for classmates who might be in the area.

Dr. Beryl (Warner) Williams of Morgan State College
in Baltimore attended the tenth anniversary conference
and annual meeting of the National Association of
Summer Sessions at Boston College Nov. 7-9 where
she served as consultant for two sessions of the work
shop “Serving Minority Students in Summer”

1936
MRS. DONALD M. STEWART
(Ruth Goodwin)
848 Stillwater Ave.
Stillwater, Me. 04489
So far a mild winter in Stillwater; very little snow, not
too much cold, but some icy streets. Mildred (Sawyer)
Connors reports that she is still a librarian at Harvard
College. Her son John Jr. and his wife live in San Diego,
Cal. where he is employed by Bekins Moving Co They
have two children, Kathleen and Johnny.
One day last summer John Sealey came for lunch He
was in the area arranging for Literacy Volunteers to
work at the Maine State Prison His daughter Mary and
her husband Arthur Brown live in San Diego, Cal. and
have a new son, Joshua. Neil lives in Milford, Mass,
and works for Honeywell, Inc. Daughter Debbie was
managing the bookstore at UM PG

A pleasant surprise at Reunion 1973 was hearing that
Joe Hetz was there. I tracked him down, thinking he
would be leavingfor New Jersey, but found that he lives
right in Old Town! He and his wife Bernice (Morin) have
been renovating a house at 23 Sewall Dr. since his
retirement from Uniroyal, in Passaic, N J. I’ll report
more later

Don Stewart '35 went on the G AA tour to Greece over
Thanksgiving and had a wonderful time in spite of the
curfew in Athens. Good sailor that he is, he didn't get
seasick on the boat to Mykenos, Delos and Samos! I

spent the holiday in New Haven, Conn, with our daugh
ter Caroline Carney and her husband John I heard
them sing at the Pickin' Parlor They are now singing at
Mittersil, in Franconia, N. H.
How about some news9

1937
MRS. JAMES A. BYRNES
(Barbara Bertels)
15 Kenduskeag Avenue
Bangor, Me. 04401
Dr. Alice Stewart extended greetings and congratula
tions on behalf of the University of Maine to Dr. John
M. Anderson on his formal installation as the 10th pres
ident of the University of New Brunswick in Frederic
ton October 15.
Christmas greetings from Jeannette (Mackenzie) Wil
son came this year from McLean, Va. Jeannette’s hus
band, Frank, is stationed in Washington now; he’s De
puty Vice President, Cooperative Financing, ExportImport Bank of the United States The Wilsons looked
forward to a family Christmas, all together for the first
time in seven years.

1938
MISS JO PROFITA
149 Dartmouth Street
Bangor, Me. 04401
Our hearts go out to Dr. Arthur A. Hauck for the loss
of his beloved wife, Gladys Mrs Hauck died on Jan. 9
after a long illness, and we mourn her as our own. I
know that Dr. Hauck will realize the sincerity of our
feelings and our love.
Let’s get back to the reunion, shall we9 Many thanks
to those of you who have written re its sucess. Music to
our ears' Looking over our attendance roster, I get a
surge of pleasure as I recall the thumbnail sketches
from each class member I think I hate Jerold '37 and
Diana (Hight) Hinckley. He has retired and they winter
in Arizona and summer in Blue Hill. They both had
disgusting tans! Wally Gleason waxed eloquent and for
a while I thought he would never stop. Wife, Betty
(Drummond), didn’t seem worried, though. John and
Nina Gowell made it from Pittsburgh and are as stunning
a couple as ever. Speaking of stunning. Line and Anita
Fish are no slouches in that department. Middle-aged
marvels! In this category you might also include Bob
and Amy (Wood ’39) Harvey, Cora (Sharon) Leukhart
(Here from Washington, D.C.), Waldo and Phyllis Har
dison, Bob and Ruth (Trickey ’39) Parker, and June
(Clement) Scamman and hubbj, Lucien ’37. Joe and
Ruth (Pagan ’39) Hamlin forgot io pack Joe’s hair brush
but reunion co-chairman Arnie Veague came to his re
scue with his two-toothed wisp arranger! Eleanor Vea
gue and Beth Fuller lent charm to the head table. (No
verbal dart intended. Bob.)
Jim and Mary Bean came on from Orange, Conn
Margaret (Willeston) Bebek from New York and Gerald
and Marjorie (Thompson) Hart from Brewer! Bangorians included building supplier tycoon George and
Mary Tsoulas and restaurant czar Peter and Eleanor
Zoidis. Mary (Wright) Donnini and her much-traveled
husband, Frank, attended as did Roland and Mary
(Deering) Wirths, Charlie and Wilma Lowe, Rod and
Ruby (Black ’37) Elliot, Dick and Elsie Waldron and
Dwight and Betty Lord. Norm and Phoebe (Dunbar ’39)
Thompson didn’t make it on time for the dinner but they
did join us at the dorm hospitality quarters for apresdinner festivities. Ray and Ruth (Seavey) McGinley did
the same thing because they had been involved in an
offspring's graduation earlier. So..we ring down the
“verbal” curtain on the reunion. Its memories will
linger on and on.

Your secretary has been busy this fall. For a second
time I have translated an early play by Italian play
wright Carlos Goldoni into English. The play was per
formed by the UM at Farmington players.
I'll focus on the notices I have received next time.
Meanwhile, peace and love!

1939
MRS. THOMAS L. BARKER
(Barbara Corbett)
49 Captain Road
Longmeadow, Massachusetts 01106
In September. Spike Leonard and his wife partici
pated in a People-to-People agricultural tour of Europe,
visiting and working with their counterparts in six coun
tries, including ten days behind the Iron Curtain. His
report of the trip sounds very interesting and hopefully
such groups help to clarify and improve international
understanding. At a State Grange meeting in Augusta in
October, Spike met Samuel and Lillian (Herrick, ’40)
Crowell. Sam works at the Portsmouth Navy Yard and
lives in Eliot. Most of his seven children are married
and away from home.
In September Louise (Rice) Ladue of Lakeville,
Conn., had a one-artist show of her paintings at the
Dutchess Bank in Poughkeepsie, N. Y. Louise has had
several shows and has received numerous awards.
Christmas cards brought in a few tidbits. Helen Philbrook is Nutrition Consultant for the Nutrition Program
for the Elderly in Augusta, a new program and she is
enjoying it.Lucille (Fogg) Baldwin, recently became the
grandmother of twins—also has a granddaughter. One
of her four sons is a sophomore at Ithaca College, and
one at home. The Baldwins are building a vacation
heme in New Hampshire and hoping the gas situation
will allow them to use it occasionally! Bud Robbins is
still in Pennsylvania. His son David is a lawyer in Den
ver; daughter Nancy is in Law School at U of M in
Portland, and son Craig still at home.
Marion (Kiszonak) Owen writes they have purchased
a condominium in Boca Raton. Florida. Perhaps for
future retirement, Marion? Polly (Davee) and George ’37
Hitching’s daughter, Diane, is Phi Kappa Phi at UMO
where she is a senior as of January. Betty (Homans)
Hancock) has also joined the grandmother ranks, lucky
gal! November brought a boy to her son Doug (UMO
grad, but I don’t know the class) and his wife in Texas
where Betty visited during the holidays. This summer
Betty saw Helen (Bond) McCutchan, Lucille (Fogg)
Baldwin, Eunice (Gale) Colomy and Kay (Cox) Bennett.
All are talking of reunion in June as are Phoebe (Dunbar)
Thompson and Polly Hitchings. The energy situation as
cf this writing surely makes future plans very uncertain.
But please do keep it foremost in your early summer
plans. Spike is working on some material to be sent out
before long.

1940
MRS. ARTEMUS E. WEATHERBEE
(Pauline Jellison)
14 Constitution Road
Kennebunk, Me. 04043
We have discovered two more UMO'ers living in our
neighborhood. Phil Gardner '50 has just retired after
twenty-five years in Alaska and has moved “south” to
get warm. Phil and I went to Bangor High together and
graduated in the same class. Around the corner we have
Cranston “Cap” Folley ’37. That makes at least six of us
in Kennebunk. Anyone else?
The Ladds and Weatherbees spent a wonderful
weekend as guests of Vin and Alice Ann (Donovan
Poeppelmeier at their home in Glastonbury, Conn. The
icing on the cake was an evening at a concert and all the
old favorites—a real touch of nostalgia!
Bill Treat and Mai and Barb (Welch) Wilson braved
the storm to join us at our Christmas party. Ken Burr
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called from Florida to tell us he couldn’t make it. He
and Ruth took their boat down and had a fuel problem
along the way. Ken had been in the hospital but was
recovering when he called.
We had a note from Ken Clark ’39. His youngest was
married in the fall. Willard Wight has retired from the
Maine Forestry Dept. He joined the Forestry Depart
ment in 1946 following infantry service in Europe and
was named regional director for the Eastern Region in
1971. A native of Newry, he plans to retire there with
his family.
Tom and Mary (Upham) Craven are living in Eng
land. Their address is 43 Spinney Hill Dr., Lough
borough, Leicestershire, England. I hope they are
keeping warm. Last time we were in England we almost
froze!
We have lost our dear Mrs. Hauck (’38 HON.) Not
only was she a kind, understanding and warm-hearted
friend to us as undergraduates, but she became even
closer as the years went by. We saw the Haucks often in
Washington and will always remember Mrs. Hauck as a
happy, loving and giving person.

1941
MRS. WAYNE F. SHIPMAN, JR.
(Isabelle Crosby)
Highland Terrace
Star Route 1
Wolfeboro, N. H. 03894
One of the best parts of Christmas is receiving cards
from UM friends with news of family and activities.
It was exciting to hear of the trip that Winnifred
(Blanchard) Oliver and her husband Clifford of Far
mington took to the Marshall Islands to visit their son
Peter and wife. Even though they were among those
stranded in Honolulu without a room. Glad you were
rescued by friends, Winnie. Their son Tom and wife are
in Concord, N.H. and daughter Susan and husband in
Oswego, N. Y.
From a clipping we find that George and Dorothy
(Wing) Nystrom have recently moved from Illinois to
Wilton, Conn. George is manager of sales service for
Great Northern Paper Co. with offices in Stamford.
One of their three sons is a sophomore at UMO.
A local friend met Agnes Walsh at a convention, and
reported that she is now teaching Latin in Winchester,
Mass. Keep us posted on your address, Aggie.
Peter Skoufis writes that for 32 years he has been in U.
S. Government Service, with 26 years spent in the
Foreign Service. At present he is at the U. S. Embassy
in Paris as Counselor of Embassy for Administration. It
would be interesting to hear about all the places you
have been, Peter.
As head of the Milford, Conn. Elementary Library
Department, with nine librarians and two clerks, Ruth
(White) Wight must really keep busy. With two en
gineer sons, how about some energy crunch tips??
More next time!

1943
MRS. EUGENE MAWHINNEY
(Anne Dowling)
Spearin Drive
Orono, Me. 04473
Many thanks to Jeanne Whitten for her excellent
work as class secretary for the past few years. I may be
calling on her for help as mathematics majors are not
famed for their writing ability! After World Warr II (I’m
really taking you back!) I taught at UMO while Gene
polished off two degrees. After ten years out of state we
returned to Orono in 1959. Gene is now chairman of the
Political Science Department. We have a daughter
teaching in Barre, Vt. and a son, 14.
Francis Brown has just been confirmed as one of the
two new members of the University’s Board of Trus
tees. Franklin Austin, who has worked for the Interna
tional Paper Co. since 1948 has been named enginer at
the Androscoggin Mill. He has built a new home in East
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Wilton. James Haggett has been named director of Nor
ton Co.’s interests in Japan. His office will be in Tokyo.
Ralph Klucken, who has worked for the Technical
Association of the Pulp and Paper Industry in Marietta,
Ga. for the past seven years, has been responsible for
the establishment of a new Boy Scout merit badge
entitled “Pulp and Paper.” Ralph and Dr. Stenuf put
much effort into this as the Boy Scouts enforce high
standards before accepting new merit badges. “Be
aware, women libbers,” his wife writes, “as he’s start
ing work on a similar Girl Scout badge!”
Robert Chapman has
been elected vice presi
dent-elect of the Tech
nology Department of the
Instrument Society of
America. He works for
Beckman Instruments,
Inc. of Fullerton, Cal
ifornia.
Warren Foss
joined NASA eight years
ago and is now involved
in shuttle management
planning and control in
preparation for the advent
of a revolutionary space
transportation system. He
lives with his wife and
Robert Chapman
three children in Indian Harbour Beach, Florida.
Frances (Donavon) Donavon is very involved with
real estate in Hudson, Ohio. She has a daughter, 16,
who is an AFS student in Johannesburg, South Africa,
this year, and a daughter, 14. Dottie (MacLeod) Bedard
was at our 30th reunion. She has five children. Two are
already Maine alumni, with another entering in Sep
tember. Her oldest girl is a senior at Tufts Medical
School now.
Preston and Deborah (Drinkwater ’44) Rand have two
daughters who have both graduated from UMO and
their son will enter in the fall. The girls are both married
and teach elementary school. Preston is starting his
20th year as official court reporter for the State of
Maine. Winona Sawyer gave the 25th Annual Covered
Dish Supper for the Southern Penobscot Alumnae As
sociation at her home in Bangor on September 25.
I’m going to save some of my Christmas note tidbits
until next time just in case the ink freezes in your pens
during this winter’s energy crisis.
Bernard “Bing” Etzel of Farmington was recently
featured in a column of Sports Illustrated. Bing, who
sold his prosperous clothing store two years ago, has
taken to the woods with his camera. He has become a
bird photographer in his “retirement”. He has trekked
all over the state catching birds in their native habitats.

1944
MISS MARGUERITE COFFIN
600 S.W. Viewmont Drive
Portland, Oregon 97225
Gov. Curtis has honored Gerald Tabenken by ap
pointing him to the Maine State Commission on the
Arts and the Humanities for a three-year term. That’s
something I’d like to hear more about. Gerald has also
sent word of his election as president of the Maine Beer
and Wine Wholesalers Association and as vice presi
dent of Region One of the National Beer Wholesalers
Association of America. Gerald, with his wife and two
children, lives in Bangor. John and Florence Boyle
Callaghan’s daughter, Jane Maureen ’73, spent her
senior year at the Sorbonne in Paris and is working in
public relations for the firm of Este Lauder there.

Jean Hufnagel, after several years’ service for Tex
aco Inc. and one of their subsidiaries in Brussels, Bel
gium, has been transferred to New York as Manager,
Consumer Sales Development in the company’s Inter
national Sales for Europe. I’m sure many of you could
mention forward steps or items of interest about your
selves and your families, but just haven’t written in.
Either the Alumni Office or I would love to be notified

about these things. At least, make a note to yourself of
items to mention to me and the others (if I get there) at
the Reunion or, even better, inform me so I can insert it
in the Alumnus before the get-to-gether so the class
mates will make the effort to get there and hear more
about your “doings” and add their own.
You may have noted that I am now an Oregonian.
Back to the good old fir forests and the red maples in the
fall. Snow and ice and sleet—but not for four or five
months at a time. Lots of nippy weather, enough to
bring out everybody’s neighborliness and good cheer!
That’s all!

1945
MRS. ROY J. TAYLOR
(Sally Lockett)
27 Dunbar Rd.
Quaker Hill, Conn. 06375
In October Jim Donovan was attending orthopedist
with the U. S. Ski team (Nordic Jumping) in Germany.
His home address is now 60 Overlook Road, Glaston
bury, Conn. 06033, and office address 85 Jefferson
Street, Hartford.
Sally Lockett Taylor has two children graduating this
June. Her youngest daughter, Sally Elizabeth
graduates from Carleton College as a music major, and
her son Roy graduates from Connecticut College in
Russian Studies, after an Army hitch in West Berlin.
Sally is still teaching at Connecticut College, and she
and Roy have recently bought land on Beals Island.
Clifford Soucy’s wife Cecile was featured in a full
length article about her skills as a homemaker and
mother of eight recently. The Soucy’s family are all
musicians and the children, ranging in age from 25 to 10
have performed together. Clifford completed a hitch i
the service and graduated with a degree in agronomy in
1947. They have lived in Methuen for 23 years.
Dr. Constance Carlson (M.A. ’45) has become the
acting director of the University of Maine, Bangor. Dr.
Carlson was dean of instruction at the college last year,
and was formerly associate professor of English at
Orono. Last year the General Alumni Association gave
her an award since she was voted the Distinguished
Faculty Member of the Year at UMO.

1947
MRS. RICHARD BANTON
(B.J. Durgin)
Barrows Point Rd.
Newport, Me. 04953
,
Hi Everyone—and many thanks to all who wrote me
such interesting notes, especially during the
holidays—the appreciation of this secretary is
limitless!!Marilyn (Tobey) Hayes and Ed live in Salt
Lake City and were very pleased and honored to rep
resent the UMO at the inauguration of the ne . esident of the Univ, of Utah in November. I can’t think of
nicer representation. Their Tobie is at SMU for her
masters in Public Administration. Eleanor Webb is now
full time Laboratory Educational Coordinator at Au
gusta General Hospital and received her masters in
June. She will be busier than ever as she is working both
with UMO and UMA to coordinate a program for Clini
cal Lab. study at the high school level thru advanced
study. Evie (Foster) Adams is looking for suggestions
from class members to stimulate interest in our class—can you help her?? Her address is 5 Ashlar Dr.,
Goffstown, N. H. 03045.
Jane (Longfellow) Cullen is very busy doing substi
tute teaching in Waterville. Their John is at Brown and
daughter Peg is a sophomore at U Conn. She tells me **
Katy (Bridges) Grant and Bud live in Kentucky and
Katy is a supervising teacher and working on her docto
rate. Their daughter is married and their son is a senior
at U. of Pittsburgh. Dottie (Salo) Chapman and Chappie
are renovating her old home in Union, Me. and spend
summers and hopefully other holidays there. Their son
Bob is a senior at UMO. Anna Mae (Berry) Nelson and

Rod are still in Virginia. I gathered Rod has retired from
the Navy and is now working as a Marine Surveyor and
Anna is working with speech therapy in the public
schccis. A new home and a new son-in-law was
< _ the
latest news from Barb (MacNair) Edwards. Their
daughter Andrea was married this past summer and
Barb and Don's new address is 55 Columbia Ext., HoultorT'Me. Marny (Littlefield) Hussey and Roy have
mcved to East Winthrop and now overlook Lake Cobbassee and love “country living”.
Alberta Haines writes that Jamaica is her next stop on
her list of travels and she hopes to be spending some of
the ccld February days there instead of in Hartford. She
also has tentative plans for Russia and Finland this
summer. Bon Voyage!!
May the New Year bring many blessings and much
happiness to you and yours And, please, keep writing1

1948
MRS. ALFRED HUTCHINSON
(Edie Anne Young)
69 Centre Street
Danvers, Mass. 01923
Welcome to 1974! May it be a good year for you all.
Jean and Dick Foster wrote from snowy Minnesota
that they celebrated their 25th wedding anniversary by
enjoying a Caribbean cruise as well as purchasing a
Wisconsin lake cabinjointly with friends. That’s what I
call celebrating!
Belated congratulations to Stephen Knight who was
appointed last September to the faculty of the Univ, of
Vermont as an adjunct professor in the department of
civil engineering, College of Engineering, Mathematics
and Business Adm. He also earned his M.S. from
Maine in 1950.
The Alumni Office received word that Jean Gowdy is
new Mrs. Ronald V. Bourgue, living at 2440 E. 29th St.,
Brooklyn, N. Y. Drop us a line, Jean, would like to
know what else you’ve been doing.
Richard E. Smith of Buffalo, N. Y is the president of
a newly formed corporate financial services firm,
Jacobs, Smith and Vogt Inc. He is also president of
Retirement Plans, Inc. which will continue as a sub
sidiary of the new firm. Financial services provided by
JS & V include design and administration of pension,
profit-sharing and group insurance programs, employee
benefit programs, general and casualty insurance,
counseling and investment media analysis. Our best to
you in this new venture, Dick!
When Bill Wilson and Dick Meserve got together at
reunion last June they had a lot in common to share. Bill
is a heart specialist in Bangor and Dick is the adminis
trator of the Down East Community Hospital in
Machias. It seems Dick’s hospital has special equip

ment to monitor heart patients and sends the results
instantly to Bangor where Bill and his colleagues then
advise treatment and follow-up care. Dick and Joan
(Frye) Meserve have five children. Joannie finds time to
be a teacher-librarian at Narraguagus High School.
Olive (Coffiin) Hart and her husband. Skipper '50 of
Waldoboro traveled as far as Portland. Ore last sum
mer visiting family as they went Their son Jim is a
computer consultant to various firms in the Portland
area
Christmas news from Ruth and Merle Goff tells of the
August wedding of their daughter Margaret to James
Amsden '72. The Goffs have three other children. Ruth
has time (9) for teaching nursery school and Merle, of
course, who is City Manager for Bangor
The Alan Burgesses (Mary Marble ’50) wrote from
Oklahoma City of that family’s doings for the past year,
which included a graduation from Cornell and a wed
ding for daughter Ellen, camping in the Rocky Moun
tain National Park and a summer vacation back at Bel
grade. Al & Mary moved to Oklahoma a year and a half
ago where Al is working at the Honeywell peripheral
division, on a high speed printer for use with comput
ers. He has also undertaken the project of reforesting as
he and volunteers have planted 55 trees and flowering
shrubs in the park near their homes The Burgeses have
three children

Recently named general manager of New York Life
Insurance Co. at the Wilmington, Del. general office is
John A. Hussey, C.L.U. He and his wife Louise live in
Kennett Square, Pa. They have four daughters.
John W. Wentworth, is the newly appointed manager
of the Broadcast Technical Training for RCA Broadcast
Systems. Camden. N. J. John joined the RCA staff
shortly after graduation in 1949. He was the recipient of
the RCA Victor Award of Merit. He lives in
Haddonfield. N. J. with his wife and two children.
Rev. Evan Johnson has been pastor of the Central
Methodist Church in Brockton. Mass, where he re
cently ran for the school committee. David Akeley is
Senior Patent Liaison chemist for DuPont Textile Fi
bers He and his wife Marcy have two sons.
Charles E. Day was elected chairman of the board of
directors of the Beth Jacob Congregation in Lewiston.
Charlie is the director of Supermarkets General Corp.
He also is the founder of the Value House as an adjunct
of the Benson and Sullivan Wholesale operation.
Last August (better late than never) Mary (Bachelder
’48) and Alton Sproul, Jr. were honored at a surprise
25th wedding anniversary in Hallowell. Alton is em
ployed by Westinghouse as manager of Generation
Products for the Northeastern Zone.
Jane Moulton of Holden, Mass, was named assistant
principal at Wachusett Regional High School in Hol
den. She had served as chairman of the women's athle
tic department.

1949
MRS. FREDERICK P. ANDREWS
(Verna Wallace)
16 State Ave.
Cape Elizabeth, Me. 04107
Happy New Year11 hope you all made a resolution to
attend our 25th reunion in June.

John W. Wentwortfi

John A. Hussey
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1950
ROBERT L. FREEMAN
45 North Street
Westford, Massachusetts 01886
Hi! It’s 1974, a year from the 1975 (25th) Reunion.
Let’s get ready! Here’s some elevating news: Stanford
I. Trask, Principal, Waterville High School was elected
President State Principals Association. Colby H. Chan
dler takes on more directorship responsibilities in U. S.
and Canada. Colby (Honeoye Falls. N. Y.) is also vice
president of Kodak.
Bill Hatch, Bethesda. Md. is the new president of L.
B. Nelson Corp, Virginia, a diversified building and
development company.
John Thomas, M.E. graduate, is father to seven chil
dren and is now the Rector of St. John’s Episcopal
Church in Sandwich, Mass. John is the President of the
Cape Cod Council of Churches and is also the Chaplain
to the Barnstable County Hospital. Francis Thomas
works very closely with her husband in his church
activities.

QUALITY RESTORATION REQUIRES
SPECIALIZED EXPERIENCE AND EXPERT WORKMANSHIP

Our services include:
Repointing: Brick and stone repointing with non-shrink mortars
Sealants & Caulking: All type joints with materials selected for each

Concrete Restoration: Repair and restoration of fractured or
deteriorated walls
Dampproofing: Building walls, structures, above and below grade
Sandblast Cleaning: All types, masonry buildings, steel tanks, turbines
Free Estimates
Complete Insurance Coverage

HASCALL AND HALL, INC
Rudy Violette '50

Ed Smith '50

30 Market Street, Portland, Maine
Telephone 775-1481
Zip 04103
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PERSONAL NEWS: i.e. more or less direct corres
pondence. Get the point, write me! George E. Johnson
“Still flying for the State of Maine. Bureau of Forestry,
Conservation Department”. Harold A. Young, U. S.
Steel. Chicago. “Son Bryan to graduate from Ball State
Univ, in June—Teaching major Biology, and Bruce is a
sophomore in Biology”. Paul N. Ellis Eastham. Mass.,
Dept, of Education, three children: Valerie 16. Pamela
14. Robert 12. Paul and Barbara summer in Rangeley
where they build cottages and do light farming. Bobbie
Stewart Benteley and Captain W. C. Benteley U. S.
Navy (Head of Govt. Office) live in Trumbull. Conn,
with three children.
From Mildred “Tom” Sweetser is an extension agent
for the University of Maine at Aroostook County. Tom
received his M.S. Sociology. North Carolina last
spring. Daughter Barbara will graduate from the UMF,
May 1974; Tommy is a junior at Presque Isle High
School where the family resides.
Edward J. Tremblay and Roberta (Gordon ’67) live at
926 Washington St., Bath. After a year in Washington,
D.C., Ed has been with Bath Iron Works for 15 years
and is current production director for the Patrol Frigate
Shipbuilding Program. Ed and Roberta are “Revitaliz
ing” an 1855, eleven-room Captain’s home in Bath.
(Any clanking in the night, Ed?)
Stanley R. Currier has
been elected president of
Union Service Corporation
which is an organization
which provides investment
research and administra
tive services to Tri-Conti
nental Corporation, the
nation’s largest publiclytraded diversified invest
ment company. Stan lives
in Cranford, N.J. with his
wife and two sons. John
Bache Wiig writes from
Nogales, Arizona. He tells
me that Cap Norton, retired
from the USA as a pilot and
Stanley R. Currier
now lives in Savanah, Georgia selling yachts and has
other outdoor recreational interests. John visited UMO
last summer. (Anyone else? I visited last fall when I
took my daughter there—what a change!) Yours in the
Bond—Bob.

while wife. Chris, and son, Jonathan, raise Arabian
horses at their newly renovated farm on Pike’s Hill.
Thelma Lord Dombkowski and I had our own little
reunion at Homecoming. Thelma's husband, Henry
'49, was honored at the luncheon. The Dombkowskis
live in Bethel where Thelma teaches Home Economics
at Tel Star. Oldest daughter, Ellen, just announced her
engagement and will graduate from Plymouth (N. H.)
State College this spring.
Northeastern University President has announced
the promotion of Kinley E. Roby to the rank of associate
professor in the Department of English. Kinley has
published several short stories and is currently at work
on a book. Writing must run in the family as his wife,
Mary Linn, is making a name for herself also. Better
pick up her latest. The Broken Key. The Robys live at
802 Windsor Ridge, Westboro, Mass.

1952
FRANCES DION DITELBERG
$
49 Woodchester Drive
Chestnut hill, Mass. 02167
Marilyn (Johnson) Dunn has received a master’s de
gree in education from the University of Vermont.
The Georgia-Pacific Corp, in Woodland has ap
pointed Al Fielder to the newly created post of
workingman’s compensation-group insurance super
visor.
Dr. Robert Saisi, professor and director in the de
partment of secondary education and administration at
Westfield (Mass.) State College since 1967, is the au
thor of a recent text entitled, “Leadership Conference
Skills.”

1953
MRS. HELEN STRONG HAMILTON
R. 2, Snell Road
Dover, N. H. 03820
It was good to hear from Priscilla Gorden Gallagher
after a period of about 15 years. She and Gerry '51 and
their six children live at 269 Stet Street, Presque Isle.
Gerry is a salesman for Agway and Pris works with the
school lunch program.

1951

1954

MRS. RICHARD W. NOYES
(Shirley M. Lang)
115 Massachusetts Avenue
Millinocket, Maine 04462
’51 You will be as delighted as I was to hear New
York attorney Dwight Demerit! has written a book,
“Maine Made Guns and Their Makers”. Dwight has
spent ten years researching his book. The book, along
with about 30 pieces of his own and 50 other antique
guns from various sources will make up an exhibit,
through March, for the Maine State Museum, Maine
Heritage Series II. Don’t miss it.
Peter Lynch informs us he and his wife plus five
children, 8-16, have been living at 10 Peppercorn Lane,
East Granby, Conn., for the last 16 years. He is social
studies coordinator for the Granby school system, and
also lecturer in history at Central Connecticut State
College. All this plus serving as chairman of town Con
servation Commission and finishing his doctorate at
UConn last May in curriculum and supervision keeps
him mighty busy!
Gene Gammon writes that he and Shirley have taken
over Rowell’s Garage in Dover-Foxcroft. Older daugh
ter, Linda, is a junior at college in Pennsylvania and
Karen gratuated from high school in June. So with all
grown, Gene and Shirley took off for a vacation in Spain
in November. Last summer John Longley attended a
seminar at the University of Vermont, sponsored by the
U. S. Environmental Agency. At home in Norway,
John works with his father at L. M. Longley and Sons,

MRS. ROBERT WEATHERBEE
(Martha Wyman)
895 Essex St.
Bangor, Me. 04401
Hale C. Feed of Simsbury, Conn, has been appointed
vice president in the product management division of
the casualty-property personal lines department at The
Travelers Insurance Company. Hale has four children
and is very active in the community.
W. Bruce Krueger was
also made a vice president
in Framingham, Mass. He
is employed by Retail
Store Operations for Star
Markets. He joined the
rm in 1958.
In Southeast Asia we
have Ralph F. W. Eye, Jr.
at the American Embassy
in Jukauta. He went there
after four years with the
U.N. Mission in Geneva,
Switzerland. Roger L. Mallar was nominated by Gov.
Curtis as commissioner of
the Maine Department of
W. Bruce Krueger
Transportation. Roger, who lives in Gardiner, had been
with the old state highway department since 1958.
We have lots of news out there being kept by you
54ers! Please write me so that our column can become
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something to look forward to each issue. And, besides,
we have a great occasion coming up this June! If you
can believe it—our 20th Reunion! We want it to be a real
success. Classmates are already looking people up on
our class roster and getting some affirmative responses
for Reunion which is tentatively being held on June 7,8,
and 9.

1955
MISS HILDA STERLING
10 Ocean Boulevard
Apartment 2C
Atlantic Highlands, N. J. 07716
Allison and Ralph Keef included this note with their
Christmas greeting—“We have been meaning to write
for 10 years to fill you in on our activities, and the
mention of Jean (Spearin) McCann in your last column
prompted this letter. The McCanns purchased our Mil
linocket home, and we had no idea that she and Ralph
are classmates until we read your class notes. Last
June, we moved to lovely Cape Breton Island, Nova
Scotia, where Ralph is manager of Nova Scotia Forest
Industries, Ltd., a mill owned by Stora Kopparberg,
Sweden’s largest and oldest company. Before Ralph
took this new job, he had been Superintendent of Pulp
for Great Northern Paper Co., Millinocket, and emp
loyed by Georgia Pacific Paper Co., Woodland, after
leaving the two Alaskan mills he had worked in.” The
Keefs and their children—Cheryl, 914, Brad, 8, and
Pam, 3Vi—receive mail at General Delivery, Port Hawkesbury, Nova Scotia, Canada BOE 2UO.
Our congratulations to Mert Robinson, a former vice
president and regional sales manager for Titac Steel and
district sales manager for the Precision Steel Division of
PREDCO, who has been named president of New Eng
land Drawn Steel Co., Inc. (NEDSCO), Mansfield,
Mass.
Terry and Ellie (Rider) Sprenkel dropped in (via the
U. S. mail) during the holidays with the news about his
grant to M.I.T. last June as an Urban Executive Fellow,
one of 30 in the country. In the summer, Governor
Thomas J. Meskill appointed him to be the only man
ager on the Connecticut Resource and Recovery Com
mittee, as the representative of cities and towns under
50,000 population. Terry has been town manager of
South Windsor, Conn, for 12 years. Ellie adds that she
leads a quiet life (?) as homemaker and “taxi driver” for
Bethany, 15, a ninth grader, and four-year old, Mary
Ellen, who is in nursery school. Last November, the
Sprenkels enjoyed a visit from Bud ’54 and Shirley
(Kirk) Ayer, who also stopped to see Shirley (Bostrom)
Hargreaves, Glen and Nancy (Caton) Dean and Marion
(Bugbee) Batt during their “southern” junket.
Jack and Mary (Litchfield) Whitworth moved their
family to 441 Pamila Court, Poland, Ohio 44514 in late
June. “Litch” writes that “it’s nice being out of the
West Virginia hills and living on flat ground again. Last
August, we spent an evening with Bruce and Carol
(Langlois) Corwin on our way home from a Maine visit.
We really had a great time hashing over old times and
bringing each other up-to-date. They looked wonder
ful!”

1956
MRS. EBEN B. THOMAS
(Susan Stiles)
5 Spruce Street
Winthrop, Me. 04364
May 1974 brighten this column with new names
and the up-to-date news of all classmates. I will be using
only NEW addresses henceforth. If anyone wants an
address, drop a card to the Alumni Center, Orono
04473.
Mrs. Donald (Grace Richards) Additon, 5 Ward St.,
Augusta 04330, is now regularly seen and read in her
Maine Sunday Telegram column “The Pantry Shelf.”
Your writer has enjoyed many of her recipes. Grace
requests that classmates send along some of their favo

rites. Donald, 15, Elizabeth, 13 and Richard 7, share
Mom’s cooking delights.
Mrs. Marelyn (White) Cornish, Camden has
Michelle, 9 and Sandra, 7. Mrs. Faith (Wixson) Varney,
11 Abbott St., Portland, is teaching music and has boys,
Norman and Edward.
Stephen B. Ludwig, 28 West Hill Rd., Gardiner, is a
consultant with the Maine Dept, of Health and Welfare.
He and Janice have three children. Blaine O. Plummer,
Monmouth, recently completed an advanced course
with Hartford Insurance. Blaine is associated with the
Davis Agency. Kenneth L. Kirland and family have
moved to Brewer where Ken is executive vice presi
dent of Brewer Savings Bank. R. Eugene Scribner, Jr.,
Scituate, is now of the Plastics Machinery Group of
Leesona Corp.
Mrs. John (Joanne Sturtevant) McKenzie, R.F.D. 1,
Fairfield, Me. is in physical education at Winslow High,
while John is in Guidance at Lawrence High. Their
family: Terry Ann, 12, Kevin, 11, and Mike, 10.
Richard Hawkins has been reassigned to Caracas,
Venezuela, as a U. S. Military personnel advisor to the
Venezualan army.
Elwood Hewes employed by Hamilton Standard, has
boy, 10, and girl, 8. His family enjoys a cottage at
Sebago Lake. Jane (Wiseman) Johnson still swings a
mean tennis racket. Recently Chuck and Jane have
been swinging with Ron and Barbara (Ilvonen) Linquist,
24 Brown St., Andover, Mass. 01810, parents of Brad,
12, Jeffrey, 10, JR, 8, and Donelas, 7.

Mrs. Vivian Smith
•
•
The Maine Teacher of the Year award for 1973 went
to UMO alumna Vivian Smith ’56 of Bangor’s Four
teenth Street School. Mrs. Smith, a native of Levant,
teaches emotionally disturbed children at the Bangor
school. Her past teaching duties have been in Lincoln,
Levant, Newport, Fairmount and Pennsauken, N. J.
“A truly outstanding teacher whose modesty, cou
pled with her zeal for helping people, will otherwise
keep her in the background,” wrote Superintendent of
Bangor Schools Wendell G. Eaton in a letter of nomina
tion to the commissioner of education.
Mrs. Smith also devotes much of her time and
energy to her Baptist church Sunday school and choir
She is the first Bangor teacher to receive this honor.

Ken Parady is head football coach at Nashua high
School in New Hampshire. Barbara and Jim Turner are
happy that last summer’s flying practice in Wiscasset
has allowed them a life-time dream—Jim’s pilot license.
Congratulations!
Correction from previous column:Terri (Hibbard ’58
Stanley wrote me that she is not with the Kennebec
Journal as I had reported last spring. She works parttime on the state desk of the Waterville Morning Sen
tinel. Terri had a colun syndicated and the K. J. carried
it. The L. A. Times Syndicate also carried the column
which was entitled “Creative Mothering.” Terri’s hus
band Langill is in charge of food services at Unity
College. They live with their 5 children in Benton.
Holiday news: The Christmas cards and gettogethers brought some fresh news from Mary Louise
(“Cookie” Cook ’57) and husband Paul Abell who live in
Simsbury, Conn. Paul is with Connecticut General
Life. Cookie is busy with two active children. Last
summer they went to Canada instead of taking their
usual Maine vacation. In November, Cookie and Paul
traveled to Portugal.
I also heard from Angela (Nichols) and Charles Kickum. Charles is a doctor in Cancer Research in Boston.
Angela does stenciling work for an interior decorator
and they are both busy with their young, active family.
They live in Jamaica Plains.
Judi (Smith) and Charlie Davis wrote that they and
their three children—Allyson, Stevie, and Jeffrey—took a car trip to California last summer stopping at
historic placesen route. They live in Deerfield Parkjust
outside of Chicago. Charlie is with Continental Bank.
Heard from Father LeTourneau who lives in Dayton
Beach. He is feeling better since his surgery last sum
mer. I hope to see him in February when I go to Florida.
Also heard from Nora Silsby (Theta Chi house
mother for many years). She is living in Portland and is
as much fun as ever. She looks the same, too!
Heard from Pat and Charlie Stewart. Pat is teaching
in elementary school in Berkley Heights where they
live with their two lovely children—Diane and Charles.
Charlie is still with Exxon. The whole family comes to
Maine in the summer.
Mrs. Dolloff (Chi Omega advisor for years) is still
busy working at the Bangor Hospital, working in
alumni activities, and traveling.
I see Dale Doucette from time to time. Dale teaches
in Portland(so I do). He teaches English/Film Courses
at Portland High School.
Had a small group get together after the holidays with
Ann (Dingwell ’57) and John Knowles ’56 and Marilyn
(PenneH ’57) and Bill Johnson ’56. Ann and John live in
Yarmouth. John is a busy doctor and Ann is busy with
four growing children. Bill is in charge of CED for
Northern UNH and Marilyn teaches (on a permanent
sub basis) and has charge of four busy children.
My news is brief: Dottie (my sister) and I were in the
Portland Players’ production of “You’re a Good Man,
Charlie Brown” She played the indomitable Lucy and
I played Pepermint Patty. Lots of fun. We have plans
for a trip (our first) to Florida in February.

1959

1957
MARGARETMARY (MINGIE) McCANN
98 Hersey Street
Portland, Me. 04103
Catching up with news from 1973: Dr. Everett Cowett
has been appointed Director of Technical Sales Service
for the Agricultural Division of CIBA-GEIGY Corpora
tion. He and his wife, the former Valentina Wosciechowski, and their five children live in Greensboro,
I N. C.

your fingers) and let me know what you have been up to
over the year. Sue (Wilke) and Dick Gamache write that
they are well and happy in Dick is with IBM and spends
much of his free time on “Top Dog”, their 30 ft. sloop.
Sue has been busy showing her wirehaired miniature
dachshunds which she breeds. She is also 1st vice pres
ident for the Girl Scouts and devotes many hours to
their activities. Constance L. Roy was married last
September to Albert L. Godfrey of Winthrop. Al is
employed as a traffic engineer by the Maine State Dept,
of Transportation. The Godfreys are at home at 3 But
ters Hill Terr
Peter Hinds was a candidate for the school board of
SAD 11. Pete, Dorna, and their six children reside in
Gardiner where Peter, a member of the International
Assoc, of Approved Basketball Officials, serves as
coach of junior basketball, Pee Wee football, and little
league basketball. An engineering technician and pro
ject designer, Peter is with the Maine State Dept, of
Transportation.
Sandra Daley Denman writes that her family will be
increasing this spring with the arrival of a Rotary Ex
change student from the Netherlands. John and Judy
Clayter Arey were able to take a trip to Spain last April.
Jude says the country and the food are out of this world.
Patches and Other Pieces by Lois Perkins Martin will
reach your bookstore shortly. Lois says it’s a collection
of articles that she has written over the years—an in
teresting experience in her words. We say congratula
tions from all of us.
Living in a 350-year-old thatched cottage with a wish
ing well in the front and roses, brook .and bridges in the
back are the Cullymores. Cathy (Mellen) Cullymore
writes that she, Chuck, Jerry, Scott, Mark, and Frem
ont the “Dawg" have been in England since last Feb.
and are not due to return to the states until 1977. Their
address is 20CES - Box 2388, APO New York 09194.
They are really enjoying themselves and find the people
marvelous. Patti (Dressier) and Bob Ewen are still in
Connecticut with Mark 11, and Susan 9. Patti says she
has become involved in the local politics and is a
member of the Democratic Town Committee. Marilyn
Lamoreau writes that she, Paul and Janet tok a short
trip to the west coast this summer covering San Fran
cisco. Yosemite, Los Angeles, and San Diego. Marilyn
says she is really enjoying her work as a librarian at Fort
Fairfield High. Had a nice note from Nancy Wakely
Schlieper. She, Dave, Steve, Lisa-Jean, and Gregg are
at Fort Leavenworth, Kansas. Dave, who was recently
promoted to Lt. Co!., is attending the Command and
General Staff College for a nine month course of study.
Nancy is still working with the Red Cross, this year
mainly with the inmates at the prison. They are residing
at 17 Stillwell Ave., Fort Leavenworth, Kan. 66027.
I am very sorry to report that Dave and Ann Sleeper of
8 Carriage Hill Road, Niantic, Conn. 06357 have lost
their 12 year old son, John. John was killed accidently
in November. The Sleepers have two other children,
daughters Kim and Beth.

1958
MRS. LEO M. LAZO
(Jane Ledyard)
49 Martin Street
West Roxbury, Mass. 02132
A Happy New Year to all of you. Now that we can’t
drive our cars, heat our homes or watch T.V., it is an
excellent time to take pen in hand (thereby watching

MRS. ROBERT T. MUNSON
(Nancy Roberts)
523 Foster St.
South Windsor, Conn. 06074
Pat (Stiles) Cuccaro writes greetings from a new
address—109 3rd Infantry Rd., Fort Leavenworth,
Kansas 66027. Husband Joe is attending the Army’s
Command and General Staff College there for a year
and the family which includes Mike, 5 and Kim, 216, is
enjoying life on the new post.
Dorothy (Foster) O’Donoghue sends news of the birth
of their second girl, Kerri Foster, born July 28. She
joins sister Karoly who is 3. Husband Ed is working in
Dedham, Mass, as Plant Service Manager I & R for the
New England Telephone Co. and they still live in
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Acton. Dorothy writes that she hears from Ingrid
(Jadamowitz) Seuffert who lives in Anchorage, Alaska
and is wondering if there are any other Mainers near by.
Her address is Mrs. George W. Seuffert, 1348 Benning
ton Drive, Anchorage. Alaska 99504.
Received a nice long letter from Nonni (Hilchey) Fitz
gibbon. She has been recently promoted to Director of
the Division of Reading at the publishing house of Har
court Brace Jovanovich in N. Y. City. Her group is
responsible for the development of all materials used in
reading instruction in elementary and secondary
schools. She reports that she has heard from
Joyce-Marie (Crockett) Ashmanskas who plans to be
back East next year. Nonni says she is planning on
attending our 15th reunion this coming June and hopes
to see many other 59ers there. Her address is One
Warren Place, Armonk. N. Y. 10504.
W. Barrett Lovejoy Jr. is guidance counselor at
Lockport (N.Y.) Senior H. S. He received his M.S.
from the University of Wisconsin. He is married to the
former Linda Conover, a Medical Technologist grad of
Union University and has two children Steven, 8, and
Debbie, 5. The Lovejoys address is 2617 Upper Moun
tain Road, Sanborn. N. Y. 14132.
Many thanks to those of you who have taken the time
to write. I love hearing from you and passing along your
news, that’s what makes this column interesting. Hope
to hear from more of you in ’74. Happy New Year to all
and don't forget our 15th reunion in June!

1960
MRS. MARK SHIBLES
(Betty Colley)
R.F.D. 3
Willimantic, Conn. 06226
The Sunday following Christmas, John and Priscilla
(Anderson) Hare entertained a group from the Class of
1960 at their new home, 16 Thunder Road. Sudbury,
Mass. John and Pris have three boys, Peter, 5, Mark, 8,
and Tim, 9. Dick and Janet (Grover) Payson and their
two boys, Geoffrey, 7, and Andrew, 4, were there. The
Paysons have moved into a new home at 36 Old Forge
Lane in Sudbury. Also there were Bill and Joan (Philbrook) Miller and their three children Christopher, 8.
Amy, 6, and Pam, 3. Bill is now the Assistant Athletic
Director in the Belmont School System. They are living
at 17 Gray Terrace, Bedford, Mass. Honora Samway
was home from Columbus, Ohio. She is still living at
4563 Kenny Road in Columbus. It was reported that Al
and Jan (Hourin) Adams are raising two linebackers,
Brad, 3, and Bret, 2. All four members of the Adams
family live at 78 Harrington Road in Framingham. I was
told that Bill and Sandy (Page) Menezes live at 5 Timber
Lane in Brattleboro, Vt. and that Jack and Dee (Chap
man) Lynn live in Lexington, Mass, with their two boys
and a girl.
Robert G. Pelletier has been named supervising prin
cipal of the new Richmond Junior High School. The
Dexter Corporation’s C. H. Dexter Division appointed
Paul Murphy production superintendent of its specialty
non-wovens plant in Winsor Locks. Louis Agathos
writes that he is in Kansas running a small manufactur
ing company. His daughter Debby is a freshman at
Orono this year. Prescott Cheney recently became
certified by the American Board of Orthopedic Surgery
and is presently residing and in private practice in Con
cord, Mass, with his wife Virginia and children David,
4, and Laura, 2.

Married Sept. 29 were Andrea L. Papas of Cumber
land Center to William O. Malone. They will be living at
Juniper East in Yarmouth.
My very best to all of you in the New Year, 1974. If at
all possible, please drop me a line and tell me where you
are in this New Year. It is most difficult to write a
column when month after month little or no news
comes in to me. Hopefully we will hear more from you
this year.

1961
LOIS (HAMILTON) TOURANGEAU
Spoondrift Lane
Cape Elizabeth, Me. 04107
News is very sketchy this issue. Are we all heading
for a dull existence? If it weren't for the clippings sent
out by the Alumni Center, the class of ’61 would be
ncn-existent!
Personals: Had a nice note from Jane (Judy) Carroll.
She and Joe '60 are at 1825 - 24th Ave., Vero Beach,
Fla., 32960. They would be more than delighted to see
anyone who might be vacationing in their area. Jane is
teaching biology, anatomy and physiology at Vero
Beach High School. Anne (Wescott) Dodd published a
creative writing textbook “Write Now!” for junior and
senior high school during the past year. George Curtis,
attorney for State of N. Y. married Katarina Ring,
assist, mgr. of WMHT-FM, on Aug. 30, 1973. They will
be residing in Schenectady. Roland DuBois was ap
pointed to the Timberlane Regional School Board,
Plaistow.N. H. in October. Also in October, Arthur H.
Zalkan retired as presiding master of Samuel D. Sher
wood Lodge of Masons in Springfield, Mass.
Appointments and Promotions: Alice B. Frappier has
been promoted from Asst. Prof, to Assoc. Prof, of
Chemistry at Rhode Island Jr. College. Frank Morrison
is now Director of Development of the Kennebec Girl
Scout Council, serving 10 counties in southern and
central Maine. Frank, his wife Martha and two children
are living at I Cottage Farms Rd., Cumberland Center.
Dale Doughty was selected from about 25 applicants as
the superintendent of schools in Winthrop in October.
He had previously served as superintendnet of schools
for Union 96, which includes Steuben, Sorrento,
Gouldsboro, Franklin, Winter Harbor and Sullivan.
Robert S. Howe has been elected assistant comptroller
of Central Maine Power Co. Bob has been with CMP
since 1961. He and his wife and family live at 5 Mayfair
St.. Augusta.
Service Notes: Lt. Cmdr. Thomas E. Powers has
been attending the Armed Forces Staff College, Nor
folk, Va.

1962
MRS. ALLAN G. STEWART
(Millie Simpson)
Old Bath Road
Brunswick, Me. 04011
If you are in the Maine ski country this winter, look
up Ginny (Dyer) Bousum who is teaching skiing at
Sugarloaf. Ginny and husband. Bill, went to Europe for

two weeks in May. and got together with John and
Carol Ann (Hall) Nichols in Italy. "Had a great time."
Ginny said. Earl Smith was a candidate for the Democ
ratic nomination for mayor of Waterville in November.
Rick Minkin is Dr. Cedric Minkin, now of Los Angeles,
and this year a visiting assistant professor of biochemis
try at the University of Southern Calif. School of De
ntistry. He is a recipient of a Research Career De
velopment Award from the National Institute of Dental
Research. Rick joined a team of scientists working to
determine the point in development when birth defects
occur. A specialist in the physiology of bone, he is
investigating the formation of bone in the face and head.
Rick has a Ph.D. in animal nutrition from UMO. did
pcstdoctoral work at Rice University and at Strangeways Research Laboratories, Cambridge, England.
Helen “Penny” Mitchell is now Mrs. Helen Lehman
and she and her husband are at home at Walnut Glen,
7301 Lennox Ave.. B-5, Van Nuys. Calif. Dr. Linda
Blood spent the past year on sabbatical leave at Ohio
State, doing research on runaways, taking courses in
child and family, and social work. Richard Gray is the
new manager of business services for Bangor and
Aroostook Railroad Co., being promoted from assis
tant treasurer.
James McCluskey is the new mill electrical engineer
at International Paper’s Husdon River Mill in Corinth.
N. Y., being transferred from the Chisholm, Me., mill.
He joined IPC in 1963. Jim is married to the former
Dorrice Grant of Grand Lake Stream, and they have
three children, Maureen, Stephen and John. The Phil
McCarthys are at 705 Webster St., Algonquin, III.,
where Phil is research associate at American Medical
Association in Chicago.
BIRTHS: Sara Quilla. on July 12, 1973, to John and
Paula (Woodard) Philbrick.

1963
PRISCILLA (SAWYER) FREDERICK
6 Bridge Street
Salem, N. H. 03079
H. Gardner Smith, Jr. has returned to the faculty of
Kennett High School in Center Ossipee. N. H. He and
his wife Virginia are living in Conway with their 5
month old son Todd. Larry Larson has been appointed
as a teacher at Kennedy Junior High School in Ran
dolph. Mass. David Miles is now living at 2036 Mt.
Holyoke Rd., Upper Arlington. Ohio 43221.
Now here is more news which I gathered at our
reunion. Barbara (Fowles) Allen, of Marcellus. NY. has
two sons, Matthew. 5l/2 and Mark, 3*/i. Berry Brackett,
East Hampton, Conn., works as a psychiatric social
worker. Al and Lou Ellis, Colchester. Vt.. is the princi
pal at Burlington High School. They have three sons of
their own and opened their home to a 16-year-old foster
son. Deborah (Chapman) Sprague is living in Wilton.
She has two children. Lynn 7!4 and Michael, 6’/2. Ann
(Van de Bogart) Boltinghouse, lives in Sacremento,
Calif. Ann and Pat with their children Ellen, 5 and Lori.
2 returned to the west coast after Pat got out of the
Army last fall. Gail (Hoxie) Brown, Bangor, has 3 chil
dren. Win. 6’/^. Jill. 3l/2 and Greg. 2. Lee Gingham,
Spring Grove. Penn., is the father of twin sons.
Jonathan and Bradford. I. He is the supervisor of pulp
ing and environment for P. H. Glatfelter Co. Lee is also
busy working toward his MBA at John Hopkins. John

In Bangor it's Baldacci’s Restaurant for Italian-American Food,
Maine seafood delicacies, patio dining and a panoramic view of historical
Penobscot River and downtown Bangor.
193 Broad Street.
945-5692 for reservations.
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P. Atkins, Helena. Montana, is a legal counsel for the
Montana Public Service Commission and is married.
Bryan Hardy, Bethlehem. Penn., is a manager with
General Electric and is the father of five children.
Donald G. Wheeler, of Broad Brook. Conn., is a father
to Sharon, I. and is a project co-ordinator for Northeast
Utilities. He received his MBA from UConn in
January, 1973. Suzanne (Bentley) Nicolo, Beverly.
Mass., has two children Mark. 5 and Jeff, 3. Mollie-Jean
(Canders) Miller, West Des Moines, Iowa, has a son.
Bobby. Perry Clough, Scituate. Mass., is a director of
marketing services for Codman. a division of Johnson
& Johnson. He has two children. Laura and Jon David
A. Watts earned his doctorate at Maine last June in
Counselor Education and has accepted employment in
Newfoundland. JoAnn (Chandler) Mitchell, Hingham.
Mass., has one child. Bunny (Thibodeau) Andrews,
Newburgh, has three children, Beth, 7’/i, Amy, 5*/i,
and Jeff. 3l/2. Her husband is a doctor at Maine Medical
Center. Robert E. Miller, Orono, is a city solicitor for
Bangor and has one child., David. 256. Bruce Went
worth, Greensburg, Penn., is our new class president
and is the district director for the Boy Scouts. He is the
proud father of Valene, 10 months. Linda (Ellis) Ben
nett, San Francisco, was full of wonderful experiences
she had at the Olympics in Munich where her husband
was on the sailing team. Tom and Penny (Hendershot)
Deans, Intervale, NH. Tom is the associate executive
director for the Appalachian Mt. Club. They have two
children, Nathaniel. 4 and Tabitha, 2. Mary Jane (Pat
terson) Preble, Falmouth, has two children. Ila (Young)
Burns, Oxford, has three children and is busy remodel
ing a 150-year-old home. Stephen Ridley, Old Town, is a
research associate in food science for the university.
He has four children. Diane (Nash) Crane, North Read
ing, Mass., is a teacher of high school English. Pat
(Egan) Berg, lives in Washington, DC. Barbara J.
Clarke, Gretna, La., is working on her doctorate in
biology at Tulane. She received her masters from
Maine in 1965 and has taught five years in two separate
colleges. Look for more news in the next column.

1965
SYLVIA A. TAPLEY
49 Valley Road
Cos Cob, CT. 06807
1 want to thank those of you who included alumni
news on your holiday greeting cards.
Congratulations to Pat (Hayden) and Don Herrick on
the birth of their third child, Brian Edward, on
November 26, 1973. Jean Woods Boobar wrote that
Judy (McNutt ’64) and Bill Stanton of Bridgewater,
Mass., have a new daughter, Gail, who joins brother
Cole. 4 years.
Have received word of a number of promotions and
appointments. Robert M. Murphy was recently ap
pointed an instructor in the Department of Chemistry in
the College of Arts and Sciences at the Univ of Ver
mont. Alan R. Robertson writes that he is now Assistant
to the President of Design Research Inc. He and his
wife Hanka (Krofta) are parents of two children, Amy
and Maya. Barbara (Cable ’69) and Jack Duncan and
daughter Amy, 2 yrs., have moved to Budd Drive,
Bethel, Conn. Jack is now employed by The Readers
Digest in Pleasantville, N. Y. John and Marthe (Beau
doin) Haubert have moved to Lansing, Mich, for a year
because of John’s work. They are the parents of Ad
rienne almost five years and are expecting another
child in March.

1966

1964
MRS. CRAIG MILNE
(Sandra Farrar)
12 Crystal Lane
Cumberland, Me. 04021
The year is 1974 and we have our tenth reunion to
look forward to in June. Hope this is in all of your plans.
Address changes indicate some newlyweds. Ann
Babel is now Mrs. Wayne Wahlenmeier living in
Phoenix, Arizona. Mrs. Louise (Robbins) Kinney is now
in Belgrade and Mrs. Joan (Hodgkins) Glaseatt is still in
Farmingdale, N.Y.
Charles Drew is attending the Graduate Orthodontic
Program at Tufts University School of Dental
Medicine. Adrianne Tucker received a M.Ed from
UMO last June following a sabbatical from Leavitt
Area High in Turner as a math teacher.
The Board of Directors of Inkatron Paving Corp,
recently elected John McGonagle as a vice president.
John and wife, Sandra, are living in Gilford, N.H., with
two sons, Patrick, 8, and Matthew, 2.
Richard Kaplan writes that last summer he bought a
house in Newton, Mass, where he lives with his wife
Celia and son Felix David, 116. Bill and Barbara (Wilmarth) Potter are living in Woolwich with their two
children, Debbie, five and Matthew five months.
Shirley (Irving) and Mahlon Welch announced the birth
of their first child, Marion Edward, born last June.
Mert and Martha (Milliken) Round are now living in
Marshfield, Mass., with sons Chris, 7, and Johnny, 3.
Hope (Adams) Franz writes from Mercer Island,
Washington, where things are much the same, busy
taking care of Sidney and Emily and awaiting a third
child.Brian and Hilary (Nickau) Westin have also built a
home in Mercer Island. Isn’t it a small world9

Dave Simard of Norwood. Mass, was recently ap
pointed New England Telephone Co.’s District Com
mercial Manager in the Malden. Mass. area. William A.
Buckley was recently named Vice-President and New
Business Development Officer of Depositors Trust Co.
of Bangor. Bill, his wife Sue-Ann and their children
Carmen and John reside in Winthrop. Lloyd P. Wilt
received an M.A. in English at the summer com
mencement of the Indiana Univ, of Pennsylvania, In
diana, Penna. Sandy Arbour has spent the last six years
traveling in Europe and the Far East. This year she is
teaching in Germany.
For those of you who may be interested, I was just
promoted to Supervisory Trainee at the Eastern Re
gional Office of Litton Industries Credit Corp., Stam
ford , CT. Quite a change from my social work positions
but I find the job interesting.
Best wishes to the following newlyweds: Jean A.
Goodwin and Walter E. Barrett, married in October in
Eliot, N.H. Walter received an M.S. in education from
the Univ, of Maine Portland-Gorham and is a teacher at
Portsmouth Jr. High. Wendy Dana and Orman Edwin
Hines, Jr. married on September 29 in Phippsburg.
Orman is employed at New Meadows Inn, West Bath.
They are living in Topsham. June Forastiere and
Richard Backe married September 8 at Wethersfield,
Conn. Richard is employed by Caldor of Rocky Hill.
They live in East Hartford, CT.
Hope to hear from more of you in 1974. Best wishes
for a happy and healty year!

Wayne A. Robbins
Vivian Smith, class of 1956, was not the only UMO
graduate teacher who was honored for teaching excel
lence in 1973. Wayne A. Robbins ’65 of Bath was named
the Biology Teaher of the Year for Maine,
Establishing a science library and forming an ecology
club were just two of the accomplishments that led to
his nomination. He received a microscope from the
State Biologists Association and the National Biology
Teacher’s Association, the two groups that sponsored
the award.
His classroom at Morse High School in Bath is filled
with insect, snake and skull displays because as he
says, "being able to actually see and touchthese mater
ials is of great value to the biology student."
Beside his classroom experience he has served three
years in the Army, part of which he toured in Vietnam,
where he was able to collect insect and reptile speci
mens for his classroom library. Wayne is married and
has two children.

PATRICIA (TOFURI) BICKNELL
18 East Elm Street
Yarmouth, Maine 04096
Greetings! This past summer Niles Lee Perkins III
was appointed Town Manager of Waldoboro. Niles has
been a selectman in that town and presently serves as a
criminal patrol deputy with the Lincoln County
Sherrifs Dept. He came to Waldoboro in 1969 and
worked as an industrial engineer in the GTE Sylvania
plant. He was consequently promoted to senior indus
trial engineer, then transferred to a plant in Costa Rica,
where he became manufacturing superintendent before
coming back to Maine. C.A. Drake is now employed by
the Dow Chemical Co. Larry Buck has joined the Berk
shire Medical Center in Pittsfield, Mass, as section
chief in microbiology at UMass. Previously he served
as supervisor in microbiology at the Fitzsimmons Army
Medical Center in Denver, Colorado. Stanley Foye, now
a Gardiner resident, is a teacher-principal at the
Whitefield School in Whitefield.
Bruce Hauck is assistant vice president and loan
officer of the Arlington Trust Co., Arlington, Mass.
Bruce had been a commercial trust officer at the State
St. Bank and Trust Co. in Boston. The Haucks, who
have two children, live in So. Natick. Dr. David H.
Berquist has been named coordinateor of cooperative
education at Becker Junior College. Dave holds a mas
ters degree in education from UMaine and a Ph.D in
education with specialties in educational foundations
and administration from the Univ, of Nebraska
Teacher’s College. Paul A. Graves, Jr. has been prom
oted to Director of the Benefit Dept, of Massachusetts
General Life Insurance Co. Paul has been with this
company in various capacities since 1967. He and his
wife, Judith and year old son Michael Scott, live in
Andover, Mass. Scott Myer is presently principal of the
Fairview School in Auburn.
John and Sue Fahlgren and their two sons Sven and
Brett, are still in Germany even though John’s army
stint ended this November. Sue writes that John's pre
sent job will keep them in that beautiful country until
spring, at least. Former Germany residents, Dick and
Carol (Full) Stewart and their son John, now reside at
Apt. la WilliamsbergCt., R.R.8, Gales Terry, Connec
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ticut. Jan Blake is selling real estate for Bass, Weisberg
Realtors in New Albany, Indiana. Karl W. Stritter is
presently practicing law with the firm of Murphy and
Beane in Boston. Karl, who earned his law degree last
June from the New England School of Law, lives in
Lawrence, Mass, with his wife, Cathy and children,
Stephen and Susan. Stephen E. Godseeand his wife, the
former Heidi Rathun, are living in Sao Paulo, Brazil, for
two years. Steve is teaching high school math at the
American Elementary and High School in Sao Paulo.
The school enrolls over 1000 students representing
more than thirty nationalities.
Enoch Bell is presently doing research for the U. S.
Forest Service, Pacific Northwest Forest and Range
Experiment Station. Wayne and Donna (Abbott) Ingalls
are residing in Bangor. Wayne, a CPA, is with the firm
of Brooks and Carter in Bangor and Donna is the Direc
tor of the Bangor Day Care Center. Mimi Vincent is in
her second year of radiology residency at the New
England Medical Center, Boston. Arthur D. Serota,
now a Springfield, Mass, attorney was a candidate for
the local city council this fall. Rick and Nancy (Page)
Fellini and their two daughters, Nicole and Toni, all
former residents of Schenectady, N. Y. are now living
at 128 Sherburne Ave., Portsmouth, N. H. Just before
Thanksgiving, I heard from Jim and Dawn (Susi) Goffi
who had recently moved to Wilmington, Delaware. Jim
received a Ph.D this past June from UMaine and went
to work with Scott Paper Co. in Winslow. Now he's
been promoted and transferred. His present position is
that of chemical project engineer and he’s working out
cf Scott’s corporate headquarters in Philadelphia. The
Goffi’s new address is 1027 Graylyn Rd., Graylyn
Crest, Wilmington, Del. I know what a hassle moving
can be, but I do appreciate hearing from you—after that
last carton is unpacked, of course! Bill and Penny
(Lynch) Anderson now of East Madison, happily an
nounce the birth of their third child, Gretchen Marsh,
born Dec. 29. On November 22, Bill and Sandy (Deet
jen) Curran welcomed their second child, a son,
Michael James. Congratulations to Peter and Peg (Mar
tin) Rutherford on the arrival of their first child, Jessica
Jordan, bom January 11. Peter, Peggy and Jessica hope
to be in their now-being-built home in So. Freeport by
spring.

1967
MRS. ROBERT R. LAUGHLIN
(Carol Heber)
R.R. 2 Box G-10
East Holden, Me. 04429
It seems I missed one rice throwing contest when in
Middletown, Conn. Cheryl Evans became the bride of
William Costello III on August 25. Cheryl is a 4-H
program coordinator for New Haven County.
I’ve received a few notifications of change of address
or position. Jean Scanlan sent word that she is currently
Business Reference Librarian at the University of Mas
sachusetts at Amherst. “Meg” (Wilde) Jiuliano has
been busy since we last saw her. Meg had a library
position in Plainfield, N.J. and began taking courses in
Library Service at Rutgers University part-time. After
receiving her M.L.S. she enjoyed work at the N. J.
State Library at Trenton, where she did telephone re
ference work to assist other New Jersey librarians. A
computer date read out MARRIAGE for Meg then she
was on to another job at the Newark State Library. She
and her husband recently moved to Hudson, Ohio
where she is looking for a library position or something
in a related field.
I’d have to write a column every week to keep up
with the progress of Paul Bates! Paul was recently
named manager of International Harvester's Provi
dence truck branch. He now lives in North Kingston,
R. I. Craig Hurd is employed by Westvaco Corp.,
Luke, Md. as Senior Project Engineer. Craig married
the former Mary Ann Gouzie of South Portland and has
one daughter, Jennifer, age 6. Alan Finn is back in
Maine and teaching /counseling in Bridgeton.
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Attorney Brian Barnes was guest speaker on the topic
of “Group Homes” at the fall meeting of the Waterbury
Area Legal Secretaries Ass. in Connecticut. Brian is a
graduate of St. Bonaventure University and isa partner
in the law firm of Matzkin and Barnes. He is past
president and vice president of the Waterbury Junior
Bar Ass. and is active in Jaycees, the United Fund,
Heart Fund, and Rotary as well as other civic organiza
tions. Representing Maine women, Ko Kimmel,
director and spokeswoman for Women’s Training and
Resources Corp, in Portland, tangled with Gov. Curtis
and his all-Republican Executive Council this fall. The
subject was a proposed Women’s Talent Bank. The aim
of the proposal was to okay funds and seek out willing
and qualified women to fill top state government
positions-appointments that have been heretofore ne
glected: The Council decided in closed session to let the
proposal lie. Our favorite feminist quickly and tactfully
pointed out that the Council’s actions clearly spoke for
themselves and that there are indeed other avenuesGov. Curtis can turn to if he is sincerely interested in
the development of the job bank. Curtis has pledged to
use a list to be compiled by a WTRC subsidiary for
future hiring and appointments. Meanwhile Ko isn’t too
happy about the issue being “used in a political football
game.”
If the column seems short, remember I depend
largely on your personal contributions, so why not re
solve to drop me a line with your news before the postal
rate increase! Happy and prosperous new year to each
of you.

University. His wife, Ellen, works for the Department
of Agriculture. They have a daughter Caroline. Hiram
J. Emery was married on March 1 and is currently a
night club manager, looking into other work with a
chance to come back to Maine. Joan (Wilkinson) Cersosimo is living in Vernon, Vt., and has a daughter,
Keri-Ann, age 9 months. Laura (Strong) Schmidt
received her Ph.D. degree in biochemistry from Van
derbilt University, Nashville, Tenn., in August, 1973.
She married James J. Schmidt in December, 1970. Now
she is a post-doctoral fellow in Microbiology at Indiana
University, Bloomington, Ind. Mary-Ellen Veno is
teaching 7th grade English at Sanford Junior High
School. She has a three year old daughter, Sara-Jane.
Susan B. Adamski is now Mrs. Guy Silvester, Maple
Street, Shelburne Falls, Mass. I received a letter from
Marty (Berglind) Burnham right before Christmas, and
she writes she and her husband, David, and son, An
drew, had visited Sue (Rowell) and Rick Souza '67 in
October at their new home in Friendship. Quoting from
her letter: "Andrew had fun playing with their daughter
Karen, who’s almost two. Andrew, who will be two in
April, is very active, talking a lot, and into everything,
but a real joy.” Marty also writes that her sister Ginny is
in her 6th year of teaching third grade in Lexington,
Mass., although she did change schools this year.
That’s all for now, friends.Hope you all have a happy
new year. Do write! I’d love to hear from you.

1968
joyce l.

McPherson

160 Bates Street
Millinocket, Me. 04462
Marriages: Judith A. Reed to Donald Ward Gagner on
September 22, now residing in Old Town.
News: Ken Oleson has left his position as manager of
the hut system at the Appalacian Mountain Club’s
Pinkham Notch operation to become communications
director at AMCs main office in Boston. Paul M. Cutts
has joined the Portland office of the Edward C. Jordan
Co., Inc., engineering, planning, and architectural firm,
as a Transportation Systems Engineer. He will be re
sponsible for comprehensive transportation studies,
including rail and marine traffic. Peter Michael Finnegan
received his master's in Civil Engineering from the
University of Vermont in June, 1973. Pauline (Jordon)
Black is teaching English this year at the Junior High
School in Livermore Falls. Anthony P. McCoy of West
Warwick, R. I., has been appointed officer in charge of
the Old Stone Bank’s branch operations. Anthony
joined Old Stone in 1971 and most recently has been
manager of the bank’s Pawtucket office. Stephen A.
Guptill is teaching both vocal and instrumental music at
the Estabrook School and Noble Junior High School in
Berwick. Sally S. Tarr is now Mrs. James Burkholder of
1273 Bannister Drive, Anchorage, Alaska. Lt. William
D. Bankart is presently attached to the U. S. Navy
Fighter Squadron 32 as Rio/Navigator Flying Phan
toms off the USS John F. Kennedy. Crew of the Gypsy
211 is Lt. Peter Cummings (pilot) and Lt. Bankart.
William R. Howe is now working for the law firm of
Phillips, Nizer, Benjamin, Krim, and Ballon. He writes
tht he would “love to hear from classmates in or passing
through NYC.”. Paul E. Kelley is program director of
the Senior Drop-In Center in Laconia, N. H. He and his
wife, Carolyn, are both originally from Lynnfield,
Mass. Mrs. Kelley, now at home, was a guidance coun
selor in Winthrop, Me. They have a two year old daugh
ter, Kristen. Paul McGuire is currently a graduate stu
dent at the University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, work
ing on a professional degree of Electrical Engineer
(Electrical Power Systems.). He hopes to graduate in
December, 1974. Whitfield A. Russell is working as an
electrical engineer for the Securities and Exchange
Commission in Washington and is in his second year of
law school. He is taking evening courses at Georgetown

Robert Frazier tends to an injured Day Care Center
child at his Gorham home.

Robert R. Frazier '68 of Gorham sends his wife off to
work in the morning and stays home with a house full of
children. It's not because Bob is a women's
liberationist, but rather because his job is at home
where he runs a children's day-care center for their Gorham neighbors.
With his background of a UMO child psychology
degree, Bob is a great candidate for the job. The ex
Navy pilot worked a short time in the business world
but decided to leave. His seven-month-old day-care
center is affiliated with the Department of Health and
Welfare which means he has taken special training
courses and has had to undergo careful screening. He
must be able to take mentally and physically handicap
ped children. Bob's day is a full one, for he runs the
house as well as his "children”. He turns his daily trips
to the gas station, grocery store and hardware store into
learning experiences to help both the children and him
self.
He hopes to eventually direct a center large enough
to care for the many children that could use such a
facility in the Gorham-Portland area.

Individual and Group
Travel Arrangements
anywhere in the world
NO ADDITIONAL COST
Gate 93 Central St.
Bangor, Maine 947-6776
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MRS. JUDITH (COOPER) NEWBERT
P. O. Box 801
Rockland, Me. 04841
Hope you all had a joyous Christmas and wishing you
a blessed 1974.
MARRIAGES: Robert Johnson to Kathy Brazis. Bob
is now doing graduate work at UMPG. Fay Gallant to
Jerome Jordan. Jerome is a graduate student at Temple
University where he is research laboratory manager in
the biology department. Wesley Marsh to Sara John
ston. Wes served three years in the Naval Reserves as
an officer aboard the USS Chilton and the USS Guam.
He is a graduate student at the College of William and
Mary, Williamsburg, Va.. They reside at Virginia
Beach, Va. Capt. Mark Bastey to Jane Blood ’73. Jane
is a student at the School of Medical Technology,
Union Hospital, Framingham, Mass. Mark is a member
of the 39th Engineer Battalion (Combat) commanding
the 104th Transportation Company at Fort Devens,
Mass. They reside in Boxborough, Mass. Pasquale
Maiorino to Donna Violette (UM School of Nursing)
Pasquale graduated from the University of Maine
School of Law and is an attorney with Platz Law offices
at Lewiston. They reside on Wakefield St., Lewiston.
Kathryn Spaulding to Jack Daniel, Jr. (Eastern
Nazarene College, Quincy, Mass, and Fuller Theologi
cal Seminary in Pasadena, Calif.) Kathy attended the
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill and is an
assistant editor for Houghton Mifflin Co. in Boston.
Jack received a master’s degree from Gordon-Conwell
Theological Seminary at South Hamilton, Mass, and is
associate minister at the First Parish Church in West
wood, Mass. Robert Dexter to Ann Hawkes (SMVT1).
Ann is employed by Pooh Day Care Center and Nur
sery School, South Portland. Robert is manager of the
Radio Shack, Falmouth. They reside in South Portland.
Karen Priddle to Larry Houts. Karen writes that she
received a M.S. degree in biology (SUNY-Albany,
N.Y.) and is working in research for the NY State
Department of Health. Larry is finishing up his Ph.D.
work in biology at SUNY-Albany, N. Y. They reside at
922-B Park Ave., Albany, N. Y. 12208. Jeanne George
to Mike McCarty. They are living on Stillwater Ave.,
Bangor. BIRTHS: Enk Joseph born to Bernadette
(Soucy) and Glen Gaspar on Sept. 6, 1973. Jill Kathleen
born to Kathy (Saunders) ’70 and Dick Gleason on Aug.
10,1973. Jennifer Ellen born to Christine (Cunningham)
and Robert Fenderson on Sept. 11, 1973. Their daugh
ter Katie is 3!6. They reside at 18 Germain St., Calais
’04619.

NEWS: William Lemke has received his M.A. and
Ph.D. from UMO in history, his specialty being Ameri
can history. He is an assistant professor at St. Joseph’s
College. Karen Moriarty is in her third year as a school
social worker on Long Island, N. Y. Sgt. David Tetreau
has re-enlisted in the USAF and is a security police
technician at Loring AFB with a unit of the Strategic
Air Command. Stephen Files has completed two years
at the University of New Hampshire working toward
his master’s degree in music and is teaching junior high
school music in Agawan, Mass. Carol Anne Berry
received an M.Ed. from the University of Vermont last
June. Thomas Belle USAF recently returned to Tinker
AFB, Oklahoma after completing a series of upper-air
sampling operations for a special task force in Iran.
Priscilla Leake is associated with the Chandler School
as director of admissions. Elaine Cohen is teaching 8th
grade English at Chelmsford, Mass. Donald C. Young
writes that he, his wife Jeanne and their son Derek are
living in South Hadley, Mass, at 29 Ludlow Rd. He has
just completed the requirements for an MBA at West
ern New England College. Deborah Berg is in Heidel
berg, Germany for a year or two. She will be company
commander of Co. B, Special Troops Hdq. USAREUR
and 7th Army. She writes that all visitors are welcome!
Michael Bancroft has been appointed a staff assistant,
in-service management training, to the Bureau of Public
Administration at UMO. He completed three years ac
tive duty in the Coast Guard in August and has done
graduate work in public administration at American
University and the University of Alaska. Dr. Gene
Herzberg earned his BA and Ph.D. from UMO
specializing in Animal Nutrition - Biochemistry. He has
been named to the faculty of Lowell State College,
Lowell, Mass, after having spent a year at Bowdoin
College as a research associate in biochemistry.
ADDRESS CHANGES: Mrs. Linda (Hannigan)
Bond, 63 Mara Rd., Lake Hiawatha, N. J. 07034.
Barbara (Cable) and John Duncan and daughter Amy
have moved to Budd Drive, Bethel, Conn. Wilma (Bart
lett) Baumgardner, 1827 S. E. 38th Ave., Portland,
Oregon 97214. Colleen (Cameron) and James Murphy,
Jr., 9607 Wells Parkway, Norfolk, Va. 23503. Jane
(Deenan) and Eugene Sisce, 6422 North Magnolia,
Chicago, III. 60626. Linda (Fletcher) Houle, 27 Pleasant
St., Madison, Me. 04950. Mrs. Scott Bristol, 1522 Fair
fax Ave., Denver, Colo. 80220. Mrs. John Haskins, 36
Cumberland, Brunswick.

1970
DONNA C. BRIDGES
14 Kenduskeag Ave.
Bangor, Me. 04401
Best wishes to new brides: Bonita Bernal married to
Andrew Litz. Andy is assistant manager of the Value
House in Danbury, Conn. Margaret Donaghy married
to Harold Bailey, ’72. Harold is a biology teacher at
Washington Academy and the couple is living in Lubec.
Catherine Cole to Frederick Bishop. Fred is an
engineer-in-training at Fels Company. They make their
home in South Portland.
Denise Robidoux to Armand Morin. Armand is an
underwriter at New Hampshire Insurance Co. Cathy
Prince to Alexander Turbyne IH. Alex is entering his
fourth year at Tufts University School of Dental
Medicine. Sharon Ward to Richard Forbes. Dick is in
management at the Eastern Slope Inn, North Conway,
N.H. Susan Walsh to Ronald Steben. They live in East
Granby, Ct.
Bear Tracks: Congratulations to Tina (Pressey) and
Peter Buzzell on birth of daughter, Jennifer. Tina and
Pete also have a son Patrick, 7, and are living in Dans
ville, N. Y.
Marty (Bush) and Bill Leavitt write of their new Cape
Cod home in Rochester, N. Y. Bill is developing new
machinery for Eastman Kodak while Marty is em
ployed in an animal hospital. Bill was recently chosen

"Elk of the Year” by his local club. Steve and Dianne
(McKenney ’69) Morin have recently moved to Ger
many where Lt. Morin is assigned to the 42nd Artillery.
Steve received his M.BA. in 1972 while Dianne has
been teaching kindergarten (316 years) in SAD 60. They
have a son Benjamin Eric, 7 months. New Address:
42nd USA Arty Det D-Team, 004-50-4736, APO09069,
New York.
Donald Piper has accepted an appointment as assis
tant bacteriologist at the Maine Medical Center, Port
land. Don and wife, Cherie (Milheron) have a year old
daughter, Cory Ann. Patty Newmark has received her
master’s degree from Boston University and is a social
worker in New York. David Preble is an auditor with the
State Department of Transportation. Dave has also
served as assistant to the director of administrative
services at UMA.
Warren Hutchens (M.BA ’70), now personnel direc
tor with H. P. Hood, Inc. of Boston has been named
vice chairman for the 1973-74 Nasson College Alumni
Fund campaign. A new name and address from Susan
(Yates) Guenther. She is now living in Saratoga, N. Y.
and works for General Electric.
Mark Hedrich is employed with the Roswell Park
Memorial Institute in Buffalo, N. Y., working in cancer
research on the administrative level. Mark is also de
veloping and teaching a course at the Institute. Linda
Millay is teaching German and Modem History at Mt.
Ararat School. Jonathan Rice is teaching English in
Hampton, N. H.
Paul Cuetara is covering sports and writing a column
for The Hampton Union. Robyn Hoos is teaching stu
dents with learning disabilities in Norton, Mass.

1971

MISS BECKY BRYNN CLIFFORD
7 Town Landing Road
Falmouth Foreside, Me. 04105
Marriages: Thomas Christensen to Deborah Doten
’73. Tom is working for Caterpillar Tractor, Co. The
Christensens are living in Chillicothe, Illinois. Kristina
Lyons to Glenn Nutting ’70. William Hardy to Sheena
Hudson. The Hardys are living at 38 York Rd., Ilford,
Essex, England. Nicola Nason to Edward Pinkham.
Susan Ringer to Gregory Gravel. Susie is director of the
Maine State Lead Poisoning Program and Gregory is
director of Emergency Medical Services for the State of
Maine. Carol Dumond to Richard Card. Carol is attend
ing Eastern Maine Vocational-Technical Institute
School of Nursing. Stephen J. Allen to Katherine A.
Berry. Gary Vanidestine to Ruth Hughey. Gary is serv
ing in the Air Force; Ruth is teaching in Otis. Ann
Desjardins to James Wallace. Francis Rovnak, Jr., to
Karen Goodrich. Frank works for New England
Homes of Portsmouth; Karen is employed at the Hall
mark Gift Nook in Seabrook. The Rovnaks reside in
York. Gail McCubrey to John DeSantis. Gail teaches at
Worchester East Middle School, Worchester; John is a
project engineer at Stromberg Tool & Machine Co.,
Clinton, Mass.
Robert Creteau to Terry Jean Given ’73. Robert is
employed by the University Public Information De
partment and is a graduate student at UMO; Terry is the
resident director of Hart Hall. The Creteaus reside in
Hart Hall. Leslie Wright to Robert Grenier ’73. The
Greniers reside in Billerica, Mass.
Birth: Patty (McCallum) and Don Gautier are the
parents of a second child, Charles.
Business: Joan W. Briggs is teaching first grade in the
Hampden School System. Ellen Shaw is teaching within
the art department with her husband, Russell, at Tilton
School. Cheryl A. McMahon is teaching kindergarten in
the Boyden School, Walpole, Mass. Kathy Leighton is
still working for the state as a social worker at the
Women’s Correctional Center. Deborah Donald is the
office manager/administrator in a small sales/service
office, handling a variety of business equipment in
Needham, Mass. Jeanne (Picard) Kita and her husband,
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Michael, are enduring Massachusetts (prefer Maine)
until medical school requirements are completed by
Michael. Carol Albright is employed as a psychiatric
aide at the Elizabeth Levinson Center, Hogan Road,
Bangor. Jonathan Bancroft is a deputy sheriff and youth
counselor for the Cumberland County Sheriffs De
partment.
Dana Hill is working for Electronic Automation Sys
tems, Grand Island, N. Y., as a Process Engineer. Reno
J. Thibodeau is working in Boston for the Capitol Bank
and Trust Company. He recently visited with Mr. Fred
erick J. Simmons ’06, who used to be the corresponding
secretary for his UMO class. He is one of 5 classmates
remaining. Charles M. Bonzey III, married to
Maureen C. O’Brien, is working for General Motors
Corp., Framingham, Mass., as a system engineer in the
tooling department. Dave Rollins is in the Navy as a LT
(JG) on board the USS Barnstable County (LST 1197)
as operations officer. He will finish his naval term in
November and plans to return to school. Edward Lav
erty has been commissioned a second lieutenant in the
Army. Loren Piper has been assigned to Nellis AFB,
Nevada, for duty with a unit of the Air Force communi
cations service. Paul Michael Thibodeau is working as a
distributor for “Life Savers’’ in the Portland area.
Stephan Rubinoff is the director of Public Information
and Education for the Maine Law Enforcement Plan
ning and Assistance Agency in Augusta. He previously
had been in the planning department.

1972
MISS CATHY TRIPP
25 Page Street
Brunswick, Me. 04011
Marriages: Susan Newhall to Mark Wellman. Sue is
employed at Coastal Fashion Outlet while Mark is emp
loyed as a musician. Loretta Treworgy bride of Ralph
Foss. Ralph is employed by Magazines, Inc. Kathy
Brazis married to Robert Johnson. Bob is employed at
Maine Medical Center and both are studying at UMPG.
Catherine Van Dyke married to Leslie Gould ’70. Cathy
is a grad student at UMO at the School of Library
Science and Leslie is a conservation research techni
cian at UMO. Lucinda Gray (Westbrook) married to
Charles Pidacks. Lucinda is employed as a medical
secretary at the Joslin Clinic, Boston and Charles is
now serving in the U. S. Army, Ft. Devens. Jan Goss to
David Wood. They live at 819 N.W. 2 Ave., Ft.
Lauderdale, Fla. 33304. Carolyn Luther married to Ar
thur Burnell (Plus-Gray College). Carolyn is a recep
tionist at UMO where Arthur is a student. Carol Sadler
wed to Carl Biondell. Carol is employed by the City of
Bangor as a computer operator. Sally Bonney (Mercy
Hos. School of Nursing) married to Richard Young.
Richard is employed by Shell Oil Co. out of Wellesley,
Mass. They live in Gorham.
Carolyn Shaw (MA, U. Conn.) married to Donald
Bellingham (Bellevue College, Omaha, Neb). Carolyn
teaches in the Manchester, Conn, school system while
Don is a processor with Aetna Life and Casualty Co. of
Hartford. Linda Capone bride of John Newton. Linda is
teacher-director of Children’s World Day Care Center,
Auburn, and John is a master’s degree candidate at
Goddard College. Joyce Wilmoth (Lesley College)
bride of David Mackinnon. David is a communications
officer aboard the USS Blue Ridge at San Diego, Calif.
Sue Davis married to Dick George. They are living in
Orono. Evie Kolman bride of Ed Gibson ’73. They live in
Madison where Ed is Supt. of Madison Electric Works
and Evie teaches 4th grade at Sebastian Rasle School.
Sandra White (Nursing) married to John Samartine
(Louisiana State Univ.). Sandy is nursing at Veterans
Hospital, East Orange, N. J.
Employment: Sherry Stetson is an information officer
in the Air Force at Dover AFB, Delaware. Michael
Gould attended a graduate school at Connecticut
Mutual Life’s home office, Hartford. He is associated
with the Richard M. Boyd Agency, Portland. Dianne
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Hall is County Extension Home Economist in Benning
ton County (Vt.). Deborah Locke is librarian at the
Woodbury (Conn.) Middle School. Kathy Heindal is
teaching French in Newburyport, Mass. Linda Stafford
has completed her M.S. degree work in Speech Patho
logy and Audiology at Penn. State. David Lothrop has
been awarded a grad teaching assistantship in mic
robiology for 1973-74 at UMO. Brian Greener is teach
ing social studies in E. Weymouth, Mass. Duane
Nadeau has graduated at Goodfellow AFB, Texas, from
the U.S. Air Force Communications analysis specialist
course conducted by the Air Training Command. He is
being assigned to Kelly AFB, Texas, for duty with
Security Service. David King has completed Platoon
Leaders School and was commissioned a second
lieutenant at the Marine Corps Development and Edu
cation Command. At Trinity High School, Manchester,
N. H., Elizabeth Kudrick is faculty moderator for the
color guard. Heather Waterman was commissioned a
U.S. Navy ensign at the completion of a 19-week
course at the Naval Officer School in Newport, R. I.
Donald Piper is assistant bacteriologist at the Maine
Medical Center, Portland. Karen Boulos has her M.S. in
Education with a major in Recreation Therapy from
UMPG. She is employed by the City of Portland.Parks
and Rec. Dept., working with and for the handicapped
in the area of Greater Portland. Christine Hough is in the
graduate program in Learning Disabilities at St. Louis
Univ, and is teaching part-time in two Learning Centers
in Affton, Mo. Paula (Beaulieu) Rockwell and husband,
Keith, are leaving for Augsbury, Germany, for three
years. Keith is a Second Lieutenant in the Army. Jim
Mullen is employed at Depositors Trust, Augusta. Anne
Dearstyne is in her second year of master’s work in
Occupational Therapy at Columbia University. Greg
Doyon is studying for his master’s in Public Manage
ment at URI.
Addresses: Mary (Moody) Woodman, Box 453,
Gordon-Conwell Theo. Seminary, S. Hamilton, Mass.
01982. Linda (Murray) Theberge, Box 92, So. Freeport
04078. Cheryl (Foster) Duplessis, 160 Maine Ave., Apt.
2B, Augusta, Me. 04330. Jennifer (Kimball) Carter, 16
Walnut St., Portland. Nancy (Praplaski) Cupernall,
Bldg. 12, Apt. 6,4950 Westport Hills Dr., Syracuse, N.
Y.
Births: Son, Benjamin Martin to Marie (Martin) and
Glen Ronco.

1973
RACHEL DUTCH
Green Acre Estates A-21
New Meadows Road
West Bath, Me. 04530

Wedding bells have been ringing steadily since
graduation for our class. Gail Abbott and Mike Kay ’71
are living in Japan after their wedding. Mike is a
member of the drug and alcohol rehabilitation center
and Gail is teaching in a nursery school. Deborah Doten
and Tom Christensen ’71 are now in Chillicothe. Illi
nois, where Tom is working for Caterpillar Tractor Co.
Glenn Hilton to Gail Thompson. They are living in Lex
ington, Ky., where they are both attending graduate
school. Susan Goodhue to Glen Rogers '69. They live in
Newport, R. I. where Glen is a detail officer at the
Naval Hospital and Susan works at the Naval Nursery
School. Bill Schoolcraft to Sheila Thompson '74. They
live in Rockport, Mass, while Bill works at Stone and
Webster in Boston.

Norma Cairns to Robert Morey. Norma is teaching at
Brownville Junction Junior High. Dianne Coffey to
Ronald Brown. Claudia Struitt to Glenwood Quintal.
They live in Steuben while Glenwood works as a surveyor
for Bridge Construction Co. Linda Cannell to Edward
Bleile. They live in Wiscasset where Linda teaches 7
and 8 grade reading. Wendy Beaulieu toWillie Gavett.
Willie is teaching in Old Town.

Betsy Ouellette to Carleton Young. They are living in
Old Town while Betsy works at the Bangor Regional
Speech and Hearing Center and Carl attends UMO.
Claire McIntosh to John Desrosier (U Mass.) They are
living near Ho Ho Kus, N. J. Edwin Mooney to Colette
Ranslow (UMM). They are living in Randolph. Mark
Holland to Liz Field ’75. Mark is working for Vitro
Industries in Silver Springs, Md., while Liz attends the
University of Maryland
Robert Gilmore to Catherine Cibor. They live in Paw
tucket, R. I. Richard Cookson to Deborah Conners.
They are living in Dover Foxcroft where Richard is
teaching. Nancy Rushmore to Evan Antworth. They
both are employed by the Wycliffe Bible Translators
and live in Bangor.
John Norton to Nancy Johnson. John is a clambake
master on Long Island—in Casco Bay—and they live in
Portland. Keitha Schoppee to Mark Havey. Mark is
attending UNH grad school in physics and Keitha is
teaching in Kittery. They live in Barrington, N. H.
Charles Rankin to Jean Johnson. Charles is working at
Thurston Farms Inc., North Fryeburg. Leo Spayne to
Eileen Doreika. Paul Rutkiewicz to Karen Bolivar. Paul (
is teaching in Dover-Foxcroft and working on his mas
ters at UMO. Karen is an R.N. at Eastern Maine Medi
cal Center. Rick Johnston to Jill Martel ’74. They are
living in Orono. Rick still has his hand in the broadcast
ing business—he’s working for WLBZ-TV in Bangor.
Daryl Anderson to Michael Mooney. Daryl teaches in
Belfast and Michael is working in Camden. They live
between the two jobs in Lincolnville Beach. Theresa
Bilodeau to Russ Collier. Carol Woodbrey to John
Sargent. Donald Skroski to Ellen Palmer. Don is teach
ing in South Paris. Carmen Lehou to Bill Hunter. They
are living in Lewiston. Marsha Ostlund to Gary Cole.
Bangor is their home where Gary works for Cole’s
Express. Gary Peterson to Kathy Andrews '74.
After the winter edition, I received many letters from
classmates telling me of new jobs but I still don’t know
where lots of you are. Let me know so I can let
everyone else in on things.
Carol Hume writes that she is a management trainee /
at New England Life Insurance Co., Boston. Toni Hen-/
derson is working at Paul Revere Life Insurance in
Worcester as an Underwriter Trainee. Jill Underwood
is teaching Latin at Edward Little High School in Au
burn. Gail Kelly is a speech therapist at the schools in
Ft. Fairfield. Lynn Dickey is a VISTA worker in
Gorham. Tom Ludwig teaches in Biddeford. Sue Vick
ers is working at Fairchild Semiconductor. Sue Hart
ford teaches physical education in the elementary
schools in Bath. Debbie Yuen is a stewardess for United
Airlines, based in New York. NeNe Edes is teaching
physical education in Cape Elizabeth. Paul Bessey
coaches at Madison High.

Pat Grondin teaches junior high English in Saco.
Paula Waite works for Bar Harbor Airlines in Trenton.
Ed Allen is an assistant in the FBI lab in Washington.
Barry Hobbins, state representative from Saco, is back
in Augusta for the special session. Kathy, Mayhew is
working for the city library in Washington. Marilyn
Smith, Karla Bean, Lucille Ozzella, Richard Fournier
and Stephen Michaud are all working for the Berlin, N.
H. school department.
Steve Daigle teaches chemistry in Westbrook High
School. Judy Buxbaum has been appointed Therapeutic
Dietician in Milton Hospital in Milton, Mass. Ann
Colby teachesjunior high home economics in Meredith,
N. H. Gary Haynes attends Aviation Officers Candidate
School in Pensacola, Fla. Dr. Kenneth Miller
(PH.D.-’73) is the Associate Dean of Student Personnel
at Delaware County Community College. David Quin
ton is the librarian at East Greenwich High School,
Rhode Island. Ken Allen is seeking the presidency of
the National Young Democratic Clubs of America.
Nancy Spieczny is a student at Northeastern law
school. Diane Taft and husband Mike are living in Ash
land, Oregon while Mike attends the University of
Southern Oregon graduate school. Chris Murdock is a
graduate student at Yale in forestry. Jeff Ross, Paul
Plorde, and Russ Drechsel are in graduate school at
UMO.
I am tutoring elementary school students in the Bath
school system. (Quite a ways from journalism but
money!)
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THE UNIVERSITY OF MAINE AT ORONO GENERAL ALUMNI ASSOC.
(FOR MEMBERS & THEIR IMMEDIATE FAMILIES)
PRESENTS

SPACE LIMITED!!!
EARLY SELLOUT LIKELY !
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* ( + 13% Tax & Service)
Per person-Double occupancy
Single Supplement - $60.00
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MEMORIAL DAY
MAY 24 JUNE 1
8 Days - 7 Nights
CALL OR WRITE FOR FREE
COLOR HOTEL BROCHURE

( + 13% Tax & Service)
Per person-Double occupancy
Single Supplement - $60.00

Direct round trip jet transportation to Majorca (Meals &
beverages served aloft)! EVENING DEPARTURE I
Welcome Sangria (Wipe & Fruit Punch) Party !
8 Days & 7 Nights deluxe accommodations at the Victoria,
Fenix or Nixe Palace Hotels, Majorca's finest ! (or similar)
Continental breakfast & gourmet dinner daily (Tax &
Service Charge included) Festive barbecue one evening !
Sightseeing Tour of Palma City
Gala Farewell Banquet !
Exciting low-cost optional tours available !
All gratuities for chambermaids, bellboys & doormen !
All round trip transfers & baggage handling from airport
to the hotel I
Experienced escort & hotel hospitality desk !

For further information, contact and mail deposits to: Univ, of Maine at Orono General Alumni Assoc., Orono, Maine 04473 PHONE: (207) 581-7331
\()TF : To ensure that \ou are enrolled on the trip of your choice, make certain that you use this coupon ! ! !
-------------------------_ - ---------------------------------------------------------------- RESERVATION COUPON---------- - THE UNIV, of MAINE at ORONO GENERAL ALUMNI ASSOCIATION: PICK-A-TRIP 1974
Enclosed find deposit in the amount of $................................($75 00 per person) for.............. person(s).
Please enroll us(me) on the following trip(s): ( ) ROME May 3-11; ( ) MAJORCA May 24-June 1

N A M E (S)_______________________________________________________ A D D R E SS___________________________________________________________________

^DOMING WITH

■

ZIP

BUSINESS PHONE __ _____________________________ HOME PHONE----------------------------------

“

____________________ Child(ren) aged 1 4 years or under enrolled on trip, please list age(s)------------- ------------------------------ ------------Please make checks payable to. Univ, of Maine at Orono General Alumni Assoc.

Please check if Single Supplement is desired. ( )
Indicate airplane seating preferred (Not guaranteed)

D

Smoking

I

I

I

■ Air transportation - 250 seat Overseas National Airways
DC-8 Jet Cost - $150.00; Land-$210.47
Charter Cost - $37,500

GENERAL INFORMATION Deposits are accepted on a First-Come, First-Served basis as SPACE IS LIMITED Final payment is due 60 days prior to departure.
New bookings are accepted any time prior to departure providing space is available. Reservations may not be considered conf irmed until deposits are accepted
by Arthurs Travel Center. Information will be sent to you four to six weeks after your deposit is received Cancellation without penalty will be permitted if
written request is received 60 days before departure. Cancellation after 60 days will be subject to an administrative charge of $25 00 per person and there will
also be a charge for the pro rata air fare unless replacement is made from a waiting list, however, the availability of such replacement is not guaranteed.
Refunds resulting from cancellationsmay take 8 to 10 weeks to process.
■Applicable government regulations require that air/land costs are quoted and that the air cost is subject to revision based on the actual number of participants,
however, only the complete air/land package(s) described in this brochure is available Price subject to change for currency fluctuation, any taxes imposed since
the price of this trip has been set and enactment of applicable government regulations RESPONSIBILITY ARTHURS TRAVEL CENTER, INC. ‘and/or
its associated agents act as agent only for all services furnished herein and E XPRESSLY DISCLAIM ALL RESPONSIBl LITY OR LIABILITY OF ANY
NATURE WHATSOEVER FOR LOSS, DAMAGE OR INJURY TO PROPERTY OR TO PERSON DUE TO ANY CAUSE WHATSOEVER occurring during
the tour or tours described herein and for loss of trip time resulting from airline delays.
All tickets, coupons and orders are issued subject to the foregoing and to any and all terms and conditions under which the means of transportation
and/or other services provided thereby are offered and/or supplied by the owners, contractors or public carriers for whom ARTHURS TRAVEL CENTER acts
solely as agent ARTHURS TRAVE L CENTER reserves the right in its discretion to change any part of the itinerary or the air carrier or the aircraft utilized
without notice and for any reason. *Prices quoted are as of January 1, 1973 and do not reflect the dollar devaluation of February, 1973 or any additional
devaluation subsequent to February, 1973. Since the various exchange rates are presently in a state of flux, the applicable surcharge cannot be computed at this
ime. Several months prior to departure, based on the exchange rates then prevailing, you will be invoiced for this surcharge, if any
Due to the serious fuel shortage the air lines are anticipating substantial price increases for fuel Therefore, the trip price is subject to increase based on any
urcharge levied by the airlines resulting from increased fuel costs.
* and Univ, of Maine at Orono General Alumni Assoc.
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■ Air transportation -250 seat Overseas National Airways
DC-8 Jet Cost-$180.00; Land-$191.77
Charter Cost - $45,000

MAJORCA

CITY

I

Round trip jet to Rome (meals & beverages served aloft)!
Evening Departure !
First-class accommodations at the R itz-Sporting
Hotels (or similar)!
Continental breakfast daily (tax & tip included) !
Dinner each evening (tax & tip included)!
* Tour of ancient Rome !
Tour of religious sites of Rome 1
Exciting low-cost optional tours available !
All gratuities for bellmen, chambermaids & doormen !
All round trip transfers & luggage handling from airport
to the hotel !
Experienced escort & hotel hospitality desk !

8 Days - 7 Nights
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BOSTON DEPARTURES!

YOUR TRIP INCLUDES:
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Non-Smoking
NOTE: Information will be sent to you four to six weeks after your deposit is received.
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Reunion 1974
June 7-9
Reunioning classes: Senior
Alumni, 1924, 1929, 1934,
1939, 1944, 1949, 1954, 1959,
and 1964.

